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Abstract

This dissertation is a call for collaboration at the interdisciplinary intersection of natural language processing, explainable machine learning, philosophy of science, and education technology. If we want algorithm decision-making to be explainable, those decisions must be defensible by practitioners in a social context, rather than transparent about their technical and mathematical details. Moreover, I argue that a narrow view of explanation, specifically one focused on causal reasoning about deep neural networks, is unsuccessful even on its own terms. To that end, the rest of the thesis aims to build alternate, non-causal tools for explaining behavior of classification models.

My technical contributions study human judgments in two distinct domains. First, I study group decision-making, releasing a large-scale corpus of structured data from Wikipedia’s deletion debates. I show how decisions can be predicted and debate outcomes explained based on social and discursive norms. Next, in automated essay scoring, I study a dataset of student writing, collected through an ongoing cross-institutional tool for academic advising and diagnostic for college readiness. Here, I explore the characteristics of essays that receive disparate scores, focusing on several topics including genre norms, fairness audits across race and gender, and investigative topic modeling. In both cases, I show how to evaluate and choose the most straightforward tools that effectively make predictions, advocating for classical approaches over deep neural methods when appropriate.

In my conclusion, I advance a new framework for building defensible explanations for trained models. Recognizing that explanations are constructed based on a scientific discourse, and that automated systems must be trustworthy for both developers and users, I develop success criteria for earning that trust. I conclude by connecting to critical theory, arguing that truly defensible algorithmic decision-making must not only be explainable, but must be held accountable for the power structures it enables and extends.
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proceedings of AIES</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proceedings of BEA</td>
<td>Proceedings of the Workshop on Innovative Use of NLP for Building Educational Applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Proceedings of the Conference on Computational Natural Language Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proceedings of CSCW (2017-present)</td>
<td>Proceedings of the ACM on Human-Computer Interaction: CSCW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proceedings of DIS</td>
<td>Proceedings of the ACM Conference on Designing Interactive Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proceedings of FAccT</td>
<td>Proceedings of the ACM Conference on Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proceedings of Group</td>
<td>Proceedings of the ACM International Conference on Supporting Group Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proceedings of HICSS</td>
<td>Proceedings of the Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proceedings of ICWSM</td>
<td>Proceedings of the International AAAI Conference on Web and Social Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proceedings of LAK</td>
<td>Proceedings of the International Conference on Learning Analytics and Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proceedings of NCME</td>
<td>Proceedings of the National Conference on Measurement in Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proceedings of NeurIPS</td>
<td>Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proceedings of WikiSym</td>
<td>Proceedings of the International Symposium on Wikis and Open Collaboration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: List of publication venue abbreviations used in this work.
Part I: Goals

Introduction and Overview

"Any teacher that can be replaced by a machine should be."

— Arthur C Clarke

"We think of it like a robot tutor in the sky that can semi-read your mind."

— Jose Ferreira, CEO, Knewton

The plan had been to write this thesis in coffee shops. Or airports, or my office on campus. But instead, I wrote the last few articles for this dissertation while my coauthors and I were confined to our homes. For most of these last few months, the in-person economy of the United States has essentially been shut down. At the peak this spring, 165 countries had entirely closed their schools, with nearly 1.25 billion students impacted across primary, secondary, and tertiary education systems.

Although schools are closed, many are using technology to provide for continuity of learning. In higher education, many institutions shifted to distance learning quickly in the wake of campus closures, while K-12 systems have adapted in a variety of ways. This is a critical time: Students will be impacted in enduring ways as the response of schools will likely exacerbate existing inequities. Staff will lose their jobs and institutional revenues will fall. Some campuses that have closed will never reopen.

What an opportunity for technologists. For a century or more, science fiction authors have imagined robots replacing teachers. Educational technology researchers and entrepreneurs have been eager to pick up this mantra and goal of replacing traditional teachers and schools. Over the last few years, the tone of these proclamations had started to die down. Yes, the promise of machine learning for enabling the "pedagogical troika" of teaching, learning, and assessment


has held steady\(^5\). But airy buzz around superhuman predictive analytics in classrooms, textbooks, and school administrative offices had just started to fade into more reasoned discourse about capabilities and drawbacks, limitations, and implementation needs. That may now change. Some – perhaps most – school administrators will choose to confront this uncertain new reality by prioritizing the role of instructional technology in their students’ learning. And my peers, the machine learning researchers that develop groundbreaking new algorithms for educational technology, will be eager to jump to respond to the call.

In response to Hurricane Katrina’s impact on education in New Orleans, Naomi Klein wrote about how “disaster capitalists” such as Milton Friedman saw in that crisis an opportunity to “radically reform the educational system” through immense cuts to public education in favor of subsidies to for-profit private charter schools\(^6\). This spring, Klein wrote a reprise of this line of thinking - that she called the “Screen New Deal.”\(^7\) The coronavirus pandemic is a global crisis in nearly every sector, and the subsequent protests against police brutality are bringing anti-racist ideals to the forefront of our national discourse. The opportunity for rapid change in our social contract dwarfs even the furthest-reaching impacts of a localized natural disaster. This crisis is a once-in-a-generation moment to see new technologies adopted in sweeping fashion.

As I watch my colleagues in education and in technology, I see a disconnect between research and practice. In my career, I have worked with researchers, educators, funders, and policy-makers seeking to reshape schooling around educational technology. Along the way, it has been critical to defend the use of machine learning and natural language processing technologies. But the research on explainable machine learning in academic work today seems to struggle even on its own terms, much less survive contact with the outside world. This work answers few of the questions that users ask, while also missing the bigger picture of how tools are built in industry and used by downstream users (in education, this means teachers, students, staff, and parents). We are not well-equipped to explain algorithmic decision-making today, and I believe the reason is because questions about what makes a “good” automated decision are not just technical, they are epistemological.


Problem Statement

How should developers and users understand algorithmic decision-making, making sense of automated choices and labels with stakes attached? There are options at every stage of implementation. Software developers will have to make detailed judgments of whether large-scale neural models are worth the cost and time investment over more straightforward baseline methods. In applied collaborations, domain experts will collect datasets; in doing so, they will have to decide on which training data to collect and how it should be labeled. Academics and corporations will try to defend the behavior of the models they train, and they’ll need to be able to make clear and rational justifications. This requires good explanations of why the algorithms they trained are making trustworthy judgment calls. Here are my guiding concerns about these tasks:

1. **NLP research relies on narrow, deeply technical explanations of models and model architectures.** A rich, data-driven understanding of real-world behaviors informed by subject matter expertise is lacking in the literature, in favor of a search for causal explanation that I fear may be fruitless.
2. **We do not have a good bridge between machine learning research and software development.** Even builders of machine learning systems have few options for understanding the models we train; users have even fewer, and people impacted downstream by automated decisions often have no points of access at all.

3. **In education specifically, good intentions of machine learning researchers do not always translate to equitable impact.** Technical work is not steeped in the history of education reform, and as a result it is decontextualized from the consequences and fallout of automation.

I am not a skeptic of the entire field of educational technology. There’s a long list of people who are, seeing the discipline as intrinsically harmful to schools. I don’t always agree with them – but leaning on algorithmic decision-making does require trusting the system from which that algorithm came. To build that trust, researchers must learn from their data, grappling with the human context of the domain they’re working in. Rather than formal, causal guarantees, I argue for time-consuming work embedded in a broader social understanding of the actors that produced their data, understanding the culture you want to build, and training models that reflect behaviors you want to see replicated into the future.

**Thesis Structure**

**Part I: Defining the Gap**

I begin with an investigation of "explainability," as it is published in NLP. In partnership with philosophers of science, I dive into the specific scientific discourse of 2019, in the wake of the introduction of Transformers – particularly BERT. We dive in specifically on the findings of Jain & Wallace and Serrano & Smith, and the rebuttal by Wiegreffe & Pinter. These arguments are nuanced and highly technical, and I try to take a step back and make a case from the humanities. I argue that attempts at interpreting deep neural models like BERT are categorically aiming for the wrong type of scientific explanation, in a way that is bound to get stuck in traps at the wrong level of target and abstraction. The section ends with my reasoning for why we should lean instead on non-causal explanation of model behavior, and my goal for the thesis: to look at how we study and explain various applied domains that are relevant to education; in so doing, to begin looking for criteria for what defensible explanations should look like; and to tie these into a framework that can guide future NLP work.

---

12. Sarthak Jain and Byron C Wallace. “Attention is not Explanation”. In: *Proceedings of NAACL*. 2019
14. Sarah Wiegreffe and Yuval Pinter. “Attention is not not explanation”. In: *Proceedings of EMNLP*. 2019
Part II: Wikipedia Deletion Debates

As a first domain for building an approach to explainable decision-making, I spent time in 2019 understanding how predictions can be used to study the domain of real-world group debate. For this project, I did not start with an education problem that occurs directly in schools. Instead, I chose to study the rich discourse on deletion that rages behind the scenes of Wikipedia, the world’s largest encyclopedia and source of open knowledge. I investigate the classification problem of predicting the outcome of text-based debates.

Figure 2: Contemporary news articles covered the deletion controversy around the recent Nobel laureate Donna Strickland. From The Guardian.

As a motivating example for why this domain is interesting, consider the popular, highly circulated story from the months I was coming back to CMU. At that time, news spread around the internet that Donna Strickland, an acclaimed scientist who had just won the Nobel Prize in Physics, had no Wikipedia presence; this was not only an omission but an intentional decision. She had, in fact, been subject of an article; but that article had been deleted due to falling below the standards of notability enforced by the site’s editor community. In this I found a highly inflammatory topic that comes up frequently for marginally famous individuals, and particularly people whose identity doesn’t mirror that of Wikipedia’s editor population. The site can be toxic to newcomers and has an especially problematic and well-documented relationship with gender. The impression was that the deck was stacked: Wikipedia’s rules and culture tended to

---


"Brian Keegan and Darren Gergle. “Egalitarians at the gate: One-sided gatekeeping practices in social media”. In: Proceedings CSCW. 2010, pp. 131–134"

shut out newcomers at the expense of longer-tenured members, and to prioritize the value of work from white, American men. But how do we describe and explain those social mechanisms?

I collected a massive corpus: every deletion debate in the history of Wikipedia since 2005, in total a little over four hundred thousand debates. My input is nearly-synchronous discussions where individual contributions are short but the discussion as a whole consists of contributions from multiple participants. I start by showing that this data can be used to train accurate machine learning models with BERT - we can do far better than guessing, and can build a useful machine learning tool for predicting the future. Given this ability to predict outcomes, I demonstrate that relatively simple models for classification tasks give us an avenue for reflection on the social phenomena that occur in the Wikipedia domain. I specifically show how trained models give us a rich quantitative set of tools for the human side of data science. The outputs of predictions give us a way to excavate insights from the group decision-making that generated the dataset. This process helps us to find out where decisions are actually coming from, and shows us what actions are predictive of success.

My specific investigation ends up focusing on the "calcified" rules and regulations that dominate debates over notability on Wikipedia. These policies come from a limited set of a few dozen pages, mostly written over a decade ago, that drive debate among Wikipedia’s editors. Subjective biases and unfair actions, when encoded in algorithms, "become" objective, rule-based, almost robotic actions. I’ll use the predictions to explain how these policies are tied to group decisions, based on what outcomes the model forecasts.

While Wikipedia is not a school and does not have students or teachers, it intersects frequently with issues of curriculum design and learning. Open resources like Wikipedia undergird both the classroom and independent learning. The discussions that editors have with each other about what belongs in those pages shapes knowledge itself – what gets to count as truth in their curriculum. These choices about content impact students directly. Students are perfectly aware of the cultural identity represented in the technology they use, and we have ample research going back decades that when students see (or do not see) themselves in the content of the books they read and the tests they take, it impacts their own sense of belongingness and identity in the school setting. Furthermore, evidence continues to show that incorporating a better and broader representation accrues benefits for learning directly, given these factors, the impact of Wikipedia’s editorial policy to teaching and learning is vitally important, and research on those policies has a clear connection on education more broadly.
Part III: Automated Essay Scoring

Helping educators understand the role of machine learning in their work has been my job for a long time, with several different affiliations. The particular work I focused on was the commercialization of automated essay scoring (AES). This is a big industry: each year, millions of essays are scored automatically with models trained by machine learning, on exams like the GRE and GMAT. Students write short essays of a few hundred words, usually on a specific writing activity with predefined content; an algorithm evaluates their work on a rubric based on past scoring data. My involvement in the field began in earnest in 2012 and 2013 with the publication of a Hewlett Foundation white paper, which circulated widely in the media and in policy-making circles. The evidence from that study established a belief, which has now been stable for several years: automated scoring is tractable with no more than standard machine learning methods.

The New York Times

Essay-Grading Software Offers Professors a Break

Figure 3: The New York Times’ coverage of the edX EASE announcement drove much of the press attention to automated essay scoring in 2013.

But educators want more than scores on standardized tests. They want the reasoning behind those scores, and actionable advice for students to take away and use on future work. Maybe most importantly, they want to understand the role of the automated system in fundamentally human-human interactions like academic advising, teaching, and peer collaboration.

These extensions are not easy! The AES industry has historically

---


relied on multivariate regression models constructed by researchers with psychometrics expertise, defining and measuring only a few dozen intuitively satisfying and justifiable variables. The goal in building models has been not to attain the highest accuracy, but to weigh the tradeoffs between precision and recall, on one hand, against defensibility on the other. More modern NLP, including neural methods, are not amenable to this debate. Composition scholars who wish to explore AES are immediately overwhelmed with millions of parameters, hosted on GPU-enabled cloud compute, with no clear connection between the model’s performance and any interpretable judgment system. The learning curve is simply insurmountable; today, practitioners must trust a black box from a hands-off developer.

So Part III of this thesis describes an approach to building the explainability case for an AES system. I start by questioning the importance of deep learning methods. The teams I led in industry used classical methods; they were based on ordinal logistic regressions and bag-of-words features, with minimal NLP technology; I describe the practical lessons learned from those years, including measurement of how well our software performed at improving student outcomes. In those same years, though, a massive influx of new tools became available to researchers, including neural networks, contextual word embeddings, and of course, attention-based Transformer architectures. It feels, intuitively, like those tools should be useful for essay scoring – but with serious technological requirements, a large carbon footprint, and no easy pathway to explainability, are they worth it? I explore that question, probing whether classical methods are good enough for AES tasks and whether full neural models are a necessary component for state-of-the-art research.

This section then moves on to a partnership with researchers implementing DAACS, the Diagnostic Assessment and Achievement of College Skills. This support tool for first-time college students gives feedback on curriculum readiness for college as well as a wide range of self-regulation skills. Our goal was to build a good system for automated scoring, with behavior that could make sense to practitioners in live deployments at universities. I trained a series of classifiers for this product, in two waves of training data.

Thousands of students have used DAACS, but the population is unlike the target of most AES systems. Students are often mid-career, coming back to college in their 30s after a decade or more in the workforce, often in the military. From reviewing the text of their essays, I know that many have spouses, children, and jobs. Because of the potential for negative impact due to model bias, in addition to measuring performance of the models in terms of accuracy, I audit

---

31 Diana Akhmedjanova et al. “Validity and Reliability of the DAACS Writing Assessment”. In: Proceedings of NCME. 2019

the systems for demographic fairness by race and gender, using demographic data available through the DAACS partnership.

I also begin looking at the factors and features that might be part of a non-causal explanation for the scores that AES models produce. After all, an outstanding and highly controversial question in the essay scoring literature is exactly what patterns are prioritized by machine learning classifiers, and what implications that has for institutional adoption of technology, instructional pedagogy, and student test prep. Long-time critic of automation and former director of Writing Across the Curriculum at MIT, Les Perelman argues that algorithmic models learn trivial correlations with scores\(^3\), like word count. Composition scholar Bill Condon argues a more subtle point, that the systems force students and institutions alike into valuing superficial writing styles, narrowing writing to an easily testable format\(^4\).

So I take the methods used in the Wikipedia study and apply them to essay scoring. I try to explain the behavior observed in the live data from students using the system, in ways that might be pedagogically useful and productive for setting campus policy. I break this into two chapters: the first focusing on essay structure and in particular the use of the *five-paragraph essay*, and the second on essay content. I show how student writing can be a window into the social context of writing assessment and the normative contract between teachers, students, and institutions. Additionally, my content and topic analysis shows how personal expression, self-identity, and engagement with educational norms appear in the essays students submit to technological systems.

\(^3\) Les Perelman. “When “the state of the art” is counting words”. In: *Assessing Writing* 21 (2014), pp. 104–111

Part IV: Toward Successful Explanation

With these two investigations, I spend the closing sections of the thesis defining success criteria for defensible machine learning decision-making. We can train models that reliably predict behavior, sure – but can we then explain the domain these models learn to emulate, the decision-making that our classifiers will bring into that domain, and the limits on the circumstances that our explanations will hold for? The final section of this thesis brings these questions together into a working conceptual frame for how future research should explain the human angle in machine learning data.

I lay out the case for non-causal explanations, again leaning on philosophy of science. I show how contemporary philosophers have developed the idea of minimal models, meant to define the shared features that, collectively, establish the circumstances under which a non-causal explanation will hold. I then describe how a justificatory step can carry the load for these explanations even when causality has not been established. And then, relying on work in computational social science, I describe how the data in both of my domains can be characterized. My justification for model explanations relies on the idea of individual humans as explainable social actors, with complex interactions and goals that algorithms learn to replicate. This gives a way forward for explainability research that eschews narrow, introspective explanations based on models alone in a vacuum.

But a condition of these explanations is that we know the systems that they can explain and the systems they cannot. In both of my domains of study, the social phenomena under analysis for algorithmic replication are based on systems of long-held structural biases; replicating and even explaining them may do more harm than good.

So I conclude by veering into more radical territory. The moment in 2020 is pivotal, and the stakes are incredibly high, but we have a problem. So far I’ve discussed how explainable machine learning researchers have focused on model internals rather than social context. Similarly, developers of education technology have focused on in-system analytics as the core of learning science. But a natural extension of my work on social context is to critique the nature of how we measure algorithmic systems in principle. This final chapter, coming out of interdisciplinary reading on critical theory and queer feminist scholarship, further probes the goals and power structures of explainable machine learning, asking who benefits from automation in these domains, and what truths our explanations are actually revealing and reifying. I point out assumptions that are made when we build our systems in the first place. Now of all moments, we should question those assumptions.

Core Contributions

This dissertation is an opinionated call for proactive and social explainability in natural language processing systems. I argue for an explanatory strategy that can give usable insight and knowledge about algorithmic systems that is practical for real-world conversations about the consequences of automated decision-making.

- I make the case against a narrow view of explanation. I demonstrate that current approaches are not successful at interventionist causal explanation, but suggest hope that philosophy of science offers paths to successful non-causal accounts.
- I make contributions to two separate fields, using a broad toolbox for data-driven explanation of both human and model behavior.
  - Wikipedia deletion debates, where I present new data on group decision-making, release a large-scale corpus of structured conversations, and connect threads from prior work to gain insight about successful discourse strategies online.
  - Automated essay scoring, where I conduct an investigation of technical methods for automated essay scoring, measuring the tradeoffs of neural methods with classical approaches. Applying this approach to a dataset from first-year college students, I ask how we can describe and explain automated scoring behavior. My approach combines classification tasks with demographic fairness measurement and a mixed-methods investigation of both the structure and content of student writing.
- I propose a framework for developing defensible explanations for algorithmic decision-making, connecting the explainable machine learning literature to the social sciences and humanities. I also use this opportunity to connect to gender studies and recognize where an explainable algorithm must also be held accountable for the power structures it reifies and reinforces.

As researchers, we have a role to play in shaping the decisions that are being made about designing, developing, and disseminating automated decision-making systems. To responsibly fulfill that role requires a broader picture of how our systems are used and defended in practice. I set a course for knowing the behaviors of our models and the sources of those behaviors. Practitioners adopting these methods should be able to anticipate the consequences of adopting our technologies, not be surprised at first collision with the outside world. I hope to bring a new perspective on what it means to successfully build machine learning systems in education.
The Philosophy of Explanation

In the natural language processing community, we’ve reached a consensus that explainability in trained models is a positive attribute. When performing model selection, the less complex and more explainable model should be preferred (holding all else - for instance, classification accuracy or training time - equal). Part of this is purely intuitive and based on logistic ease for software developers; the preference for explainable models is also spurred on by regulation, led by the European Union’s “right to explanation” in the 2016 enactment of the GDPR. Yet so far, most researchers in NLP that describe their models as explainable have treated explanation the way that U.S Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart famously treated obscenity: “I know it when I see it”. It is challenging to evaluate the success of an explainable neural model without defining a criterion for evaluating what counts as an explanation, and moreover what counts as a good explanation. So let’s start this thesis by asking what actually makes a good explanation for machine learning behavior.

In language technologies, when publications aim to characterize or define explanation, authors tend to begin by assuming that there is some singular thing that is an explanation, and that other researchers will know it when they see it in the same way that the paper’s authors do. Moreover, they assume that explainability can be measured against other measurable quantities in machine learning models, in the context of tradeoffs and holistic assessment of model quality. There is a long list of explainable AI overview articles proposing desiderata, or desirable characteristics, of what such an explanation should look like. But a central contention of other fields, most importantly philosophy of science, is that no such obvious phenomenon exists. This chapter represents a collaboration with philosophers of science that we published at LREC this year. What I learned is that philosophers tend to look for boundaries or generalizable limits in science, more robust than what any one researcher or group might see from any one experiment or paper. When cross-referencing recent results in machine learning with accounts of scientific explanation from philosophy, we found that purely model-based quantitative explanations are unable to give causal explanations on their own.

This is a problem for computer scientists! We typically believe that causal explanations are the pinnacle of good explanation. The mantra that “correlation is not causation” looms over our scientific

---

36 Bryce Goodman and Seth Flaxman. “European Union regulations on algorithmic decision-making and a “right to explanation””. In: AI Magazine 38.3 (2017), pp. 50–57
37 Potter Stewart, concurring. “Jacobellis v Ohio”. In: United States Supreme Court 378 (1964), p. 184
inquiry, description, and every discussion of machine learning model behaviors. In collaboration with philosophers at the University of Kentucky, I began to build a theoretical grounding of explanation, specifically by critiquing the explanations I tend to read at ACL. For that critique, I choose to use one particular theory of explanation: James Woodward’s *manipulability through intervention*[^40].

For philosophers, an *account* is an application of a philosophical theory to a scientific process, making explicit the set of assumptions and worldviews that are embedded in the actions, writing, or conclusions of the scientists under scrutiny. I begin this chapter with an overview of philosophical theories of scientific explanation, including brief summaries of multiple competing and complementary perspectives. This overview is itself a new contribution, both in the taxonomy of theories it develops and in its presentation for computer scientists in the explainable NLP community.

Next, from Woodward I’ll specifically walk through the *interventionist account*, and evaluate the isolated type of explanations in the NLP literature, and present a philosophical foundation for a new and different style of explanation. Due to its emphasis on causal reasoning via counterfactual analysis and its historical development at the interface of computer science and philosophy of science, this account is a good tool for analyzing a class of recent findings on explanation of neural networks through causal reasoning.

Then I’ll walk through some context on explanations in machine learning, stepping from rule-based systems to linear models and most recently to deep models. Then I’ll dive in deep, describing one widespread and highly popular approach for explaining neural networks for tasks using text or speech inputs: the use of *attention mechanisms* as a functional basis for generating explanations. I then give a detailed summary of two recent findings on the limitations of attention mechanisms for explainable NLP.

- Jain & Wallace[^41], which finds that attention layers in neural networks can be subject to adversarial reweightings, undermining their use for explanation.

- Serrano & Smith[^42], which finds that a very large number of attention weights can be zeroed out entirely, again undermining the use of these layers for identifying the importance of intermediate representations within a deep neural classifier.

With an established background from both philosophy of science and deep learning, this chapter then gets to the meat of my critique. I apply the interventionist account to the study of attention mechanisms for explaining neural network behavior, focusing on three primary research questions:


[^41]: Sarthak Jain and Byron C Wallace. “Attention is not Explanation”. In: *Proceedings of NAACL*. 2019

RQ1: Is it appropriate to analyze deep learning explanations using the interventionist account?

RQ2: The account requires that interventions be surgical in order to make causal claims. Do the studies succeed at surgical intervention?

RQ3: If attention weights cannot be manipulated surgically, what are the consequences for explanation through attention?

To spoil the ending, I find narrow, model-only explanations lacking. But I end this chapter with some hope. The interventionist account deals only in causal explanation in the sciences. An important corollary of my analysis is that while a network will not and cannot produce causal explanations, it can still render alternate, non-causal types of explanations. I conclude the chapter by arguing that these types of explanations should be sought in the production of explainable neural models. I summarize these alternate types of explanation, making the key claim that non-causal explanations are the only types of explanation that can be derived from machine learning at the current state-of-the-art. I walk through the implications of these findings, pointing at multiple alternate accounts that suggest templates for success conditions for explainability with non-causal methods. Late in this thesis, after gathering evidence and examples from my two domains of interest, I’ll use this background to suggest a path forward for explainability research.

Philosophy and Theories of Explanation

Philosophy of science research identifies and analyzes the conceptual and logical foundations of scientific reasoning using methodology including conceptual analysis, simulation modeling, formal methods, ethnography, and case studies on historical and contemporary instances of scientific research. The nature of scientific explanation has long been a topic of central concern in philosophy of science. Philosophical research on explanation seeks to identify what explanations are — whether they are instantiated patterns of logic inference, generators of a psychological sensation of understanding, ways of encoding similar patterns of information observed in disparate systems, traces of causes and effects, or something else entirely. Along with research on laws of nature, the structure of scientific theories, the aims of science, and the role of causation in the sciences, research on scientific explanation is one of the central subdisciplines within the philosophy of science.

The aim of philosophy is not consensus-building, so a wide variety of philosophical theories of explanation continue to coexist. Some are in direct competition with one another, while others serve as
complements or limiting cases of one another. This brief review, summarized in Table 2, highlights a few of the most common sorts of theories of explanation, with emphasis on the varieties that are most central to explainability in neural models. A more comprehensive overview is available in Woodward’s encyclopedia overview.43

Generally, theories of explanation may be understood as either logical, causal, or functional. Logical theories aim to characterize the logical structure of a cogent scientific explanation and typically emphasize the relations between explanation, laws of nature or scientific theory, and specific empirical observations. Causal theories aim to characterize explanation as an accounting of observed or expected patterns of cause and effect and are often accompanied by philosophical theories of causation itself. Functional theories, which typically focus on either the psychological or pragmatic functions of explanation, aim to characterize explanation in virtue of the function it accomplishes in scientific reasoning, rather than identifying the logical or causal structure of an explanation.

Some basic tenets of canonical theories of explanation are summarized below. Standard philosophical vocabulary for the parts of an explanation are employed: the *explanandum*, pl. *explananda*, is the thing to be explained, i.e. the target or object of an explanation; the *explanans*, pl. *explanantia*, is the thing doing the explaining.

- **Deductive-Nomological Theories**, one of the oldest logical theories of explanation, hold that explanations are deductive sylo-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Explananda (things to be explained)</th>
<th>Explanantia (things doing the explaining)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deductive-Nomological</td>
<td>Observed phenomenon or pattern of phenomena</td>
<td>Laws of nature, empirical observations, and deductive syllogistic pattern of reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unification</td>
<td>Observed phenomenon or pattern of phenomena</td>
<td>Logical argument class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission</td>
<td>Observed output of causal process</td>
<td>Observed or inferred trace of causal process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventionist</td>
<td>Variables representing output of causal process</td>
<td>Variables representing input of causal process and invariant pattern of counterfactual dependence between variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pragmatic</td>
<td>Answers to why-questions</td>
<td>True propositions defined by their relevance relation to the explanandum they explain and the contrast class against which the demand for explanation is made</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological</td>
<td>Observed phenomenon or pattern of phenomena</td>
<td>True propositions defined by their relation to the user’s knowledge base and to the explanandum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: High-level overview of philosophical theories of explanation.


44 Carl G Hempel and Paul Oppenheim. “Studies in the Logic of Explanation”. In: Philosophy of science 15.2 (1948), pp. 135–175

45 Peter Railton. “A deductive-nomological model of probabilistic explanation”. In: Philosophy of Science 45.2 (1978), pp. 206–226
gisms. The explanantia are the premises of the syllogism, and the explanandum is the conclusion. Among the explanantia, laws of nature are always taken as the major premise, and specific empirical conditions as the minor premise.

- **Unification Theories**\(^{46-47}\), another logical theory, hold that explanations are not syllogistic; instead, they inhabit a more finely-structured logical space in which disparate phenomena exhibit the similar patterns of behavior. In this account, explanation consists in identifying the classification of a given argument pattern from among the accepted patterns of argument. The argument class is an explanans. Classes typically align with systems of natural laws.

- **Transmission Causal Theories**\(^{48-49}\) characterize explanantia not as logical structures but as causal processes. These processes generate a product, which is the explanandum. Distinguishing genuine from merely apparent causal processes is a central concern of these theories and is accomplished by tracking the transmission of a signal, impulse, or mark over the course of the explanation.

- **Interventionist Theories** of causation introduce graph theory to the representation of causal relations and emphasize the identification of invariance relations between causes and effects as the target of causal claims\(^{50,51,52}\). Applied to explanation, the interventionist account\(^{53,54}\) produces theories of causal explanation in which explananda and explanantia are connected by counterfactual causal dependence, which indicate invariant relations between purported causes and effects.

- **The Pragmatic Theory**\(^{55,56}\) contrasts itself with logical theories by characterizing explanation not as generation of a particular logical argument structure, and with transmission theories by not requiring the relay of a causal mark. Instead, the theory defines explanation functionally as answering a why-question about a phenomenon. Explanantia consist of meta-level logical structures that index explananda to an explanatory context and define relevance relations to contrasting phenomena.

- **Psychological Theories**\(^{57,58}\) and their critics investigate explanation not as the satisfaction of any particular argumentative structure, but rather as acts or pieces of information that generate a sense of understanding in the agents (real or ideal) who interact with them. Significant attention is then given to characterizing what constitutes understanding. Like some of the work on explanation in neural models\(^{59}\), this approach has significant overlap with the social sciences including psychology and behavioral science.

\(^{46}\) Michael Friedman. “Explanation and scientific understanding”. In: The Philosophical Quarterly 71.1 (1974), pp. 5–19


\(^{48}\) Wesley C Salmon. Scientific explanation and the causal structure of the world. Princeton University Press, 1984


\(^{51}\) Peter Spirtes, Clark N Glymour, and Richard Scheines. Causation, prediction, and search. Springer-Verlag, 1983


\(^{53}\) James Woodward. “Explanation, invariance, and intervention”. In: Philosophy of Science 64 (1997), S26–S41


\(^{56}\) Bas C Van Fraassen. The scientific image. Oxford University Press, 1980

\(^{57}\) Henk W De Regt. “The epistemic value of understanding”. In: Philosophy of Science 76.5 (2009), pp. 585–597

\(^{58}\) Kareem Khalifa. “The role of explanation in understanding”. In: The British Journal for the Philosophy of Science 64.1 (2012), pp. 161–187

\(^{59}\) Tim Miller, Piers Howe, and Liz Sonenberg. “Explainable AI: Beware of inmates running the asylum or: How I learnt to stop worrying and love the social and behavioural sciences”. In: Proceedings of IJCAI Workshop on Explainable AI. 2017
The classification system here is meant to capture commonly-acknowledged divisions within philosophical research on explanation. Each of the theories identified above has benefits and drawbacks, and some are more appropriate than others for capturing the sort of explanation sought in the construction of explainable neural models.

My collaboration on the philosophical paradigms here was initially motivated by the observation that a significant source of confusion in explainable machine learning arises from failing to clarify what sort of explanation is being generated. For instance, an explanation for a model’s output designed as causal fails if it only generates non-causal, nomological explanations. So we felt a need to define our terms and our conditions for success. When looking at the current state of most published machine learning research, we decided that the interventionist account was the best fit for what researchers in my field have been trying to do.

**The Interventionist Account**

This account focuses on those phenomena which can be explained in terms of the relationship between particular outcomes and the factors which gave rise to those outcomes. An explanation in this account relies on establishing the existence of *manipulability through intervention*. Some key features distinguish this account from others, such as logical explanations. First, the relationships between circumstances and outcomes are *empirical*, subject to data-driven verification through manipulation of those circumstances and collection of evidence. Next, that evidence is evaluated for *causality* - the dependence of the outcomes on additional variables is not merely conceptual but a direct relationship. The challenge here in explanation lies in concretely determining the existence of such a causal relationship.

In order to do so, the relationship between relevant variables in a system must be subjected to *manipulation*, where the values of those variables are changed. The theory thus lends itself well to explanations of systems which have quantifiable components, such that the quantity or value of the component can be easily denoted and modified as a variable. Performing a quantitative manipulation on a variable and then observing the changes in the output of the system as a whole, recording the overall changes through observed cause and effect, is called an *intervention*. If manipulation of quantifiable components leads to similarly quantifiable changes in output, researchers have established the first necessary, though not sufficient, elements of causal explanation.

The last piece of a successful causal explanation for a system re-
quires that an intervention on system components is *surgical*. To define this, philosophers lean on one final concept: *invariance*. In a multivariate system, it is frequently the case that a single effect has multiple causes. In Figure 5, the diagram on the left demonstrates a simple toy system with three variables: variable $A$ is a causal factor for both $B$ and $C$. $B$ is also a causal factor in $C$. To perform a *surgical* intervention explaining the relationship between $A$ and $C$, holding $B$ invariant is necessary. But the system on the right, with only a handful of variables and relationships, demonstrates that some cases resist surgical intervention. The only path from $D$ to $H$, for instance, is indirect, passing through other causal factors. We cannot hold those variables all invariant while intervening on $D$ and still cause a change in $H$. According to Woodward, a *surgical* intervention is an intervention that makes strategic use of invariance; a successful explanation, finally, is only one that is generated empirically through the use of surgical interventions. The relationship between $D$ and $H$ cannot be explained through surgical intervention.

The interventionist account is fundamentally *modal*: it relies upon counterfactuals in order to work:

"...an explanation ought to be such that it can be used to answer what I call a what-if-things-had-been-different question: the explanation must enable us to see what sort of difference it would have made for the explanandum if the factors cited in the explanans had been different in various possible ways."  

What the outcome of a manipulation would be, were it to occur, is what matters for a successful explanation: a pattern of counterfactual dependence between elements of the system of variables and the output of the system. In cases where we cannot track the pattern of counterfactual dependence among variables, no amount of manipulation is sufficient to successfully explain behavior. This has clear implications for neural models, which can have hundreds of millions of parameters, interdependent in complex ways.

The interventionist account is a good fit for probing the boundaries of causal explanation in machine learning, where inputs and outputs are quantifiable as vectors, tensor elements in neural models, or probability distributions in Bayesian models. Indeed, this definition of a successful causal explanation will be familiar to researchers with experience in Bayesian statistical machine learning.
Woodward’s philosophical account was entwined with the development of Bayesian networks under his colleague Judea Pearl\textsuperscript{63}, and their shared research agenda led to mathematical definitions like $d$-separation of variables in machine learning. But while Pearl-style approaches to causality have been applied extensively in Bayesian models, their application remains daunting in the context of deep neural models.

Overall, the interventionist account has a great deal of appeal for computer scientists. Causal relationships are intuitive and aligns to how humans learn to interact with the world; if successful explanation requires human understanding on some level, there is great potential in an account that leverages natural inclinations to modify and test existing systems. But as we shall see, causality cannot always provide adequate explanatory power for large and complex systems.

**Explainable Machine Learning**

In machine learning, it is generally accepted that rule-based systems are easier to interpret by both amateurs and experts compared to linear models\textsuperscript{62}; that linear models are in turn easier to interpret relative to generalized additive models\textsuperscript{63} or Bayesian networks\textsuperscript{64}; and so on until reaching the almost entirely black-box behavior of deep neural models\textsuperscript{65}. There is room for translation, for instance by extracting simpler proxies that can mostly replicate more complex model behavior with simple rules\textsuperscript{66}; but in general, explanation in machine learning has only gotten harder over the last more than forty years\textsuperscript{67}. While this hierarchy is rudimentary and fails to account for all the various dimensions of model interpretability\textsuperscript{68}, it is broadly perceived to be accurate in practice. Nevertheless, a lack of explainability is rarely a barrier to implementation and widespread use. Neural models’ performance continues to outpace other approaches to machine learning, and where they fall short in explanation, they make up for in performance.

\textsuperscript{62} Dan Geiger, Thomas Verma, and Judea Pearl. “Identifying independence in Bayesian networks”. In: *Networks* 20.5 (1990), pp. 507–534

\textsuperscript{63} Himabindu Lakkaraju et al. “Interpretable & explorable approximations of black box models”. In: *Proceedings of KDD Workshop on Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency in Machine Learning* (2017)


\textsuperscript{66} Tim Miller. “Explanation in artificial intelligence: Insights from the social sciences”. In: *Artificial Intelligence* (2018)

\textsuperscript{67} Longfei Han et al. “Rule extraction from support vector machines using ensemble learning approach: an application for diagnosis of diabetes”. In: *IEEE journal of biomedical and health informatics* 19.2 (2014), pp. 728–734

\textsuperscript{68} Zachary C Lipton. “The mythos of model interpretability”. In: *ICML Workshop on Human Interpretability in Machine Learning* (2016)
But just because explanation of neural models has been difficult has not stopped researchers from trying. Much work has tried to grasp the structure of a network and what aspects of language are encoded where\textsuperscript{69,70}. Others aim to measure how predictions change incrementally with new added information, evaluating the impact of each particular new input token in a text\textsuperscript{71}. Additionally, in human-computer interaction researchers have worked to determine what users want from explanations\textsuperscript{72}, for instance by showing users only a subset of text highlighted as important (as a simplifying step)\textsuperscript{73}. This use of rationales, also known as attributions, can also be used directly at training time to encourage models to focus on or selectively ignore particular subsections of text\textsuperscript{74-75}. This approach can be used without supervised span annotations. For instance, in my own prior work on essay scoring we observed how a model responded to word deletion\textsuperscript{76} (and others have done similar things\textsuperscript{77}). The results can be visualized using a variety of methods: heatmaps that perform highlighting or live editing\textsuperscript{78}; generated plaintext, partially or entirely independent of the actual classification or factual content but facially plausible\textsuperscript{79,80}; or direct exposure of structure in the underlying model, such as traversals through a graph\textsuperscript{81}.
**Explanation through Attention**

In recent years, much of the hope for explanation has been pinned on *attention mechanisms*. This innovation, first introduced by Dzmitry Bahdanau, Kyunghyun Cho, and Yoshua Bengio. “Neural machine translation by jointly learning to align and translate”. In: *Proceedings of ICLR*. 2015

...attention mechanisms and has led to sophisticated modern architectures like the Transformer, which has currently produced the most accurate models on a wide range of tasks. In addition to performance gains, these layers appear to be providing human-interpretable explanations of model behavior “for free.” Because the model was being trained to focus on specific subsets of information at inference time, the logic goes, it was reasonable to assume those dimensions are "most important" for the rationale of the resulting output. This approach resulted in a variety of visualizations and other attempts at model explanation being explored based, in part or in whole, on attention weights.

The past year has seen skepticism emerge about this indirect, downstream use of attention. The layer was designed to facilitate increased accuracy of models — in fact, the original paper makes no claims of its human interpretability — but the field saw widespread proliferation of attention’s use for explanatory purposes. In this section I briefly describe the two parallel studies, and one response paper, that serve as a foundation for our analysis.

"Attention is not Explanation" is an application of adversarial learning to the problem of explanation in machine learning systems. Jain & Wallace take issue with the widespread direct extraction of attention weights into visualization tools like heatmaps. They show that counterfactual attention weights can be discovered for a given, trained neural network. First as a proof-of-concept, the authors show that attention weights can, in some cases, be randomly scrambled without loss of performance, suggesting that "explanations" derived from those weights have little meaning. They then demonstrate an optimization problem that moves attention weights as far as possible away from the original attention weights of a model, without changing the model’s output behavior. The authors’ critique of the use of attention for explanation describes these counterfactual configurations as equally plausible, from a modeling perspective, compared to other configurations which present far more intuitive explanations. Further, they assert a strong conclusion: because there exists the possibility that these adversarial configurations can be created without changing the outputs for given inputs, we cannot rely upon attention as a means of explanation.

---
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“Is Attention Interpretable?”, written independently and contemporaneously, makes similar claims. Here, Serrano & Smith\textsuperscript{90} test attention mechanisms by manipulating the layer’s weights, and show that these weights do not impact output of the model. Rather than alter weights adversarially, the authors omit nodes entirely. They show that a surprising number of attention weights can be zeroed out (in some cases, more than 90\% of nodes), without impacting performance of the model itself. The authors test this approach with a variety of ranking methods, from random choice to sophisticated sorting based on the gradient of nodes with respect to the classifier’s decision boundary. Though their results show sensitivity to these different approaches, the core finding remains: Neural models are highly robust to change at the supposedly crucial attention layer, producing identical outputs in a large fraction of cases even after significant alterations to the model.

Figure 6: Researchers often use attention weights (top attention layer) to generate explanations. Jain & Wallace (middle) scramble weights and show that output remains stable; a similar result is obtained by Serrano & Smith (bottom) omitting highly-weighted nodes entirely.

But the picture is not simple. In “Attention is not not Explanation”, Wiegreffe & Pinter\textsuperscript{91} produce several empirical results limiting the scope of the claims from the first two papers. The first result of that work shows that some of the classification tasks in the initial work are simply too easy for attention to matter — eliminating the layer by setting all values uniformly does not result in loss of performance. This suggests one practical boundary for attention by explanation, for any task where the additional complexity of an attention layer is wholly unnecessary to achieve state-of-the-art performance. For those tasks where attention is valuable for performance, the authors show

\textsuperscript{90} Sofia Serrano and Noah A Smith. “Is Attention Interpretable?” In: Proceedings of ACL. 2019

\textsuperscript{91} Sarah Wiegreffe and Yuval Pinter. “Attention is not not explanation”. In: Proceedings of EMNLP. 2019
that part of the vulnerability of manipulation to the attention layer comes from holding the rest of the model fixed. Attention as explanation, they argue, only makes sense in the context of a model that has jointly trained inner representation layers and the final attention layer. By constraining the adversary from Jain & Wallace to model-consistent behavior, they show that the resulting attention weights have much less room for modification without resulting in changes to the output.

As this debate goes on with additional empirical results, we find that computer science researchers are hampered by a lack of shared vocabulary and lack of a theoretical basis for success criteria of explanation. So next, I advance the discussion by leaning explicitly on philosophy of science to build a more rigorous vocabulary and re-evaluate these results.

**Applying the Interventionist Account**

In what follows I will recast the findings from adversarial attention experiments from our highlighted studies in terms of Woodward’s interventionist account, using the research questions introduced at the beginning of this chapter.

**Does the Account Apply?**

Woodward’s interventionist framework may be a useful way to analyze attention mechanisms in NLP; but not every philosophical theory is an appropriate fit for every scientific experiment. Before proceeding I worked with my collaborators to confirm that the problem fits the conditions of a manipulation-based approach. In this case, we were looking for experiments that (1) produce empirical data, (2) hinge on causality as the core of their explanatory argument, and (3) rely on reasoning via counterfactual dependence to make causal claims.

In fact, adversarial attention configurations fit Woodward’s description of intervention well. Woodward calls for modifying targeted variables in order to observe the changes to the output of the whole system, and adjustments to weights in the attention layer attempt just that: precisely shifting the focus of the algorithm to a particular segment of the input data in order to cause changes in the output, with the intent of measuring a causal effect (the outputs changing). When the system of variables represented by the attention configuration is manipulated, if there is a causal relation, the prediction generated by the model should change.

Jain & Wallace show that a vastly different attention layer which
results in the same output can be found by either searching through weights for nodes, or even by scrambling the weights of the network at random. The work from Serrano & Smith is similar. Here, rather than reweighting to create an adversarial layer, an enormous number of nodes in the attention layer can be zeroed out entirely, functionally removing them from the network. Again, they test whether outputs of the model differ based on this process. Both experiments evaluate the quantitative outputs of their models on a large corpus of data, meeting the requirement for empirical evidence as part of the explanation. Both also reason about counterfactuals to develop causal claims: the development of adversarial configurations of attention weights, or adversarially zeroed-out attention nodes, both are directly evaluated for explanatory value compared to the attention layer that was actually learned from data (the base, to use Wiegreffe & Pinter’s terminology).

As. Yes, these studies make arguments that fit the interventionist account.

Is Attention Manipulation Surgical?

Jain & Wallace’s central proposition is clear from their title: attention is not explanation. They make a causal argument, discovering an adversarial attention configuration which produces the same effect, resulting in a loss of uniqueness of explanation. Furthermore, the resulting adversarial weights contradict intuitions about the sources of a model’s judgment. Similarly, Serrano & Smith ask whether attention is interpretable. By showing that highly-ranked attention weights can be zeroed out without affecting model performance, they argue that the answer is no. These processes initially appear to be surgical intervention: researchers assert that the initial configuration is a plausible explanation, and after manipulation, the new configuration is implausible. Two major philosophical problems appear here.

First, it is possible that there actually is a true causal relationship in both the adversarial and non-adversarial attention configurations, and the model predictions. In this case, the original scientists would be right to conclude that attention is not explanation: a surprising, counterintuitive causal link between two variables that should not be linked is perplexing to users. In the colloquial sense, it explains nothing. On the other hand, an explanation of a causal relationship is not necessarily non-explanatory just because it is unintuitive. If manipulations reveal the existence of adversarial attention configurations that nevertheless produce accurate predictions, it may be the result of another causal relationship between inputs and the output class being predicted. If such a causal relationship does exist but was
not discovered through the model’s original training, then yes, the counter-intuitive attention weights raise additional challenges and questions for researchers, who must then determine how and why these two variables are linked in this way. But this does not mean the adversarial explanation is *wrong*.

To get at the deeper problem, the interventionist account offers a second and more problematic observation on the experiments. In both original studies, attention is only one part of a larger system of variables; in fact, it is the final layer, receiving as input the result of a complex series of calculations on the initial inputs. But *invariance* in all non-target variables is what makes manipulations qualify as surgical. Both highlighted papers show an unsteady relationship between input tokens and the corresponding attention weights; the relevant variables for targets of manipulation lie outside of the attention layer. The relevant system in this case is not attention alone, but attention in addition to and in connection with the neural model’s prior layers. If the generation of adversarial attention configurations is possible, the interventionist account argues, then there is more at work than attention in the learned model. This is quite a big problem to overcome, as the scope of the changes to network output of the network may not match the scope of attempted interventions. Additionally, engaging in interventions on selected weights does not result in continuous, smooth changes to model outputs, especially in discrete classification tasks.

Only some manipulations are surgical, and these example studies do not meet that standard; only some sets of variables are held invariant. Wiegreffe & Pinter make this argument implicitly in their response paper, arguing that severing the attention layer from the broader training of the overall model renders the experiment less meaningful; they argue that similar interventions on the remainder of the system are only possible with joint training between the attention layer and the rest of the model. Their critique is appropriate, and can be strengthened with philosophical vocabulary. Surgical interventions require explanations that depend on variables being held constant. Woodward’s conditions for successful explanation are not met.

Failing this requirement has major consequences. The identification of causal relationships allows researchers to infer important details about the nature of the system which can serve in an explanation. But as the interventionist account cannot be meaningfully applied to systems which resist surgical interventions, causal explanations of the type that Woodward describes are not possible. Consequently, we will agree that attention is not explanation, but for reasons apart from, and broader than, the intuition-based arguments from Jain & Wallace. Instead we must argue that, *by definition,*
attention is not explanation. The manipulation of attention manipulations cannot meet preconditions laid out as part of the boundaries of successful causal explanation.

A2. No, manipulating attention weights fails conditions of surgical intervention.

Consequences of failed causal explanation

So alright. We cannot trace the causal chain through a neural model at the level of complexity in modern NLP. Woodward’s framework demands the establishment of a pattern of counterfactual dependence through the elements of a system, and this can only be demonstrated through the use of surgical interventions while tracking changes in output. Without surgical intervention, we cannot determine if a pattern of counterfactual dependence exists in the first place, or if it does, how it is constituted. Two options present themselves:

• For some reason, Woodward’s causal theory is inapplicable to attention-based manipulations, and the approach is not causally problematic.

• Woodward is correct, and the absence of the possibility for surgical intervention on attention mechanisms means that a causal link between attention and model output cannot be established.

In the first case, NLP researchers are faced with a difficult question: what distinguishes our circumstances from other quantitative systems of interacting variables in science, which are adequately explained by the interventionist account? But if we choose the latter, a more practical problem emerges: In order to be explainable, an algorithm must be manipulable via surgical intervention. The results of these papers suggest a failure in principle of modern NLP networks to allow for the testing of counterfactual manipulations. This categorically renders judgment that attention-based causal explanations are destined to fail on neural models. We do not have the ability to engage in surgical intervention on attention systems at all, and consequently cannot determine the nature of the causal relationships between attention layers and the output of the system. Though we cannot determine these relationships, we can still conclude that attention is not explanation — but only due to the broader claim that without access to and the ability to intentionally manipulate (or hold constant) all relevant system variables, explanation is ruled out entirely.

A3. Attention weights alone cannot be used as causal explanations for model behavior.
A constant in computer science, from calculating \( \pi \) with greater precision to mathematically complex but deterministic tasks like cryptography, has been that programs are constrained by the logic of their code, reliant on underlying notions of cause and effect. Deep learning cannot generate these causal explanations. But methods based in attention mechanisms will generate apparently causal explanations even where such reasoning is not possible.

Philosophical research has a grounding for these types of explanations: the psychological account. The success criteria for such explanations is not grounded in explanantia based in cause and effect, but in whether they produce a sense of understanding in the researcher or user of a system. The apparently causal nature of these explanations is in fact a hindrance to scientific understanding. In the context of manipulation where surgical intervention is not possible and psychological accounts take priority, the apparent causal stories are not reliable; they are causal fake news.

This undermines the central goals of explainable machine learning: to provide justification of why and how an algorithm made a decision, to hold the algorithm and its developers accountable for decisions that violate laws, and to give the subjects of those decisions actionable steps to alter the decision that the algorithm has made. If causal explanation is based in a failed methodology, all of the protections of explainability are suspect. Laws to protect members of marginalized classes will be enforced based on false understanding of model behavior; users seeking recompense will work in vain to alter their outcomes based on factors that will not produce change; and developers will allocate resources wastefully to improve model performance based on a misguided understanding of model behaviors.

But not all philosophical theories require true explanantia. While many theories do expect true explanantia and a testable, robust connection between explanantia and explananda, the door is opened for false but psychologically satisfying explanations. A strand of research in NLP has explicitly aimed not to generate true explanantia, but instead to produce false but cognizable explanantia: natural language generation, especially work using sequence-to-sequence modeling\(^93\). This direction of research would benefit from deeper vocabulary on the relation between truth and reasoning; as is, these explanations have no theoretical grounding of functional, logical, or causal theories. The challenge for such research will be to articulate the conditions for success of apparently causal explanations that are known to be false.

Setting the Terms for Non-Causal Explanation

Philosophical Guidance

As models with interdependent relationships among a large number of variables grow, it becomes less likely that surgical intervention on variables can be performed. Moreover, even if such such surgical interventions were still possible in principle within the model, Wiegreffe & Pinter offer compelling concerns about the connection between attention layers and the broader model during training. To put it bluntly: the "deep" structure of contemporary NLP is exactly what prevents causal explanation from manipulation of their parts.

Nevertheless, the user affordances attached to many explanations employ causal vocabulary, despite such research being limited to purely psychological accounts of success. If meeting the success criteria for generating an explanation means producing human-cognizable systems of causal relations between variables, the point at which explanation becomes impossible is co-extensive with the point at which the number of variables in a causal chain exceed the maximum number of relations between variables which can, in principle, be tracked by a human to whom an explanation is directed. As the conclusion for our research, we argued that while researchers have defined their explanations informally using the constraints and success conditions of causal explanation, they are evaluating their success instead on non-causal theories of explanation, particularly either pragmatic or psychological bases.

The practical recommendation for NLP researchers is to disentangle explainability from cause-tracking. Rather than generating causally faulty (but psychologically satisfying) explanations that pattern themselves after causal explanation, as researchers have done in the past, we came to the conclusion that technical researchers of explanation should pattern their success conditions on non-causal accounts. Early in this chapter, I briefly identified non-causal accounts like the logical and functional types. These canonical philosophical theories of explanation should be part of explanation researchers’ basic vocabularies.

But an even more promising body of non-causal explanation accounts come from contemporary philosophical research on explanation in mathematics and physics. These accounts of explanation are robust, under active study by philosophers, and are still available to NLP research:

- **Mathematical Explanations**, iterate on logical theories of explanation. Geometric explanations use mathematical principles as the explanantia, which are taken to be modally stronger than mere
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causal principles or even natural laws of physics. A classic example of this type of explanation is the use of graph representations of the Bridges of Königsberg as the explanans for one’s inability to cross all of the bridges exactly once in succession.

- **Structural Model Explanations**\(^{97,98}\) identify scientific or mathematical models of systems as explanantia of the phenomena they represent. Explanations are built by connecting models to phenomena via a “justificatory step,” whose details will be particular to the case at hand. This is a useful alternative framework for thinking about how explainable neural models will connect to the phenomena they aim to model. In early work, Sullivan\(^99\) has begun evaluating the current prospects for deriving understanding from machine learning.

- **Minimal-Model Explanations**\(^{100,101,102,103,104}\), drawing from work on the renormalization group in applied mathematics\(^{105}\), generates a framework for justifying an explanation by using mathematical details to illuminate why differences between systems modeled via the same mathematics are irrelevant. By focusing on explaining away irrelevance, rather than articulating a relevance relation, these accounts flip the script for justification of purported explanations and produce a new theory of explanation of the functional sort. Due to its explicit engagement with explanations whose mathematics do not map cleanly onto represented features of the system being modeled, this approach may be especially promising for us in the context of text-based data and machine learning.

When causal reasoning is taken off the table, some of the existing constraints from a causal conception are also placed at risk. Any non-interpretable neural network defies the sort of individuation of explanantia into a set of humanly-cognizable statements, premises, or causes, which is required for most of these theories. Because deep learning models defy this sort of individuation, recognizing which accounts of explanation work within deep learning will clarify evaluation criteria for explanation moving forward.

For the rest of this thesis, I aim to evaluate the success of a machine learning explanation on these justification-based accounts, rather than a causal account. The details of a good explanation are based on the justificatory step of domain expertise, followed by a structural model that covers the phenomena under examination. What does that look like in practice? The only way to know is to dig into the data.

\(^{97}\) Alisa Bokulich. “How scientific models can explain”. In: *Synthese* 180.1 (2011), pp. 33–45
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Finding a new philosophical account by which to justify our explanations is one solution to the problems in this chapter, but it is not the only way out. An alternate approach is to reframe the technical problem being studied, and to seek out understanding and explanation of deep neural model behavior through alternate technical means. My work is hardly the only critique of attention-based explanation; adversarial actors can generated incoherent explanations with maliciously designed examples, sometimes requiring alterations to input text as small as a 1-character misspelling, and capable of actively deceiving users into believing explanations that are untrue or that omit key information in a purposefully deceitful manner.

As a result, researchers are pushing forward on alternate paths of explanation that rely less on standalone, interventionist analysis of attention weights, and instead use alternate paths toward what is now being referred to as faithful explanation. One common approach is detailed by joint work from the original authors of the articles analyzed in this chapter. In this work and contemporaneous work by other researchers, researchers have sought to better define the goal of a faithful explanation. Stepping aside from a purely interventionist account, these works rely more on a psychological account, asking whether use of highlighted rationales in texts can lead to more faithful explanations based on the original intent of document labeling annotators. They suggest in their discussion that the next step for this branch of research, rather than formal proof of causality, is user study to evaluate whether the resulting explanations are sufficient for human understanding. In so doing they may make the case for moving the field toward a trust-based mindset; late in this thesis, I address this possibility and review what prior work from the human-computer interaction community may support such a turn.

An alternate approach to this problem would attempt to keep the causal rationale but move the unit of analysis away from individual tokens or neurons in a network. For instance, the approach of explanation through influence functions, first presented by Koh Liang, would alter the fundamental problem definition of explanation. Rather than focus on specific tokens or activation weights in a neural network, whether in attention layers or elsewhere, they argue for a focus on which training examples are most responsible for a given prediction. This premise was recently expanded by Han et al. as a specific response to the theoretical gaps in an attention-based explanation strategy. In this work, they argue that not only are strictly attention-based models unsound for causal reasoning, they are nonsensical in more complex semantic tasks beyond document
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labeling. These results show that not only is this effective at surfacing insights about training datasets, but that manually altered examples based on the training set produce predictable patterns of output that suggest the possibility of successful surgical intervention. This approach seeks to maintain the interventionist account while avoiding the pitfalls of attention-based explanation.

A final approach makes the smallest theoretical shift, arguing not that the interventionist approach is inherently flawed but that networks are merely overly dense in their relationships between nodes. Researchers such as Correia et al. argue that explainable models may be achievable through intentionally induced sparsity, reducing the number of potentially divergent or malicious weightings that are available for spurious explanation. This approach focuses on practicality, culminating in models like DistilBERT, which is used later in this thesis.

**Ethical Limitations**

Finally, a major, categorical limitation applies to all of the approaches I describe above. This definition of a successful explanation has all been about epistemology, not ethics. Many adjacent subfields of philosophy of science exist and only occasional interactions between computer scientists and philosophers have taken place to date. In the chapters to come, I provide some foundation for how to build a good explanation. But a good explanation does not mean that a system has made a good decision; it certainly does not cover whether the system is using a good algorithm. Explainability research frequently studies tasks with high stakes, including notoriously biased tasks like recidivism prediction, financial risk modeling, and facial recognition for surveillance. Our work does not absolve researchers from a broader social responsibility: the presence of a successful explanation will not help if a loan is denied because of race, if an accused criminal is wrongly identified because of their gender presentation, or if algorithms persecute ethnic groups or misdiagnose mental health.

Late in this dissertation, I argue that to build algorithmic decision-making in a truly socially responsible way, a successful non-causal explanation must be a component piece. But explainability, as a goal, must be incorporated into a much broader research agenda that accounts not only for explanation but also for ethical software development. This chapter is a good start: it provides a vocabulary for me to unify the informal language that proliferates across explainability research today, and allows the investigations that follow to maintain rigor even while avoiding making specifically causal arguments.
Part II: Wikipedia Deletion Debates

Who gets to define what content is true and important? The answer to this question is often skipped in learning sciences, but this underlying argument over qualities of "good" knowledge and information eventually defines all the content that students end up seeing in the classroom.

In this first domain area for research, I dig into group decision-making as it occurs on the Articles for Deletion debates from Wikipedia’s editor community. Far out of sight of most educators today, discursive processes between online users have crucial ramifications for students downstream as the curators of open knowledge. Central to a political, critical understanding of education is the idea that knowledge is not static, but is instead created through a discourse, and that the power dynamics that give structure to that discourse also directly impact the definition and creation of the knowledge that is produced. I show not only that those decisions can be predicted based on written debates, but that there’s a better way of explaining the community’s behaviors. I choose not to look introspectively at the features that are used by the model, trying to trace a causal path, but instead explain the human-to-human systemic behavior that generated the data on which those models are trained.

These sections of the dissertation were published in a pair of papers, first at the Computational Social Science workshop at ACL\textsuperscript{122}, and then in more extended form at CSCW\textsuperscript{123}. The latter publication received a Best Paper Honourable Mention. I’ll start with an overview of Wikipedia’s context, the corpus that I built, and move on to the basic structure of the prediction task that I define. Then in the final chapter, I go on to show how we can explain community dynamics using those predictive models. This has both an immediate value for the Wikipedia research community, and creates a template for non-causal explanation in machine learning.

\textsuperscript{122} Elijah Mayfield and Alan W Black. “Stance Classification, Outcome Prediction, and Impact Assessment: NLP Tasks for Studying Group Decision-Making”. In: Workshop on Natural Language Processing + Computational Social Science at NAACL. 2019

Context and Background

The decision of what counts as ideal and prestigious content, teaching, or learning is a high-leverage place for technologists to contribute. The rapid expansion of open educational resources shows signs of displacing the previous, publisher-driven model of textbook publishing. These open practices appear to reduce gaps in student outcomes based on pre-existing income disparities and students perceive the resources and curriculum as equal to, or better than, traditional textbooks. Core to many of these resources is the use of material from Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, assigning articles as readings and also actively writing content as part of course activities.

A Brief History of Wikipedia

Countless papers have studied Wikipedia (see Mesgari et al. for a thorough survey), and a subset have studied editor interactions as a "model organism" for decision-making in online communities generally. This term, used in the context of social media analysis, originates with Tufekci. Though Wikipedia was first founded in 2001, it took a few years for research interest in the community of editors to begin in earnest. The earliest published research on Wikipedia was likely; shortly thereafter, numerous articles appeared in the following year. Of these, the comparison of Wikipedia’s accuracy to Encyclopaedia Britannica by Giles et al. was most widely disseminated.
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Much of this early work focused on editor motivation and hierarchy formation, trying to determine how high-quality writing could reliably emerge from spontaneous editor communities\textsuperscript{132}; this early work built a foundational understanding of editor incentives and stratification that still informs much of today’s research\textsuperscript{133,134}. The growth in traffic caused a shift to maintenance work and internal debate rather than creation of new content\textsuperscript{135}. This radical refocusing from content authoring to bureaucracy, led to a “rational effort to organize” through policies and guidelines\textsuperscript{136}. While our work focuses on deletion debates, prior work has also studied deliberation and argument on in other administrative venues, like Requests for Comment\textsuperscript{137} and on talk pages\textsuperscript{138}.

After this expansion period, the site experienced a long, steady decline in the following decade. The slowdown was noted almost immediately and attributed to three factors: an increase in overhead necessary for "maintenance" and administrative tasks for the larger community; newcomers turning away due to exclusion and gatekeeping from existing editors; and structural resistance to new edits through page protection and reverts\textsuperscript{139}. The pattern of dropping activity continued for several more years, as the site matured and newcomer participation became even more difficult. While early decisions were made “by fiat” from user leaders or site founders, this was replaced over time by a decentralized network of editor committees, administrators, policies, and decision-making forums\textsuperscript{140}.

Today, much authority on the site remains grounded in a small network of policies shaped early in the site’s history, written originally in response to a period of heavy growth and necessary crowd control. Some of the earliest policies, like Notability (N), Verifiability (V), and No Original Research (NOR, see Figure 7) originated many years ago but continue to dominate user revision activity and discussion, and drive group decision-making\textsuperscript{141}, while newer rules are comparatively obscure\textsuperscript{142}. Wikipedia’s norms for editor interaction are “highly conservative” and long-lived in comparison to most other online communities. These policies have “calcified,” with newer policies falling to thrive and see broad adoption in later years; editors have instead favored iteration and refinement of a core set of pages\textsuperscript{143}. This effect is partially due to newcomer behavior, which has trended away from spending time editing the site’s core content in favor of time spent in discussion on talk pages, administrative disputes, and bureaucracy.
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Articles for Deletion

In pursuit of better models for group decision-making, I chose to analyze Wikipedia’s Articles for Deletion discussion domain. Editors at AfD nominate pages to these discussions when they believe they should be removed from the wiki, and usually include a nominating statement giving a rationale for deletion. After nomination, a discussion is held open for at least seven days. Exceptions to this timeline exist and allow ”speedy” resolution of discussions - for instance, libelous pages or plagiarism of copyrighted material. When a page is nominated to AfD, any user (including unregistered users, provided they sign their post with an IP address) can place a vote, which must include a rationale for why they believe an article should be kept or removed from the wiki. These votes are public, signed, and times-tamped. Users can also make non-voting comments, either in direct reply to the nomination, in reply to a vote or other comments. The structure of these comments follows the standard “reply tree” model of online discussion forums. AfD is highly active, with more than one third of all articles in the English-language administrative namespace Wikipedia: related to deletion debates.

Discussions are aggregated by an administrator, who determines the discussion outcome. This is not a popular vote; the final tally of a debate is not the deciding factor, though administrators rarely deviate from consensus. Administrators may also hold debates open for a longer period of time, or close discussions with a verdict of No consensus. If no consensus is reached, nominated articles are kept by default; deleting articles requires an unambiguous outcome.

As with the rest of Wikipedia, AfD is subject to a broad set of written and unwritten norms for social behavior. Many of these norms have been encoded into hundreds of written and highly visible policies, guidelines, or essays. Note that these are terms of art, clearly denoted by page templates. Policies reflect broad, mandatory consensus, while guidelines contain generally accepted principles and essays are advice without broad acceptance (for more detail, see Forte...
& Bruckman\textsuperscript{145}). A long-running ideological divide in these debates exists on a spectrum between "deletionist" and "inclusionist." The former stance prefers high standards for material, culling less broadly relevant content and emulating the historical role of encyclopedias as gatekeepers. The latter stance argues for a reshaped role of information sources online, including, at its most extreme, any potentially valuable information that can be independently verified.

Figure 8 gives an example of how these dynamics play out in practice for the article "Missed Call." The nominating statement cites the "Wikipedia is not a dictionary" policy and lack of sources to open the debate. This statement is followed by votes and comments, which also contain rationale texts. User preferences for \textit{Delete} and \textit{Keep} are given in \textbf{bold}, with some users voting to remove the page, some to keep, and discussion occurring through followup comments. After a long discussion and a total of eight votes and thirteen comments from ten total participants, the decision was made in favor of \textit{Keep}.

\textit{Prior work on AfD debates}

Substantial work on \textit{AfD} has already taken place. The first detailed study of deletion decisions was conducted by Taraborelli & Ciampaglia\textsuperscript{146}. This work found a herding effect among participants,


where later votes were highly influenced by the early tally of votes. It also found that user voting patterns could be well-described with a clustering model that contained only two clusters, and coarsely corresponded to “inclusionist” and “deletionist” users. The findings suggested significant biases in user behavior and made recommendations for more sophisticated analyses.

Next, a comprehensive early study attempted to directly quantify the quality of AfD debates. They approached this problem by looking for articles that were deleted but later re-created, or kept but later re-nominated for deletion. They found a number of factors that led to good decision quality, like larger group size, groups that were diverse in experience level (but not groups heavy on recruited users or newcomers), and decisions made by unbiased administrators.

Geiger and Ford later analyzed debates and found a deep disconnect between the participants in debates and the authors that produced content. In particular, they found that an overwhelming majority of debates included no first-time participants at all, and that it was rare for article authors to participate in the discussion about their own article (under 20% of discussions). Later, Schneider et al. performed a qualitative review of 72 debates, conducting a close read of specific debates and recommending further research on the divide between readers and editors, obscure requirements and norms placed upon newcomer editors, and suggesting that the order of votes had a significant effect on debate outcomes.

Following this work, Joyce et al. tested a series of hypotheses on how rules and hierarchies interact with success in AfD. They replicated the prior finding that votes do predict outcomes, but added nuance on the use of seniority and policy, making several observations and doing a close study of two policy categories in particular, Notability and Ignore All Rules; the former was found to be universally predictive of successful votes, while the latter was correlated with success for Keep votes, but not Delete.

More recently beginning in 2014, Xiao et al. undertook a series of mixed-methods studies of rationales in AfD votes. They again replicated the finding that vote counts did significantly predict outcomes. Contradicting Joyce et al., they found that Notability topics were still the most common topic of argument in the domain but found no significant correlation between outcomes and the percentage of notability citations in discussions. They also surveyed topics for likely outcomes, and found significant relationships: biographies and for-profit companies were more likely to be deleted than other topics, while locations and events were more likely to be kept. Later work by the same researchers has avoided making outcome prediction a central research question, instead prioritizing discourse
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analysis: their most recent work has studied sentiment analysis\textsuperscript{152}, imperatives\textsuperscript{153}, and tree-style data visualization\textsuperscript{154} for \textit{AfD}, among other topics.

I situate my investigation in this body of work, with key results summarized in Table 3. To develop a more sophisticated model for analyzing the context of online debate, I begin my analysis with replication of specific findings from this prior work. I then move on to new observations. Our corpus contains a more comprehensive set of debates, both more recent and more thorough, nearly doubling the raw size of the largest prior studies. As a result, replication or failure to replicate may be a product of the larger sample size rather than a direct contradiction of past findings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prior Work</th>
<th>Corpus</th>
<th>Key Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lam et al. (2010)</td>
<td>158k debates 2005-09</td>
<td>Larger groups with a diversity of tenure produces better decisions. Recruiting creates biased groups but does not hurt decision quality. Bias of individual administrators can lower quality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geiger &amp; Ford (2011)</td>
<td>120k debates 2007-11</td>
<td>Small groups dominate \textit{AfD}. Article creators rarely participate. 96% of participation comes from repeat editors and 74% of debates have no newcomers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joyce et al. (2013)</td>
<td>588 debates pre-2012</td>
<td>Vote tallies and comment activity predict outcomes. Admin influence on outcomes is not significant. Citing the \textit{WP: IAR} policy helps \textit{Keep} votes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schneider et al. (2012-13)</td>
<td>72 debates, Jan. 2011</td>
<td>Novices and experts use different arguments. Both can be ineffective: novices make ineffective use of policy, while experts lean too much on boilerplate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiao et al. (2014-19)</td>
<td>Subsets from 2010-2015 (229, 5k, 39k debates)</td>
<td>Notability dominates \textit{AfD} rationales. Some topics, like biographies, have more unanimous outcomes than others. \textit{Keep} votes have more positive sentiment. Expert editors frequently give imperative commands to newcomers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textit{Relevant Prior Work on Group Decision-Making}

In group decision-making tasks, members participate in a constrained discussion, where they must choose from a fixed set of possible outcomes and there is no objective right answer\textsuperscript{155}. Participants must debate the merits of the different choices and correctness is a judgment call, with persuasive arguments for multiple options\textsuperscript{156}. In these tasks, dysfunction leads to poor outcomes, with low-quality discussion that fails to effectively fit together information from different sources. Our released corpus of 423k debates 2005-2018 contains a superset of all data in these papers, except early debates from 2003-04 in Taraborelli & Ciampaglia (2010).


\textsuperscript{153} Lu Xiao and Jeffrey Nickerson. “Imperatives in Past Online Discussions: Another Helpful Source for Community Newcomers?” In: \textit{Proceedings of HICSS}. 2019

different group members\textsuperscript{157}. High-performing groups by contrast have consistent characteristics like shared values, mental models, and communication styles, with nuanced patterns of conflict and consensus-building\textsuperscript{158}.

Group decision-making extends to online settings, where users in online production communities want to make good choices that will improve their collaboration over time. They accomplish this through intricate systems of social norms and cues for resolving conflicts\textsuperscript{159}. But the details of how these decisions are made can be difficult to analyze or measure quantitatively. While much of online decision-making happens in free-form text discussions, much quantitative research ignores the details of this practice, "observing change from before to after the deliberation without considering what has happened during the discussion"\textsuperscript{160}. Detailed analysis of discourse practices in the texts of online decision-making has seen less fruitful research activity compared to study of easier-to-quantify metadata or social network ties\textsuperscript{161}. In behavioral science, questions are often explored through structured equation modeling and multivariate regressions, allowing behavior scientists sophisticated control over exogenous (fixed, external) variables, like demographics and task conditions\textsuperscript{162}, as well as process variables that describe observable behaviors in the groups being studied. Reducing team dynamics from text transcripts to quantitative process variables is computationally complex; in practice, text data is often ignored in favor of proxies like count statistics or, more frequently, participant survey responses\textsuperscript{163}.

A key reason is that getting at more sophisticated patterns is complex - most social science research instead avoids the question of extracting structure directly from text, instead relying on direct observable variables and survey data, or simulation\textsuperscript{164}, with explicit preferences encoded in modeled agents. In most work on group decision-making, automated discourse analysis is rare (with some notable exceptions, like work in some collaborative learning settings\textsuperscript{165} and my own earlier work prior to working on automated essay scoring\textsuperscript{166,167}). As a result, the proxies for explanation that come from much of the research on groups are reliable stand-ins, but put a limit on the types of questions that can be asked. Scientists studying teams may wish to evaluate which voices truly influenced a conversation, gauge the diversity of people or ideas represented in those influential roles, and measure observed conflicts and consensus-building. They may also want to assess whether any particular participant impacted the discussion and use these variables in aggregate to find which processes impact quality. This data is difficult to extract from discussion transcripts.

In the study of groups and teams, measuring discussion quality

\textsuperscript{157}Wendy P Van Ginkel and Daan van Knippenberg. “Group information elaboration and group decision making: The role of shared task representations”. In: Organizational Behavior and Human Decision processes 105.1 (2008), pp. 82–97

\textsuperscript{158}Garold Stasser and William Titus. “Pooling of unshared information in group decision making: Biased information sampling during discussion.” In: Journal of personality and social psychology 48.6 (1985), p. 1467


\textsuperscript{161}Dennis Friess and Christiane Eilders. “A systematic review of online deliberation research”. In: Policy & Internet 7.3 (2015), pp. 319–339

\textsuperscript{162}Gordon W Cheung and Rebecca S Lau. “Testing mediation and suppression effects of latent variables: Bootstrapping with structural equation models”. In: Organizational research methods 11.2 (2008), pp. 296–325

\textsuperscript{163}Daniel J Beal et al. “Cohesion and performance in groups: A meta-analytic clarification of construct relations.” In: Journal of applied psychology 88.6 (2003), p. 989

\textsuperscript{164}Francisco Chiclana et al. “A statistical comparative study of different similarity measures of consensus in group decision making”. In: Information Sciences 221 (2013), pp. 110–123

\textsuperscript{165}Carolyn Rosé et al. “Analyzing collaborative learning processes automatically: Exploiting the advances of computational linguistics in computer-supported collaborative learning”. In: International journal of computer-supported collaborative learning 3.3 (2008), pp. 237–271


\textsuperscript{167}Elijah Mayfield, David Adamson, and Carolyn Penstein Rosé. “Recognizing rare social phenomena in conversation: Empowerment detection in support group chatrooms”. In: Proceedings of ACL. vol. 1. 2013, pp. 104–113
– plainly, what makes a group debate good? – is an open research area. Controlled behavioral studies have shown, for instance, that creativity, diversity, and conflict have major roles to play in the quality of teamwork. But the value of diverse discussion and open conflict is complicated, with a long history of positive, negative, and null results, depending on the narrow construct being studied. What is clear is that the particulars of how teams are composed and how teammates interact with each other matters a great deal for effective group work.

Of course, large-scale corpus analysis is common in natural language processing, with many efficient representations of the complex underlying meaning of texts. Group discussion data is commonly used in NLP research. Datasets include the multiparty in-person group work of the AMI meeting corpus and the pair task-based dialogues in the MapTask corpora. In online contexts, group debates have been analyzed for tasks like argument mining and stance classification, among others. Outside of NLP venues, though, most studies of groups and organizations do not perform sophisticated text mining or analysis. Methods vary: some research focuses on fuzzy logic or economic agent modeling, while others focus on social factors, network analysis, and the interactive aspects of teams.

**Corpus Development**

To explore this domain in detail, as part of the work for this proposal a large offline corpus of *Articles for Deletion* discussions. This snapshot contains the full text of all AfD debates in the English-language Wikipedia from January 1, 2005 to December 31, 2018. Prior to 2005, community norms, discussion formatting, and deletion process were more erratic, making automated extraction difficult and limiting any findings even if the data was successfully extracted (for this same reason, the corpus study in Lam et al. also chose the January 2005 starting point). In addition to the raw text, this corpus is structured with extracted metadata, specifically timestamps, outcomes, nominations, votes, users, and policy citation. A total of 402,440 discussions were extracted. For the analyses that follow, I then filtered out two categories of discussions, mostly from earlier years in our corpus, when formatting norms were less standardized:

- Discussions without an outcome label from an administrator (20,669 instances, or 5.1%).
- Discussions that received no votes after nomination (12,179 instances, or 3.0%).
After these exclusions, our analysis covers 369,592 debates. Table 4 shows percentages for each label for vote and outcome distributions in the analyzed subset. To analyze policy norms, I manually assembled a list of frequently cited links in AfD discussions. Editors can link to overall policy pages or directly to subsections; additionally, many pages and subpages can be linked using any of a number of shortcut aliases. The taxonomy I built includes 37 policy pages with 377 sections, 44 guideline pages with 398 sections, and 71 essay pages with 201 sections, all linked by a total 2,111 aliases. For each contribution, I extract all hyperlinks to any one of the aliases in our taxonomy. While this is a reasonable proxy, there are three reasons why this is not comprehensive:

- Most citations are added intentionally by the editor who signs the contribution; however, some are added after the fact (like links to the SIGNATURES policy, appended by bots to unsigned posts, along with the username or IP address logged for the contribution).

- While this taxonomy includes all official policies and the vast majority of guideline and essay citations in AfD, there is a long tail of rarely-cited essays and pages that are not comprehensively included in our taxonomy and were not extracted.

- I do not capture citations to policies without MediaWiki links to those pages (merely writing "NBIO" to refer to the notability policy on biographies, for instance, instead of writing "[[WP:NBIO]]" to include a link). Editors generally follow formatting conventions and include links when appropriate, but this is a source of missing data.

**Corpus Preprocessing**

Compared to the broader internet, Wikipedia is simpler to preprocess due to the rigid formality of the archival process, the MediaWiki markup language, and enforced community standards. For most tasks, this approach is able to extract names, timestamps, and labels with only regular expressions.

**Extracting Timestamps:** AfD discussion norms require that all contributions are signed using a standard format, which includes the contributor’s username or IP address and a timestamp in UTC.
format. These signatures are highly formulaic and easy to extract, because they can be automatically generated by MediaWiki's shorthand. When users do not sign contributions, bots add them, along with a citation to the SIGNATURES policy. All lines following the outcome are checked for timestamps in Wikipedia standard format.

\d\d:\d\d, \w+ \d+, 20\d\d (UTC)

In regular expressions, \w matches any letter and \d can match any numeric character. A + suffix captures one or more consecutive characters of that type.

**Extracting outcomes:** AfD discussions are archived in a specific format with only minor variation, and can be easily extracted for structured representation. I define a discussion as having an outcome if its archival page includes a header line with one of three fixed phrases (ignoring whitespace):

- The result of the debate was [x]
- The result was [x]
- The result of this discussion was [x]

This pipeline saves the captured string [x] as the debate outcome. When these lines are timestamped, the user and timestamp of the outcome are also logged as available metadata for analysis.

**Extracting nominations, votes, and comments:** If a timestamped contribution appears at the top of the discussion, prior to any votes, it is treated as a nomination. These statements have become more common over time: while they occur in only 67% of nominations in 2005, they were rapidly adopted and are present in 98% of nominations since 2008; under present policy, omitting a nominating statement is an acceptable reason for "speedy" dismissal and default "Keep" outcome for an AfD nomination.

Following the nominating statement, any timestamped line is captured as either a vote or a comment. I define votes as any timestamped line beginning with a bolded phrase, following Wikipedia convention for contributions:

+ "'[y]'"

Posts beginning with one or more leading asterisks creates a bulleted, threaded discussion. Words or phrases surrounded with three apostrophes creates "bolded" text. The value of this bolded text [y] is captured and stored. If no bolded phrase is present, but the line is still signed and timestamped, that line is treated as a comment. Lines beginning with the bolded phrase "Comment" are also treated as comments. Lines beginning with "Note" are automatically generated, typically for categorizing discussions by topic, and are discarded. Lines with "Relist" bolded are administrative notes to keep the discussion open for longer than the typical seven days, and are also discarded. Lines with no timestamped signature are discarded.
Several alternative solutions to deletion exist; each maintains the content of the page while deleting the page itself. In the five-label case, Merge and Redirect, the two most common alternate outcomes, are represented separately in line with prior work; in the two-label case they are merged in with Delete. All other values are grouped together as Other in the five-label case ("Userfy", "Transwiki", "Move", and "Incubate"). In the two-label case they are merged in with Keep. Votes and outcomes of "Close", "Withdraw", and "Cancel" are treated as "Keep" outcomes as the page as well as its content is fully maintained. Copyright violations are treated as a "Delete" outcome, as the content is deleted as a result of the outcome. Any given vote or outcome is represented as a set that can contain zero or more normalized labels. Therefore, the probability of a vote for a particular label is not drawn from a distribution; probabilities of each label in \( L \) are disjoint.

**Extracting users:** For each nomination, outcome, vote, or comment, I log the user whose signature immediately appears before the timestamp, either with a MediaWiki link to their User page or their User Talk page:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[[User Talk:k]}
\text{[User:k]}
\end{align*}
\]

I extract [k] as a username and associate it with the nomination, outcome, vote, or comment where it was captured. When user signatures link to both User and User Talk pages and those usernames differ, the Talk page’s username is prioritized.

The public release of this corpus includes designated fold assignments for reproducible results and future comparisons against baselines on the 5% subset used in this work. It also includes two formats for experimenting with the full corpus: a 10-fold cross-validation split, as well as a single train/validation/test split for use with more resource-intensive classifiers, especially neural methods. The library that I developed for producing these variables is written in Python and compatible with standard implementations of BERT and a standard JSON format for representing group discussions. After publication of the papers associated with this work, I also released an update to make the corpus compatible with standard Pandas dataframes.

The public release of this data includes the full corpus, including the 8.1% of filtered nominations with no discussion or missing outcomes; labels for all votes and outcomes, in three levels of granularity. The released corpus can be normalized to a two-label model using only Keep and Delete, or to a five-vote model that also maintains separate categories for Merge, Redirect, and Other. The corpus also preserves raw text of votes and outcomes, which include a very long tail of free-form inputs. For all analyses in this work, I use the
two-label model, but the released source code includes options for using the five-label variant. Finally, I have released the manually constructed taxonomy of policies, guidelines, essays, and aliases, and a sample of the format used for this data in JSON format.

**Corpus Overview**

This corpus enables the first comprehensive review of activity statistics in AfD since 2010. Figure 9 shows distributions of voting preferences over time, separating votes and outcomes. Vote totals approximately match reported distributions from work early in Wikipedia’s history; however, I find a much narrower spread between Delete and Keep votes compared to early work. While that work showed a 40-point margin in favor of Delete (64% to 24%), I only observe a 26.5-point margin. Additionally, I measure distributions of final administrative outcomes, and find that outcomes are more deletionist than votes, with Keep comprising over 28% of votes but fewer than 21% of final outcomes. Part of this is driven by the increased length and controversy of discussions that lead to Keep outcomes - more votes are cast per debate than in uncontroversial Delete decisions. Additionally, the presence of long-tail rare labels is more common in outcomes than in votes, such as references multiple outcomes ("Merge and Delete," for instance), or outcomes resulting in No Consensus (which defaults to a Keep outcome, functionally).

This gap is partially explained by the difference in time period observed in our dataset. Delete votes were already becoming less common in the later years of that study’s window of observation, a pattern that has since been maintained. The decline in site activity was linked to a continued decrease in Delete votes, falling from a peak of 64.1% in 2006 to a low of 47.0% in 2013, then seeing a modest
resurgence but mostly stabilizing over the last decade at levels lower than the early peak.

Figure 10: Counts of discussions per year (blue) and of votes, comments, and citations per discussion in each year.

Mirroring the overall drop in editor activity over time, voting activity in debates has declined over time. After reaching a peak of 6.9 votes per discussion in 2006, activity declined, and discussions have averaged 4.3 votes in the past ten years. Figure 10 gives volume counts for discussions over time. In contrast to the decline in voting activity, the data shows a slow and steady growth of citation to policy. In early years of the site, votes outnumbered citations to policy by a ratio of more than ten to one. In the most recent year, vote and citation counts are near parity.

Throughout this analysis, I also measure success rates for votes, defining a user’s vote as successful if its label matches the outcome decided by an administrator. Across all votes in AfD’s history, 67.9% have been successful (matching the final outcome of the debate). This number rises to 75.6% when only considering votes for Keep or Delete outcomes. Overall, deletionism is a "safer" bet: Delete votes are successful 82.0% of the time, while Keep votes have a 64.0% success rate.

User Distributions

The full set of contributors to our corpus is made up of over 161,266 editors in a log-normal distribution; by log-likelihood ratio, log-normal more closely fits contribution counts than other heavy-tailed distributions, $p < 0.01$. This distribution is visualized in Figure 11.
Half of all contributions are made by 1,218 users, or just under 0.8% of editors present in our corpus. In contrast, 124,826 observed users (77.4%) contributed fewer than 5 edits; cumulatively, they account for only 5.7% of the observed data. Most frequently, users enter AfD to participate in a single debate, and never return. These results replicate the observation from early work by Schneider et al.\textsuperscript{181} and Geiger & Ford\textsuperscript{182} that AfD is dominated by long-time members rather than newcomers; in fact, as this trend has increased in recent years, the distributions observed are more extreme than what has been previously reported.

With this corpus in hand and these initial analyses as a context and sanity check on the dataset, we are now ready to move on to our machine learning tasks in the domain.


\textsuperscript{182} R Stuart Geiger and Heather Ford. “Participation in Wikipedia’s article deletion processes”. In: Proceedings of WikiSym. 2011, pp. 201–202

Figure 11: Log-log plot of user rank and contributions. The top 36,440 users, all with at least five contributions, are displayed. Collectively, these 22.6% of all users account for 94.3% of all contributions.
Predictions in Wikipedia

I’ll be modeling the discourse of AfD with two classification tasks for studying group decision-making processes.

- **Stance classification**, a fine-grained, fully supervised classification task for individual contributions to a discussion.

- **Outcome prediction**, a distantly supervised task requiring far less annotated training data for new domains.

In other fields, the term "preference" is often used where NLP researchers would say "stance." Throughout this work, I use these terms mostly interchangeably. To begin, I’ll demonstrate that these tasks are tractable for NLP researchers today, especially with modern language representations like BERT\(^{183}\). This contextual representation is highly accurate in both supervised tasks and produces interpretable results for the unsupervised task, suggesting it is ready for immediate application in social science research.

Throughout the analyses to follow, I use the following notation:

- A single deletion discussion is labeled \(d\). It has a series of contributions \([c_0, c_1 \cdots c_N]\).

- Each contribution \(c_i\) has a corresponding username \(u_i\), vote label \(l_i\) (null for comments), timestamp \(t_i\), and a rationale text, \(r_i\) (which might be empty).

- From a discussion \(d\), a machine learning classifier extracts representative features \(\phi\) and produces a posterior probability distribution \(P(l|\phi)\), where the total probability of all labels sums to 1. The features of a discussion at the moment contribution \(c_i\) was posted (all comments up to timestamp \(t_i\)) are represented as \(\phi_i\).

In the corpus as released for public use, I provide two possible labeling schemes \(L\), a 2-label case for binary classification, used for new experiments and analysis, and a 5-label case for direct comparison with prior work like Lam et al.\(^{184}\).

\[
L_2 = \{\text{Delete, Keep}\}
\]

\[
L_5 = \{\text{Delete, Keep, Merge, Redirect, Other}\}
\]

Machine learning is performed as described in Chapter 2, with text representations varying between a bag-of-words model, a GloVe dense embedding, and a BERT contextual embedding. The BERT

\(^{183}\) Jacob Devlin et al. “BERT: Pre-training of deep bidirectional transformers for language understanding”. In: *Proceedings of NAACL*. 2019

\(^{184}\) Shyong K Lam, Jawed Karim, and John Riedl. “The effects of group composition on decision quality in a social production community”. In: *Proceedings of Group*. ACM. 2010, pp. 55–64
model was already trained on Wikipedia texts (and other sources), so I perform no fine-tuning. This may mean text from the corpus is included in \( BERT_{BASE} \) training data, causing a minuscule exposure to test data in my experimental setup; I do not investigate this question here, but note it as a complicating factor. Experiments represent average results of 10-fold cross-validation. All instances from a particular discussion appear in only one fold; there is never crossover from the same debate between train and test data. I report results on a randomized subset of 5% of the corpus, approximately 20,000 discussions. In preliminary evaluation, a 20x growth in training data increased computational resources beyond what is practical for social scientists, for model accuracy improvements of less than 1%; I provide training splits (for potential future approaches that benefit from larger corpora) in the released corpus.

**Turn-Level Stance Classification**

In most other collaborative team decision-making contexts, opinions are expressed but explicit stances are latent. Because of the unique format of Wikipedia discussions, those stances are easily extracted from "bolded" votes. I use this as a test case for building supervised classifiers which elicit participant stance based on their statements alone. All bolded text is masked from rationales and models must predict what vote is associated with a given rationale.

Fundamentally this is a test of how closely the Wikipedia domain hews to other decision-making contexts. If rationales are not sufficient to predict stances accurately, it means one of two things. Either rationales do not carry information about user preferences, and so are not comparable to group decision-making in contexts where those preferences are not explicitly labeled with votes; or the rationales do carry this information, but they are not tractable with current NLP methods. To evaluate this, I define a task to label each vote in each AfD discussion:

- **Possible Labels:** \( L = \{ \text{Delete}, \text{Keep} \} \)
- **Input:** Rationale text \( r_i \) from a single vote.
- **Features:** A representation vector \( \phi(c_i) \).
- **Output:** A predicted stance \( l \in L \).

I exclude non-voting comments from this analysis, as no gold labels are available for supervised training. Expansion to distant supervision, where user stances from votes are used as gold labels for that user’s comments, is a possibility for future work. User stances
are explicitly given by users in the original corpus and there is no ambiguity; the upper bound for this task is 100% accuracy and $\kappa = 1.0$. Individual votes or comments have short rationales, however, typically only a sentence or a few words.

Despite this, $n$-gram models provide a robust baseline, and while the BERT model outperforms a unigram baseline, the difference is small. Comparing embeddings, the newer contextualized BERT model outperforms GloVe by more than 6% absolute and 10% relative. Overall, this result shows that the stance classification task is tractable, with good accuracy. The positive result mirrors similar tasks have been effective in labeling turns in prose text (see work\cite{185} by Wilson et al. and other work with their MPQA corpus); in open-ended group dialogues\cite{186} (including my own prior work\cite{187}); and in stance classification for more open-ended contexts like social media\cite{188}. The result gives a useful proof-of-concept that text rationales carry recognizable stance information and can be reliably classified by a machine learning model.

### Outcome Forecasting

The stance classification task above has limitations for practical use in other group decision-making research. Foremost, it requires training data with labeled votes; this is difficult to get in many cases. Moreover, the stances of individual votes in a discussion are too granular for process variables that aim to represent discussion dynamics overall.

A more relevant goal for social scientists is analysis of group discussions where the preferences of individuals are unlabeled, even in training data. Next, I aim to predict the consensus preference of a group, after discussion. This task measures whether language representations can model the many turns in a discussion and mimic the behavior of administrators. To do this, I give as input the rationale texts of nominations, votes, and comments throughout a discussion, and treat the label from administrative closure of a debate as the only supervised label of group consensus.

- **Possible Labels**: $L = \{\text{Delete, Keep}\}$
• **Input:** Discussion $d$, with nomination $c_0$, followed by votes and comments $c_1 \ldots c_N$.
  Each contribution $c_i$ consists of:
  
  - User ID $u_i$.
  - Timestamp $t_i$.
  - Rationale text $r_i$.
  - Stance label $l_i \in L$, or for comments, $l = \_$. In experiments other than gold-label comparison, $l_i$ is masked.

• **Features:** A representation vector $\phi(d)$.

• **Output:** An outcome label $l \in L$.

  For text embedding, I again extract features $\phi_{GloVe}$ and $\phi_{BERT}$, but in this case there is a need to combine vectors from multiple contributions $[c_0, c_1, \ldots c_N]$ into a single vector for discussion $d$. To do so, I encode each contribution’s rationale $r_i$ separately (again removing all occurrences of "bolded" text to mask votes). I then average each contribution’s vector, normalized for length:

  $$\phi(d) = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{N} \frac{\phi(c_i)}{\text{len}(r_i)}}{N}$$

  Unlike in the first task, outcome prediction is distantly supervised and the task is sometimes undecidable; as discussed previously, administrators occasionally close conversations with results of No consensus. To evaluate an upper bound on model accuracy with masked preferences, I include a gold feature vector $\phi^*(d)$ where gold-standard user preference labels are made available for modeling. Specifically, for each possible $l \in L$, this vector includes the raw count and percent of votes that label received. While Wikipedia is not a direct democracy, administrators rarely deviate from consensus; this represents a good approximation of an upper bound on meaning representation from rationales alone.

  I first train a machine learning model to forecast the outcome of debates from observable characteristics. This model is an estimate of the expressed preferences of a group; the underlying challenge for machine learning is to model the text from many turns in a discussion, and mimic the consensus-forming judgment calls of administrators. For each possible vote label, I extract features including the raw count and percent of votes for that label. While Wikipedia is not a direct democracy, administrators rarely deviate from vote counts, so these vote counts are highly informative. In addition to voting features, I again encode the rationale of each contribution from each
discussion separately using the method described above, then average across the contribution vectors, normalized for length:

$$\phi_i = \frac{\sum_{j=0}^{i} \phi(c_j)}{\ln(len(r_j))}$$

The representation of full discussions is simply the special case where all contributions are included, that is, $i = N$.

Importantly, in this case the actual vote is stripped from the text of the rationale. Model performance varies by a large margin depending on whether explicit votes are accessible to the model or not; specifically, the model given access to stances of group members is able to predict outcomes with a Cohen’s $\kappa = 0.83$ for full discussions. The BERT model also reaches good levels of agreement, outperforming other representations by at least 1.6% accuracy, in absolute terms. Short discussions are more predictable, with the best-performing model reaching accuracy of 97.3% for short discussions of 5 or fewer total contributions that resulted in a Delete outcome, compared to 85.3% accuracy for long discussions of more than 10 contributions that resulted in a Keep outcome.

I then test the ability to make incremental predictions, observing only early contributions to a debate. Models are trained identically in this set of experiments; however, in the test set, I create a new instance for classification after each contribution to each discussion. Note that reported accuracy in this setup overweights more contentious debates - with more contributions, there are more instances from that discussion to classify in each test set. This slight bias results in over-representation of debates that ended in a Keep outcome, as those debates tend to have more contributions, and therefore increases the difficulty of the problem (Keep is a minority label and more challenging to predict). In this evaluation, all models see significant performance degradation, with lower accuracy from forecasting early in the debate. GloVe and bag-of-words models are more competitive, but BERT maintains the highest accuracy, with an overall accuracy of 79.7% across all instances and $\kappa = 0.55$.

Figure 12: Probability of a Delete outcome as voting margin varies. Administrators almost never overrule Delete majorities with a margin of at least 2 votes, or Keep majorities with a margin of at least 4 votes.
Let’s pause quickly to ask: why are models with direct access to votes so accurate? As shown in Figure 12, this result is unsurprising given actual behaviors by administrators. Only 7.6% of votes end in ties; administrators choose delete in 66.9% of these cases). Outside of ties, administrators follow the majority vote in 94.8% of discussions. But while the forecast model that takes language into account does not differ in the accuracy of the model using only gold labels, the text input is highly granular for quantitative analysis tasks that study individual contributions. From now on, I use the model that is given access to all observable information at training time, including both the gold labels and text of individual contributions.

![Figure 13: Real-Time BERT model accuracy mid-discussion, split by final debate length: short (5 or fewer), medium (6-10), and long (over 10).]

Table 6 shows the full comparison of models. As expected, the model given access to stances of group members is highly accurate. That model is able to predict outcomes with a Cohen’s \( \kappa = 0.84 \) for full discussions. The BERT model also reaches good levels of agreement, outperforming other language representations by at least 1.6% absolute. In the real-time evaluation, GloVe and bag-of-words models are more competitive, but BERT maintains the highest accuracy. All models (including the gold-standard) see significant performance degradation, suggesting that discussions are not foregone conclusions after early contributions. To demonstrate this more clearly, see Figure 13, where in conversations of any length, outcome prediction early in the debate is less reliable, then improves in accuracy steadily over time as more contributions are made visible to the classifier.

Error analysis shows that on top of support for social sciences, the remaining errors in classification are an opportunity for improved NLP methods. For instance, in stance classification, there are some cases where individual contributions simply lack the content that is necessary to classify them accurately (e.g., “Per all the above.”). These
cases would benefit from a more detailed awareness of threads of conversation\textsuperscript{189}. Even more often, classification errors occur when users \textit{themselves} express uncertainty:

\textit{\ldots \ldots as I said, I am not really qualified to assess these sources in a deeper way, other than to indicate their existence, and \textquotedblleft apparent\textquotedblright \ reliability under our usual sourcing guidelines.\textquotedblright}

Instances like these require not just classification for stance but also for uncertainty\textsuperscript{190}. Multi-task learning is a particularly fruitful domain for neural methods and the public release of the full corpus should be a resource for development of that field.

In outcome prediction, text-only models underperform the gold-labels model when predicting an outcome of Keep, particularly for short debates. As seen in Table 7, when predicting \texttt{Delete} in short discussions, the BERT model is almost always accurate; as conversations grow, \texttt{Delete} predictions become less reliable, at just over 75\% for debates longer than 10 contributions. By contrast, when BERT predicts \texttt{Keep} it becomes more accurate as conversations grow. In short discussions where the final outcome was \texttt{Keep}, performance is at its worst, with a gap in accuracy over 22\% compared to the gold model. This suggests that there is significant opportunity to better identify \textit{persuasive} early \texttt{Keep} votes, which are elusive in existing representations. Further technological advances may also focus on recognizing short discussions that \textit{ought} to be enhanced with additional evidence, either through intelligent routing to potential participants or direct intervention with relevant content.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{l|cc|cc}
\hline
Representation & \multicolumn{2}{c|}{Full Debate} & \multicolumn{2}{c}{Incremental} \\
 & \% & \(\kappa\) & \% & \(\kappa\) \\
\hline
Majority Class Baseline & 74.0 & 0.00 & 62.1 & 0.00 \\
GloVe & 81.7 & 0.49 & 69.1 & 0.31 \\
Bag-of-Words & 84.2 & 0.58 & 72.4 & 0.39 \\
BERT & 85.8 & 0.62 & 73.4 & 0.41 \\
BERT + Vote Labels & 93.5 & 0.83 & 79.7 & 0.55 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Table 6: Accuracy of forecasting for full discussions and incremental predictions.}
\end{table}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{l|ccc}
\hline
Final & \(\phi\) & Short & Medium & Long \\
\hline
\texttt{Delete} & BERT & 92.9 & 85.6 & 74.7 \\
 & Gold & 97.3 & 92.9 & 85.4 \\
 & \textit{(-4.4)} & \textit{(-7.3)} & \textit{(-10.7)} \\
\hline
\texttt{Keep} & BERT & 71.9 & 80.6 & 75.0 \\
 & Gold & 91.8 & 92.2 & 85.3 \\
 & \textit{(-19.9)} & \textit{(-11.6)} & \textit{(-10.3)} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Table 7: Accuracy of outcome prediction, split by final outcome and total debate length (as in Figure 13).}
\end{table}
Explaining Wikipedia Decisions

In the chapter that follows I now put these predictive models to work. Let’s see what we can learn about this domain by leaning on the trained classifiers from the previous chapter.

As I discussed in the first portion of this thesis, lack of causality is frequently cast as a limitation in studies of online communities, certainly including AfD. Similar limitations applied to the early analysis Taraborelli & Ciampaglia\(^{191}\) that showed a “herding” effect, where later votes in a discussion tended to follow early votes; this too may have been because votes are an accurate proxy of article quality rather than a rhetorical impact of early voters on those who participate later. Notably, the studies that have focused on rhetoric in debates have avoided tying these analyses to success rates. For instance, Xiao & Sitaula measured sentiment of votes and found more positive affect in Keep votes, but did not correlate sentiment to outcomes\(^{192}\); similarly, Schneider et al. investigated the rhetorical argument strategies of editors in AfD but did not measure how those strategies affected success rates or influenced future decisions\(^{193}\). But as I have argued, causality is not necessary to effectively describe the constraints of the Wikipedia AfD domain. In the next section I demonstrate the explanatory value of these models even when causality is not part of an analysis.

Forecast Shifts

I measure shifts in probability output from the forecast model at each of these incremental predictions. I measure the change in the probability distribution of outcomes immediately after each contribution is posted. For nominations \(i = 0\), for each possible \(P(l)\), for \(l \in L\), the prior probability distribution of all outcomes \(l \in L\) as measured from training data is subtracted instead.

\[
\Delta(l, c_i) = P(l|\phi_i) - P(l|\phi_{i-1})
\]

Increase in forecast probability of one label shifts that label upward, and another simultaneously downward, doubling the cumulative impact of changes; therefore, the change in probability for labels is summed then multiplied by a normalizing factor of \(1/2\) to produce a measure of forecast shift, ranging from \([0, 1]\) per contribution.


\(^{193}\) Jodi Schneider et al. “Arguments about deletion: How experience improves the acceptability of arguments in ad-hoc online task groups”. In: Proceedings of CSCW. ACM, 2013, pp. 1069–1080
Forecast Shift = \( FS(c_i) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{l \in L} |\Delta(l, c_i)| \)

For corpus study, I measure forecast shift of contributions through 10-fold cross-validation. For each fold, I train a model on the training set, then make incremental probability forecasts using that model for each discussion in the test set. After applying this method across each fold, I am able to measure forecast shifts for the entire corpus, with no discussion receiving forecasts from a model where that discussion was itself part of the training set.

This approach to explanation has significant limitations for making causal claims about the data in the corpus. This measure of forecast shift is a descriptive measure of how a predictive model alters its prediction based on new evidence. However, I have only inspected what is predictive given limited information, but not what is rhetorically influential to the debates themselves. Thus while the features identified as shifting forecasts are informative, this explanatory work does not make causal claims. As a crucial example of where this limits analysis, I do not include article texts themselves in this work. The predictive model has found that debate-initial Keep votes are predictive of Keep outcomes. This has at least two possible explanations. The first is that early Keep outcomes are persuasive or influential in the debate itself and lead to articles being preserved. The second is that articles worth preserving attract early Keep votes, and the rhetorical strategy of the voter is unimportant compared to the voter as proxy measure of article quality.

**Explanations from Forecast Shifts**

Within the analyses that follow, I will begin each section with a reference to the key prior work that informs a particular question. Along with measuring any particular user behavior, like arriving early or posting frequently, I will also point out specific policies that are often cited in exemplar cases of that behavior. This is a useful analytic lens; policies have consistently been a focus area of AfD research, from the close study of the *Ignore All Rules* policy\(^\text{194}\) to the study of notability subpolicies\(^\text{195}\). But in this work, I find the relationship between policies, success, and forecast shift is nuanced, and rather than treating policy citation as a monolithic phenomenon, I choose to name specific policies as they become relevant to other aspects of editor behaviors.

For instance, I find that there is no overall correlation between the success rate of votes in which a policy has appeared, and the mean forecast shift from those votes; the slope is in fact slightly negative.


Many successful policies do not tend to appear in contributions that changed the model’s forecasted outcome, and many contributions that changed the model’s predicted outcome dramatically do not end up on the winning side of debates. While this disconnect is important for investigation, it also serves as a limit on the strength of the statements I can make about these findings.

Early Voters

I first evaluate whether early contributions are correlated with discussion outcomes, following on observation of a "herding" effect in early work\(^\text{196}\). In that work, the authors found that later votes in discussions were more likely to mirror early votes. My results replicate this finding: early votes are highly predictive of outcomes. Debate-initial Delete votes are successful 84.5% of the time compared to a 63.9% baseline. The effect is even greater for early Keep votes, resulting in a Keep outcome 62.2% of the time, compared to a 20.7% baseline.

Trends over the course of a discussion, for both outcome success and forecast shift, are visualized in Figure 14. I separate the values for all votes that appear as the Nth contribution to a discussion from contributions at that point that were the first vote for a particular outcome. Success rates rapidly decline for both Delete and Keep when they arrive late in a discussion. When measuring forecast shift of votes, similar declines are observed for votes overall, regardless of whether they are for Delete or Keep. Differentiation appears in forecast shift associated with the first Keep and Delete vote in a discussion. Early Keep votes are highly informative for the forecast model, and produce the greatest shift in forecast probabilities. But
forecast shift from Delete votes initially increases as it appears later in the discussion, peaking at the third contribution and only declining slowly when the first vote appears even later than that.

These results are intuitive. The default outcome when discussions do not reach consensus is Keep; however, the momentum in AfD is toward deletion. For inclusionist voters, a key factor in highly predictive votes is simply being early to arrive in a debate, either shifting the tenor of the discussion that follows or signaling clear article quality or meeting criteria for inclusion. When voting Delete, on the other hand, forecasts do not shift when they arrive early; a Delete outcome was already likely. Instead, Delete voters shift forecasts when they arrive in the middle of conversations and contradict earlier votes. The Delete voter shifts forecasts more significantly when acting as a “devil’s advocate” and reducing certainty of a particular outcome; this is not possible in debates where deletion is obvious, and those Delete votes result in low values of forecast shift.

Research has shown that priming effects are able to shape risk profiles, preferences, and topics under scrutiny in decision-making tasks\(^197\). In that context it makes sense that early votes can set the stage for later discussion, and that this impact is larger when the first vote is contrary to the most common outcome (Keep initial votes are more influential than Delete). The activity of late-comers to discussions, adding votes even though they have no impact on discussion, is also a result that is validated and justified by prior work.

An example of this pattern is shown in Figure 15, where one user defend a page for a sparsely populated island in the Indian state of Kerala. In the figure, I omit the (lengthy) discussion; to summarize, the first voter produces a large forecast shift, beginning the debate with an initial Keep vote only two hours after nomination. When later users argue for Delete, the model shifts back to predicting a Delete outcome, but with low certainty. The next non-voting comment from the initial Keep voter gives detailed responses and further citation to policies, which tilts the forecast toward an eventual Keep outcome.

**Notability Policies**

A differentiating feature of the voter in the previous example is the citation of relevant and targeted policy, Notability (geographic features). This type of behavior was previously flagged in preliminary results from prior work from Xiao et al.\(^199\), which noted that locations, biographies, and corporate pages were each deleted at different rates compared to pages in general. My research extends that finding: Notability policies are among the most informative votes

\(^{197}\) Hans-Peter Erb, Antoine Bioy, and Denis J Hilton. “Choice preferences without inferences: Subconscious priming of risk attitudes”. In: *Journal of Behavioral Decision Making* 15.3 (2002), pp. 251–262


in the forecast model, appear early in debates (particularly often in Keep votes), and are more successful in general than other policies and more than votes in general. This is shown in the ranked list of Notability policies associated with the greatest average forecast shift, in Table 8.

Successful policy citations that also have high forecast shift are narrowly scoped. The most successful inclusionist Notability policies are on topics like astronomical objects, geographic landmarks, and local high schools. Enthusiasts wrote these policies to clearly define notability for an area where the average editor may not know inclusion criteria, and cite these policies effectively, first to shift the focus of discussions and then to win those debates. Note that some communities reverse this trend and maintain highly selective standards
to prevent an influx of articles; this phenomenon is most prevalent in sports, with highly successful citations in favor of Delete for topics like regional football (soccer) leagues and martial arts. For a prototypical example of highly successful citations, see the actions in Figure 16. This user is one of the top five most consistently successful users in the corpus, by average success and forecast shift. Their contributions are early, short, clear, and uncontroversial. By referencing criteria in a pre-existing, relevant policy (in this case, Notability (Badminton)), debate is closed quickly. In fact, the overwhelming majority of this user’s votes are for badminton players, all of whom meet the officially written policy’s standards, and this user maintains a success rate in excess of 90%.

But as Notability policies become broader, their trends in both success rates and forecast shifts revert to the broader mean of all votes that cite policies. The very broadly scoped policy on proposed deletion of biographies of living people (WP:BLPPROD) is noteworthy: among all policies, it has the greatest difference in success and forecast shift metrics depending on whether it appears in Delete or Keep votes. When used in inclusionist arguments, the policy is usually cited early in the discussion and causes significant uncertainty in the model, shifting probable outcomes from being weighted toward delete to a tossup. However, those Keep citations of the biography policy are among the least successful votes in the corpus. By contrast, when cited as part of Delete arguments, this broad policy does much less to shift forecast probabilities, but is successful well above the baseline success rate for deletionist votes. Another way of seeing the role of Notability policies in debate is to look at the Delete policy citations with high average forecast shifts. While Keep votes have disproportionately high forecast shift values, the top two Delete citations in forecast shift are Trivial Mentions and Existence ≠ Notability. Both of these policies are used as responses to notability arguments from Keep voters.

Taken in aggregate, these results match the findings from Xiao in
her series of papers\textsuperscript{200}, showing that Notability policies shape the discourse of this domain, while giving substantial additional detail. Notability citations are the most interesting and valuable source of research on AfD in future work.

\textit{Active Voters}

I next evaluate whether votes from more frequent posters, who take the time to reply to other users and participate actively in discussion, are more predictive of future outcomes. This effect has been previously suggested in small-scale, mixed-methods analyses of dozens or hundreds of discussions\textsuperscript{201,202}. I find mixed support for these findings in a larger-scale study. In the data, 45.0\% of votes and comments in discussions come from editors that made more than one contribution in that discussion. Of these, single-contribution voters are substantially more likely to cast a successful vote, winning 84.8\% of Delete votes and 66.7\% of Keep votes. Users who post more than twice to a discussion are successful in fewer than half of their votes, and success rates continue to decline as users post more and more. This seems to contradict the topline finding from past work. Again, as with all findings, this result is not causal: there is no way with the data gathered here to discern whether editors with weak arguments tend to add more comments to discussions, or whether their heavy participation in debates causes them to lose debates. But in either case, there is no evidence to suggest that active users are more likely to win debates.

I find that the forecast shift measure matches the smaller-scale observations from those earlier studies, more closely than actual success rates. As shown in Figure 17, while success rates go down as users are more active in debates, the average forecast shift attributable to the first vote from those users is much higher. Forecast shifts are

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure17.png}
\caption{One-time voters are more successful than more active voters; however, the first contribution from more active voters have greater forecast shift than the votes from one-time contributors.}
\end{figure}


\textsuperscript{201} Elisabeth Joyce, Jacqueline C Pike, and Brian S Butler. “Rules and roles vs. consensus: Self-governed deliberative mass collaboration bureaucracies”. In: \textit{American Behavioral Scientist} 57.5 (2013), pp. 576–594

greater for the first post by editors who will eventually follow up with more activity, though their additional contributions do not maintain that level, suggesting diminishing returns. The first post by these highly active users (the lighter-shaded bars) shifts forecasts by almost twice as much as the first post by one-time contributors (the dark leftmost line).

As an example of this dynamic, see the debate activity in Figure 18, arguing about a Canadian magician. In this debate, several users are successful in their vote, but do not meaningfully contribute to the decision-making process; in the forecast model, only one vote shifts the predicted outcome by more than 0.05, the very first by Jack Cox. By the time votes appear from later users, the discussion is a foregone conclusion for Delete. The late citation of Vanispamcruftisement, a lighthearted anti-spam policy, has no bearing on the clear consensus of the group. While single-vote users are highly successful, they are not changing the outcome of debates; instead, those late arrivals are getting credit for participation in a debate that has essentially concluded. Other citations to policies about spam and hoaxes follow a similar pattern, among the top success-rate policies in the dataset but appearing in votes with among the least new information for the forecasting model.

Discussion Breakdowns

So late arrivers had high success rates, but did little to shift probabilities in the forecast model. I replicate that finding with users but with policy by singling out the Snowball Clause policy, summarized as:

![Discussion Breakdowns](image-url)
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Table 9: Policies sorted by the ordinal rank of when they appear in discussion, and the mean forecast shift of votes where that citation appears, split by vote label. Many early-appearing policies overlap with the influential notability policies from Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latest Citations</th>
<th>Avg. Forecast Shift</th>
<th>Earliest Citations</th>
<th>Avg. Forecast Shift</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>Keep</td>
<td>Delete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civility</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Personal Attacks</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack Pages</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disruptive Editing</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaming the System</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arguments to Avoid</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignore All Rules</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“If an issue does not have a snowball’s chance in hell of being accepted by a certain process, there’s no need to run it through the entire process.” This policy is cited once it is clear that consensus has been reached and that there is no need to hold discussion open for the full seven days. Indeed, votes citing this policy have the highest success rate and lowest forecast shift of any policy in the taxonomy. Citing the Snowball policy in Keep votes is similarly indicative of a contribution that will not change the forecast probabilities.

It is also possible to examine other policies that appear very late, with little forecast shift. Unlike Snowball, which almost always appears in successful votes, now let’s focus on policy citations that appear late and are not successful. I sort policies by the mean ordinal rank of the post in which they appear; in Table 9, I present the top-ranked policies on each end of this measure (for clarity, referencing that table: WP:Civility citations appear in the 26th contribution to a discussion, on average). These policies are procedural and often indicate a breakdown in debate, with little information for the model to shift the likely outcome of debate. Instead, they are indicators that the debate’s content-focused discussion has ended, an outcome is highly likely, and debate decorum has now broken down entirely. This includes citations to policies like No personal attacks, Gaming the System, and No legal threats. Voters that cite these policies are on the losing side of debates, posting very late, and also are not changing the direction of those debates in which they appear.
Previous work from Joyce et al., studying a randomly selected set of 588 debates, focused in on that the WP:1AR policy has a significant effect on the present study’s much larger corpus. That policy has been cited a total of 1,361 times in this corpus; among the votes in which the policy was cited, Keep votes were successful 10.3% less often than in the corpus overall, and appearing in successful Keep votes 53.7% of the time compared to a 64.0% baseline, and Delete votes dropped in success rates by 12.2%.

Less contentious but also prevalent is procedural citation to editing guidelines, such as Editing Policy and Article Size. These votes, typically used in debates about lists that have been separated out of main articles and into separate standalone pages, tend to come very late in discussions. An example in Figure 19, arguing about whether a subset of information about a regional university merits its own article. In the example, I again omit some of the discussion, earlier votes that trended toward Delete. The late arrival of a Keep voter citing structural policy about preferable length of Wikipedia articles was basically futile; citation to policy on spinning out articles is made, but consensus has already been reached.

A scatter plot showing the full distribution of policies analyzed for this study appears in Figure 20. I separate policies by their appearance in Delete and Keep votes. Policies that I highlighted earlier in this analysis are labeled. This is a busy figure, so let’s take the time below to analyze its component pieces in detail. Overall, I find that because Delete votes are more successful, so too are citations that appear in those votes, but that observing any one of these votes does not tend to produce a large shift in probable outcomes in the forecast model. As a result, policy citations from Delete votes clus-

---

ter in the top left of the scatter plot. Citations in Keep votes cause a much greater shift in the forecast model, as seen by the nearly clean partitioning of blue and orange clusters in the scatter plot. These policy citations are not necessarily successful, but do make the final outcome far less certain for the forecast model.
Future Directions

Tools for Decision Support

The potential for algorithmic decision-making as a support aid and tool in AfD is high. The use of machine learning tools powered by NLP has precedent in that community: tools already exist and are in widespread use for numerous behind-the-scenes tasks like vandalism detection\(^\text{204}\), bot detection\(^\text{205}\), and article quality assessment\(^\text{206}\). But it is not obvious which action is appropriate to take when administrator decisions disagree with predictions from forecasts, opening a broader question of trust in machine learning systems. Can this model be used to recognize when a poor decision is being made, or when participating editors are missing key experience levels or subject matter expertise? Future implementations of forecast models for Wikipedia may be able to notice maladaptive behaviors in groups, and recommend either a pause in decision-making when a “surprising” outcome is being chosen by an administrator, or could even be extended to active recruiting of new voices that are potentially under-represented in existing discussion.

Tempering any optimism about a technology-centered intervention, though, we must also consider the role of stakeholders and participants within the AfD process. Predicting the relative effectiveness of technological interventions is complicated; some approaches to improving retention have worked well\(^\text{207}\), other attempts have backfired and been shown to decrease productivity of new users\(^\text{208}\). Any discussion of algorithmic interventions will need to be tempered by the unsteady reception to bots in the Wikipedia editorial system in general\(^\text{209}\). This work is not meant to propose technology-first solutions for the broader systemic and structural challenges with inequity in AfD, but to open a quantitative discussion of the existing norms and outcomes for marginalized users in this context. I hope it opens a fruitful avenue for future work to explore and a promising way to turn explanation into real-world action based not necessarily on bots or algorithms, but on clear-headed understanding of the data that describes the status quo and the actions that may effect change.

Of course, future explanatory research will undoubtedly benefit from extension beyond just forecast shift, the primary tool I used in my citation analysis. This metric was just one way of recognizing...
what is going on in discussions. It aligns neatly with findings from past work, and does not require any explicit labeling of preferences or votes at the granularity of turns or even individuals. This makes the metric well-suited to discussion contexts where no votes may be explicitly recorded. But in the AfD context, with the advantage of full discussion logs and explicit votes and outcomes, metrics that take more advantage of discussion structure may be appropriate. The highly structured hypergraph representation from Hua et al.²¹⁰ may serve as inspiration here. We can also use this model for deeper temporal analysis of Wikipedia’s evolution over time, including a test of which policies have risen and fallen in prominence throughout the duration of the site’s rise and decline.

Influence on Group Decision-Making

There’s a potentially more impactful future direction for this work – but impact is not always benevolent.

By focusing in on the social, we have a potential to build interventions for group debate. One next step for this research, and the measurement of forecast shift in debates generally, is to recognize, describe, and make visible the role of gatekeeping and identity-driven discourse behaviors in enforcing or even intensifying existing advantages for strategic long-term users. My existing work demonstrates that forecasts shift based on immediately observable characteristics, like how early a user is to arrive at a debate, how many posts they make, or how they cite policy. Interventions based on these features might measure and attempt to alter outcomes based on the factors that are known from our explanation of the domain.

Who would want to do this? For an optimistic view, consider the role of newcomers in debate. Over the last several years, Wikipedia has worked to bring newcomers into their community, but predicting what will be effective in such a complex domain. I want to know who gets a voice and a vote when arguing about what gets included in Wikipedia. Distinguishing the relative role of individuals will enable deeper process analysis of factors like diversity on teams²¹¹, the interplay between individual participants and the process of resolving conflicts or disputes²¹², and the granular habits that lead to effective outcomes.

These habits are often process-oriented, small-scale, and not adequately captured by survey or demographic variables²¹³, opening exciting new dimensions for behavioral science research. Specific, highly salient personal attributes include gender, as well as tenure, a user’s prior experience based on their time since registration and initial participation in the community. A third factor of prestige, mea-


²¹³ Christoph Riedl and Anita Williams Woolley. “Teams vs. crowds: A field test of the relative contribution of incentives, member ability, and emergent collaboration to crowd-based problem solving performance”. In: Academy of Management Discoveries 3.4 (2017), pp. 382–403
sured by administrator privileges or user profile awards, may also be relevant for study and intervention. These interventions based on identity may also be affected by the topic, context, and individuals participating in a specific discussion.

Future work may also benefit from measuring decision quality, a topic so far studied only by Lam et al.214. In that study, researchers identified poor decisions as those that were reversed at a later date: they flagged poor decisions either when an article was successfully re-nominated for deletion a previously kept article, or when a page that had previously been deleted as part of the AfD process was recreated. The magician from Figure 18, for instance, now has a recreated Wikipedia page with additional content. Another experiment would be to limit our analysis to close decisions with narrow margins, such as the 7.6% of votes ending in ties and the 5.2% of votes where administrators overruled the majority vote.

This focus on identity as a positive factor for group decision-making is not merely theoretical or aspirational. Lam et al. have already shown that diverse groups of decision-makers improves quality215. By going beyond raw statistics like edit count and into more granular, informed explanations of the strategies used in AfD, like policy citation, I have already shown there is nuance to be found in this domain. Next, by acknowledging the role of identity and diversity in group decision-making, I believe Wikipedia has an opportunity to greatly improve the quality of decision-making, breadth of representation, and level of participation in their community. This thesis leaves ample room for further study.

But let’s also acknowledge the adversarial uses of machine learning and data analytics for influencing decision-making. Years ago, Facebook researchers manipulated News Feed contents to test their ability to influence emotions216; just like I experienced in the essay scoring domain, this produced a flurry of news controversy when the implications of the study dawned on the broader media217. This was just a shadow of the controversy to come shortly thereafter, though – the Cambridge Analytica scandal in the lead-up to the 2016 election218. The results showed what can be done with a data-driven approach to recognizing successful influences on decision-making and injecting algorithmic behavior into the mix.

And so this work on Wikipedia can’t be left on its own, looking only to beneficial uses. Late in this dissertation I’ll engage in discussion on the potential for analysis of algorithmic tools evaluated not just in a vacuum, but in a power hierarchy, focusing on the funders of the work we do.


216 Adam DI Kramer, Jamie E Guillory, and Jeffrey T Hancock. “Experimental evidence of massive-scale emotional contagion through social networks”. In: Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 111.24 (2014), pp. 8788–8790


218 Adrien Chen. “Cambridge Analytica and our lives inside the surveillance machine”. In: The New Yorker 21 (2018), pp. 8–10
Part III: Automated Essay Scoring

Automated essay scoring (AES) mimics the judgment of educators evaluating the quality of student writing. There is a lot of reasonable concern, both practically and pedagogically, about what that mimicry means for schools, teachers, and students.

The work in this section is inspired by nearly a decade of work. After starting this section of the thesis with a brief overview of the historical context of AES, I report the results of an investigation on neural methods compared to classical machine learning, published at an ACL workshop this year\(^{219}\).

The section continues with the specific project I spent the most time on during this thesis research, a partnership with the University at Albany on a series of evaluations of DAACS. The results of that study comprise two publications, in preparation for later this year:

- The first demonstrates the efficacy of the baseline machine learning models and investigates one particular explanatory phenomenon, the five-paragraph essay\(^{220}\).
- The second investigates the potential for non-scoring-related topic models to explain student content choices, then digs in deeper on the specific phenomenon of non-adherent writing.


\(^{220}\) Elijah Mayfield et al. “Five-Paragraph Essays and Fair Automated Scoring in Online Higher Education”. In: Assessing Writing. Under review
Defensible explanations for algorithmic decisions about writing in education

Figure 21: An August 2019 Vice report on automated essay scoring brought renewed attention to automated essay scoring, this time in the context of implementations for Common Core standardized testing.

Flawed Algorithms Are Grading Millions of Students’ Essays

Fooled by gibberish and highly susceptible to human bias, automated essay-scoring systems are being increasingly adopted, a Motherboard investigation has found.
Context and Background

Writing, though central to education, is labor intensive to grade. Teachers must balance giving students iterative practice and feedback with their own scarce time. So schools turn to automation.

Originally used for summative purposes in standardized testing\(^2\), automated essay scoring (AES) systems are now frequently found in classrooms\(^3\), typically enabled by training data scored on reliable rubrics to give consistent and clear goals for writers\(^4\). Essay scoring has been an intensely studied and debated field, the subject of Kaggle competitions\(^5\) and mainstream media press\(^6\), particularly for assessment purposes in high-stakes testing. A large body of research has shown that these systems have error rates equivalent to, or even slightly lower than, scores from classroom teachers or hired scorers in high-volume testing settings like the GRE and TOEFL\(^7,8\). But skepticism toward algorithmic scoring of essays continues for a variety of reasons. Many composition pedagogy experts have expressed concerns about its role in writing education\(^9,10\), and some scholars have also disputed the validity of the scores themselves, noting the high correlation between scores in standardized testing and raw features like word count\(^11\).

These are grave allegations and are worth taking seriously; and there is another level of concern exists not in deployment of systems but in their very design. Cultural bias creeps into AES through rubric writing and scoring of training data, unless extensive countermeasures are taken to maintain reliability across student backgrounds and varied response types\(^12\). It also limits flexibility in task choice and response type from students, limiting students to writing styles that mirror the norms of the dominant school culture. But of course, it is this focused domain and well-formulated set of categorical output labels that makes the task so enticing for researchers.

Before going through the steps of building, evaluating, and defending an AES system, this chapter attempts to make sense of the history of this debate and the broader educational context of writing assessment in which these systems are used.

---


\(^3\) Y Malini Reddy and Heidi Andrade. “A review of rubric use in higher education”. In: Assessment & evaluation in higher education 35.4 (2010), pp. 435–448


\(^9\) John Warner. Why They Can’t Write: Killing the Five-Paragraph Essay and Other Necessities. JHU Press, 2018

\(^10\) Les Perelman. “When “the state of the art” is counting words”. In: Assessing Writing 21 (2014), pp. 104–111

Overview of Writing Assessment

Students who learn to think of writing as a process that includes iterative improvement demonstrate large gains in transferable skills.232,233 Unfortunately, this process is difficult to learn and complex to teach, needing differentiated instruction across students and incorporating strategies that may vary across tasks.234 Teachers tend to view this element of instruction as difficult and time-consuming, and rarely teach the revision process in depth.235

An open question is whether biases in assessment are strongly embedded in the requirements of the assignments themselves, or the minds and preference of individual instructors doing the grading. On one hand, the bias influence of individual teachers is large. Biases of instructors are well established; grading is significantly influenced by mechanical errors like punctuation and capitalization when grading writing, even when using a content-specific rubric; but research has shown these personal preferences extend to student gender, physical attractiveness, and even penmanship.236 On the other, the shaping of assignments and grading support like rubrics have a large effect on how students are measured. Teachers feel more confident when using rubrics, and the use of those rubrics increases inter-rater reliability in scoring.237,238 Rubrics can be useful in higher education, with their effectiveness primarily tied to how well raters are trained and the appropriateness of the rubric design to the task being studied. Additionally, there is significant potential for formative use by students.

This reliance on rubrics has the potential impact, though, of narrowing the definition of good writing. This narrowing toward a limited range of essay structures pushes students away from culturally relevant writing styles and forms more representative of the writing they encounter in their day-to-day life.239 For students of color, schools systematically devalue their home language use,240,241 creating a “double consciousness” where students use language one way at home and another way at school.242 These expectations in practice grant extra privilege to affluent White students, both for the language they use243 and their norms for behaviors like help-seeking.244
Part of the reason that educators are skeptical of algorithms for scoring essays is that so many of the challenges students face in improving their writing scores are present at entrenched levels, far beyond what can be done with algorithmic interventions.

For instance, the culture of school writing is gendered. Gender is also a known predictor of educational outcomes: male students tend to underperform female students, and the gap tends to increase with age. Many of these studies do not include transgender students, who are systematically under-supported and under-represented in educational research, either erased entirely or receiving limited support grouped with broader LGBT student needs. In early (high school) years, girls' writing is more preferred because it's more descriptive and empathetic. In university writing, bold, assertive, self-confident writing is preferred which tilts the scales to men, especially those from historically advantaged backgrounds. All of these results mean that student writing exists in a social context full of discriminatory beliefs about "proper" school language.

Among school-age children, gender differences for student scores on writing tasks exist: at adolescent ages, girls have an advantage in measured writing skill, while boys struggle with writing, particularly personal narratives. The gender gap increases with age, peaking at the oldest ages tested in K-12 education literature, typically around age 21. Scores among girls are also more "bunched" around a mean than boys, who have higher variance; as a result, girls' scores benefit from a curriculum focus on regular coursework more than boys.

Language and race is an even more heated topic. Race is the single strongest predictor of educational outcomes in the United States. Black and Native students underperform relative to their White and Asian peers, for reasons tied to systemic failures to support those populations. The same is true of Hispanic students and recent immigrants from Asia, Latin America, and the Caribbean.

---

245 Caroline Scheiber et al. “Gender differences in achievement in a large, nationally representative sample of children and adolescents”. In: Psychology in the Schools 52.4 (2015), pp. 335–348
250 Caroline Scheiber et al. “Gender differences in achievement in a large, nationally representative sample of children and adolescents”. In: Psychology in the Schools 52.4 (2015), pp. 335–348
252 Gloria Ladson-Billings. “From the achievement gap to the education debt: Understanding achievement in US schools”. In: Educational researcher 35.7 (2006), pp. 3–12
Differences in gender also intersect with race – for instance, in transitions between schools, male performance declines more than for female students, and Black males see the largest declines of all\textsuperscript{254}. Finally, we have ample evidence to suggest that non-native English speakers struggle with writing in English compared to native speaking peers. Schools are not well-equipped to teach those students\textsuperscript{255}, and sets students up to lose interest in developing writing skills\textsuperscript{256}.

**Writing Assessment in Higher Education**

My work with DAACS was situated in university settings, not in K-12. But many of these challenges follow those students into higher education, tied to preparedness from high school, and to economic factors like additional financial burden and lack of support\textsuperscript{257,258}. But factors at that level are more complex and represent an increasingly nontraditional student population\textsuperscript{259}. Income, job status, military service, age, and first-generation students may also have differential outcomes relative to their peers. However, it is not clear how such demographics would interact with writing ability, because of the limited research literature for adult learners. Expectations about writing differ between college students and K-12 students\textsuperscript{260}; there is reason to believe many of the findings from middle and high schools will not transfer to our population, as the population of college-attending students represents significant selection bias\textsuperscript{261}; the students that comprise the statistics pointing to an achievement gap in K-12 never make it to college of any kind, changing the population being studied. These pathways and drop-off points produce an entirely different socioeconomic strata in higher education\textsuperscript{262}, meaning we cannot be sure what results will transfer.

**History of Automated Essay Scoring**

In 1966 Ellis Page developed Project Essay Grade (PEG), kicking off 50 years of research into AES\textsuperscript{263}. Methodology and computational power have advanced substantially, but the task has remained largely consistent. In traditional non-automated, large-scale essay scoring, two trained experts typically score each essay. A third expert resolves disagreements between them. The task of an AES system is to use scores from this traditional scoring process to train models that can score new essays as reliably as any individual rater.

Let’s define the task of an automated essay scoring (or AES) system, because it is narrower than the overall job of a writing instructor. Student writing is scored following a rubric broken down into subscores (“traits”). These scores are almost always integer-valued,
usually with fewer than 10 possible score points. In most contexts, students respond to “prompts,” a specific writing task with a limited range of potential answers, often tied to a specific source document or material to write about or analyze. Because of the narrowed vocabulary, consistent length, and relatively homogenous substance of these essays, copious prior research has shown that rubric-based scoring of prompt-specific writing can be scored reliably on a common rubric by trained annotators, and that this scoring can be replicated reliably by machine learning methods.²⁶⁴

It has typically been the guidance of researchers in the field, when working in collaboration with practitioners, to recommend relatively small training set sizes. In typical cases, automated essay scoring systems are trained on hundreds of essays; in high-stakes tests like the GRE or TOEFL, between 1,000 and 5,000 essays might be used for supervised learning. These numbers are large relative to a high school educator’s classroom size, making personalization to individual instructors infeasible; but relative to many tasks in natural language processing, the numbers are positively tiny. Neural approaches to question answering, reading comprehension, and sentiment analysis are routinely trained on corpora consisting of hundreds of thousands or even millions of texts.

Automated essay scoring has been built up out of the field of psychometrics, moreso than learning science or machine learning. That field focuses on building tools that use machine learning to mimic the judgment of educators evaluating the quality of student writing.

Originally used for summative purposes in standardized testing and the GRE, these systems are typically enabled by rubrics, which give consistent and clear goals for writers. Student essays are scored either on a single holistic scale, or analytically following a rubric that breaks out subscores based on "traits" (as in Figure 22). These scores are almost always integer-valued, and typically have fewer than 10 possible score points, though scales with as many as 60 points exist. In most contexts, students respond to "prompts," a specific writing activity with predefined content, and only receive feedback on valid attempts to respond to the prompt. Applications typically include a "library" of many prompts that students can be assigned, at instructor discretion.

AES has focused historically on replicating expert readers for large-scale scoring of thousands of essays, either for end-of-year standardized assessments or entrance exams like the GRE or TOEFL. While those industry vendors that provide these products have their own datasets, academic AES research has been dominated for the last five years by the dataset from the 2012 Automated Student Assessment Prize (ASAP) competition. This competition used essays written to eight prompts, scored on a variety of scales. The competition had a private phase with companies as competitors, followed by a public Kaggle competition with anonymized data. Shermis provides a summary of the competition, and most recent research papers report their results using the same public dataset.

This use preferences interpretable model features informed by psychometrics, often representing high-level characteristics of writing like coherence or lexical sophistication. The primary goal is defensibility of the underlying model, known as construct validity. This construct validity through feature choice has been emphasized over measuring the ability to provide actionable guidance to writers based on the scoring. Let's look at how that might be changing.

**Feedback**

Instruction is still (hopefully!) at the center of education, and so direct instructional technologies using algorithmic decision-making is a core part of this thesis. Throughout the history of AES research there has been a recognition that formative feedback is an essential goal for automated tools to improve student learning. Automated scoring brings value to the classroom, but targeted formative feedback alongside those scores is vital to the development of writing proficiency. Research in writing education demonstrates that localized, actionable feedback, presented as part of an iterative writing process, is effective. By connecting comments to the rubric’s evaluation crite-
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ria, students can use the feedback to foster their ability to reflect and self-assess. Self-reported responses to teacher feedback confirm\(^\text{274}\) that students value a combination of positive and critical comments that are specific to their own writing, and connected to the evaluation criteria. Such feedback is especially valuable on preliminary drafts, instead of later in the writing process\(^\text{275}\). We also see new techniques aimed at improving AES having a ripple effect of advancing fields like argument mining\(^\text{276}\) and rhetorical structure detection\(^\text{277}\). For writers who are proficient or already working in professional settings, language technologies provide scaffolds like grammatical error detection and correction\(^\text{278}\).

In the 1990s and early 2000s, classroom technology was released based on this approach, including ETS Criterion, Pearson Write-ToLearn, and Vantage MyAccess. Classroom reviews of these products were mixed at best. While their use positively impacted student writing\(^\text{279}\), students felt negative about the experience\(^\text{280}\). Teachers using earlier tools stated that automated scoring must be paired with actionable next steps for writers\(^\text{281}\). Building on this, academic work has used AES to provide formative writing instruction and feedback that students perceive as “informative, valuable, and enjoyable”\(^\text{282}\), providing more efficient learning gains than practice alone\(^\text{283}\).

Alongside the emergence of that research, a newer generation of tools has refocused AES to prioritize feedback to students. These include TenMarks Writing, WriteLab, Grammarly, PEG Writing, and Turnitin Revision Assistant. AES feedback’s impact on writing quality varies by product. For instance, PEG Writing has been shown to save teachers time and let them focus on higher-level writing skills, but not to improve writing quality\(^\text{284}\). To date, there is little work discussing the longitudinal effect of AES on classroom instruction during the school year.

In many cases, automated feedback is not directly driven by the scoring algorithms themselves. For instance, ETS Criterion uses the scoring models from its e-rater system, but provides the student with feedback based on a series of separate algorithms that detect usage and mechanics errors, particular aspects of style (e.g. passive voice), and detection of discourse elements. Arizona State’s Writing Pal is an intelligent tutoring system that scaffolds writing and feedback within learning tasks. Its feedback focuses on things like structure and relevance, though it uses engineered essay features for each feedback type, divorced from the scoring model itself.

The exact approach toward providing students with feedback vary greatly across systems, but immediacy for student viewing and reduction of teacher workload are almost universally the primary goals for such classroom systems. Broadly speaking, teachers have
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been supportive of this technology as deployed in schools today. These applications follow the same algorithmic approaches as high-stakes scoring, in most cases; the key difference is in the use of the tool for practice rather than measurement.

**Efficacy of AES for Learning**

Up until recently, the only major study of a deployed system was from Grimes & Warschauer, studying Vantage MyAccess in a high school setting. In that work, teachers expressed significant reservations and viewed the AES models as "fallible," stating that automated scoring must be paired with feedback that gave meaningful next steps for writers\(^{285}\); nevertheless, the teachers expressed optimism for future development.

While more limited in scope, automated writing evaluation algorithms have seen some more limited use in higher education. Cotos et al., for instance, have shown that students can use feedback based on AES to better structure their introductions to writing in scientific genres\(^{286}\). Johnson et al. showed that students had nuanced understandings of the feedback they received such systems, and were able to engage with the revision process during writing with an AES support\(^{287}\). But overall, composition scholars have resisted the introduction of automated tools into their classrooms, instead recommending local, contextual solutions that are much more expensive to manage, but that produce more fine-grained and useful information about student ability\(^{288}\).

All of the inertia in real-world use is moving AES technology away from use exclusively for saving money in high-volume and high-stakes psychometric assessments; instead, the future appears to be a formative experience for AES, focusing on feedback and student agency and growth, and lower-stakes recommendations in contexts that also include better infrastructure for valuing pre-existing faculty expertise, institutional support for writing, and professional development.

**Why Explain AES?**

The AES field grew out of a need to replicate the work of expert essay readers at minimal cost as the scale of assessments grew and expenses expanded past what was financially feasible. In this pursuit, many approaches try to directly incorporate insights from those experts that were being replaced. Many systems, including Ellis’s PEG, ETS’s e-rater\(^{289}\), and more, focus on feature engineering. They create a small to moderate number of expert-designed features meant to
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represent high level characteristics of writing\textsuperscript{290}. These may include measures such as coherence or lexical sophistication\textsuperscript{291}. The connection between the constructs used by human experts and the AES system is generally emphasized as a central feature.

An increasingly influential body of work attempts to avoid laborious feature engineering by using large numbers of low-level textual features\textsuperscript{292} or neural network derived word or paragraph embeddings\textsuperscript{293,294}. These systems use high dimensional modeling techniques, and relax the constraint that model features should mimic human reasoning. We use this approach, demonstrating with our feedback system that expert derived features are not required for interpretable output. Our results in this area are parallel to recent work in the deep learning domain on creating textual rationales for network predictions\textsuperscript{295}.

AES is potentially a powerful tool for supporting student writing, but that the effect was at least partially — and perhaps wholly — mediated by a broader cultural shift that supported teachers in their instructional role, rather than being an independent “silver bullet” that produced results on its own. One serious flaw in the way AES — and in some ways, technologies developed by learning science in general — has been defended is its narrow reliance on construct validity as a path to pedagogical defensibility. Arguments have focused on the expert judgment in feature engineering of AES models. In 2004, a defense of then-leading automated scoring model, ETS e-Rater, argued of its 12 features:

"[they] reflect essential characteristics in essay writing and are aligned with human scoring criteria [...] Validity here refers to the degree to which the system actually does what is intended, in this case, measuring the quality of writing."\textsuperscript{296}

This approach, while not without its flaws, has nevertheless been taken more seriously and led to use of these systems in high-profile standardized exams. But it does not speak to the primary worry of skeptical educators: not whether the system is reliably performing the job of standardized testing, but whether students are being treated with equity in mind throughout the education process, and whether the system furthers the goals of those students in their academic journey. These are hard questions, to be sure, but they aren’t impossible questions. The only reason they appear intractable to psychometricians is their disinterest in the kinds of justifications those scientists are accustomed to making. I am interested in changing that approach.

Traditional models used in psychometrics for standardized tests rely on construct validity as a defense of their application to high-
stakes decision-making like university admissions; as a result, automated models are routinely deployed with fewer than 100 features, each of which is carefully tuned to align to an intuitive principle of a text’s quality. More modern approaches, meanwhile, use standard NLP methods like n-grams or word embeddings to represent text using a less interpretable feature space.

Implications of a Defensible AES

An outstanding and controversial question in the AES literature is exactly what is learned by the AES classifiers on these small datasets, and what implications that has for instructional pedagogy and test prep. Are the models learning overly superficial features of writing, forcing students into a narrow task of replicating an idealized, simplistic essay form like the five-paragraph essay? Or are AES models capable of accurately evaluating and giving reliable scores even to more nontraditional texts that eschew the structure taught by tutors?

The answer to this question has ramifications for educational equity. Access to tutors and test prep for students is not distributed evenly. Affluent families from well-resourced suburbs and western countries have enormous advantages in educational attainment already, and an enormous body of work in education is based on closing “the achievement gap” produced by this inequity. On the other hand, much of that work comes in the form of intensive test-prep courses for students from marginalized backgrounds, which “teaches to the test” by having students memorize specific structural elements of essay texts, potentially at the expense of creativity and individual expression.

Developers of AES software have an opportunity for social change here. As technologists driving the policy conversation around the future use of algorithmic tools, we have enormous leverage in defining the tasks and training data that will feed into machine learning systems; we are listened to in a way that many other stakeholders are not. But in order to do so, we need to understand whether our approaches work, and if so, why.
Evaluating Neural Methods

Deep neural networks dominate today’s NLP research. In particular, publishing research in NLP today almost requires interacting with the Transformer architecture popularized by BERT. These models use large volumes of existing text data to pre-train multilayer neural networks with context-sensitive meaning of, and relations between, words. The models, which often consist of over 100 million parameters, are then fine-tuned to a specific new labeled dataset and used for classification.

Automation of writing assessment has historically relied on simpler models, like multivariate regression from a small set of justifiable variables chosen by psychometricians. This produces models that retain direct mappings between variables and recognizable characteristics of writing, like coherence or lexical sophistication. In psychometrics more generally, they have a term for this defense of a model – “construct validity” – built on rigorously defined alignment of model features to recognizable skills.

This thesis has already laid out how perilous it is to work with deep neural models for causal explanation of machine learning predictions. Add on the need for construct validity, which is outsizedly important in AES, and acknowledging the results from the first part of this thesis on causal explanation, and you get to an incredible tight spot for model defensibility. As I set forth to build a defensible, explainable machine learning system for AES in this dissertation, one core question and the main focus of this chapter is whether a move to Transformers is worth the cost.

The chief technical contribution of this chapter is to measure the results of using BERT, when fine-tuned, for AES tasks. I describe an experimental setup with multiple levels of technical difficulty from bag-of-words models to fine-tuned Transformers, and show that the approaches perform similarly. While Transformers do match state-of-the-art accuracy, they do so at the expense of hardware constraints, including an up to 100x slowdown in training time. My data shows that Transformer models improve on n-gram baselines by no more than 5%. Training a full Transformer architecture requires major hardware and energy expenditure during training, increases the carbon footprint of machine learning, and opens questions of fairness and explanation that are extremely hard to answer; as I’ll
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discuss later in the dissertation, they are also hard to prioritize in organizational settings.307

Relative to the rest of this thesis, this chapter is narrowly focused. My point is this: in AES, the payoff for the extra effort of a fine-tuned Transformer is minimal, as human inter-rater reliability often creates a ceiling for model performance. I intend to set the stage for my work on DAACS with methods that make use of neural methods only when helpful, and only with the knowledge that a better, alternate road to explanation and defensibility will be necessary. But I don’t want to leave any reader with the impression that deep learning has no potential to improve performance far beyond current baseline levels from classical methods; and so I conclude the chapter with discussion of some of the directions where we might see rapid gains from that more state-of-the-art approach, even if they are not prioritized in the rest of my own work here.

Background

Natural language processing has historically used n-gram bag-of-words features to predict labels for documents. These were the standard representation of text data for decades and are still in widespread use.308 More recently, the field moved over to word embeddings, where words are represented not as a single feature but as dense vectors learned from large unsupervised corpora. Early approaches to dense representations using latent semantic analysis have been a major part of the literature on AES309,310, but these were corpus-specific representations; more recent work was general-purpose and allowed for broader similarities between words to be captured, resulting in popular off-the-shelf representations like GloVe311. This allows similar words to have approximately similar representations, effectively managing feature sparsity.

But the greatest recent innovation has been contextual word embeddings, based on deep neural networks and in particular, Transformers. Rather than encoding a word’s semantics as a static vector, these models adjust the representation of words based on their context in new documents. With multiple layers and sophisticated use of attention mechanisms,312 these newer models have outperformed the state-of-the-art on numerous tasks, and are currently the most accurate machine learning models on a very wide range of tasks.313,314 The most popular architecture, BERT, produces a 768-dimensional final embedding based on a network with over 100 million total parameters in 12 layers.

These neural models are just starting to be used in machine learning for AES. This is especially the case for research identifying con-
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structs as an intermediate representation for automated essay scoring and feedback\textsuperscript{315,316}. But end-to-end models, where texts are the only input and scores are learned directly, are in their infancy in AES and have been used only in exploratory studies in the past year, particularly in work by Rodriguez et al.\textsuperscript{317}.

**BERT for Automated Essay Scoring**

For document classification, BERT is “fine-tuned” by adding a final layer at the end of the Transformer architecture, with one output neuron per class label. When learning from a new set of labeled training data, BERT evaluates the training set multiple times, each termed an *epoch*. A loss function, propagating backward to the model parameters, allows the model to learn relationships between the class labels in the new data and the contextual meaning of the words in the text. A learning rate determines the amount of change to a model’s parameters. Extensive results have shown that careful control of the learning rate in a *curriculum* can produce an effective fine-tuning process\textsuperscript{318}. While remarkably effective on many tasks, the NLP community is only just beginning to identify exactly what is learned in this process; research in “BERT-ology” is ongoing\textsuperscript{319,320,321}.

To date, there are no best practices on fine-tuning Transformers for AES; in this section I present options. I begin with classical machine learning, starting with traditional bag-of-words approaches and non-contextual word embeddings, used with Naïve Bayes and logistic regression classifiers, respectively. I then describe multiple curriculum learning options for fine-tuning BERT using AES data and best practices on fine-tuning. I end with two approaches based on BERT but with reduced hardware requirements.

**Bag-of-Words Representations**

The simplest and most longstanding features for document classification tasks is to represent documents as a "bag-of-words." In the simplest version of this task, surface *n*-grams of length 1-2 are extracted and given "one-hot" binary values indicating presence in a document. In prior AES results, an extension of this baseline to *n*-grams based on part-of-speech tags (of length 2-3), to capture syntax independent of content, and character *n*-grams of length 3-4, to provide robustness to misspellings, further improves AES performance\textsuperscript{322,323}. This high-dimensional representation typically has a cutoff threshold where rare tokens are excluded: in this implementation, all *n*-grams without at least 5 token occurrences in training data. Even still, this is a sparse feature space with thousands of dimensions.
For learning from bag-of-words representations, I use a Naïve Bayes classifier with Laplace smoothing, as implemented in Scikit-learn, with part-of-speech tagging from SpaCy.

**Word Embeddings**

A more modern representation of text uses word-level embeddings. This produces a dense vector, typically of up to 300 dimensions, representing each word in a document. In this implementation, I represent each document as the term-frequency-weighted mean of word-level embedding vectors from GloVe. Unlike one-hot bag-of-words embeddings, this representation has real-valued features and Naïve Bayes models are inappropriate, so I instead train a logistic regression classifier, with the LibLinear solver and $L_2$ regularization, as implemented in Scikit-learn.

**Fine-Tuning BERT**

In this work, I fine-tune BERT using the Fast.ai library. I selected this library because of its visibility to first-time users of deep learning and accessible online learning materials. For new practitioners, their default settings are likely the most straightforward route to using deep learning.

Fast.ai recommends use of cyclical learning rate curricula for fine-tuning. In this policy, an upper and lower bound on learning rates are established. $lr_{\text{max}}$ is a hyperparameter defining the maximum learning rate in one epoch of learning. I set $lr_{\text{max}} = 0.00001$. A lower bound is then derived from the upper bound, $lr_{\text{min}} = 0.04 \times lr_{\text{max}}$.

In cyclical learning, the learning rate for fine-tuning begins at the lower bound, rises to the upper bound, then descends back to the lower bound. A high learning rate midway through training acts as regularization, allowing the model to avoid overfitting and avoiding local optima. Lower learning rates at the beginning and end of cycles allow for optimization within a local optimum, giving the model an opportunity to discover fine-grained new information again.

Here I assess three different curricula for cyclical learning rates, visualized in Figure 23. In the default approach, a maximum learning rate is set and cycles are repeated until reaching a threshold; for this work’s halting criterion, I directly measure validation set accuracy of the model. Because of noise in deep learning training, halting at any decrease can lead to premature stopping; it is preferable to allow some small drop in performance at times. My implementation halts when accuracy on a validation set, measured in quadratic weighted kappa, decreases by over 0.01. In the second, “two-rate” approach, I follow the same algorithm, but at the first halting epoch, I instead...
backtrack by one epoch to a previously saved version of the network, then restart the training with a learning rate of $1 \times 10^{-6}$ (one order of magnitude smaller). Finally, in the "1-cycle" policy, training is condensed into a single rise-and-fall pattern, spread over $N$ epochs. Defining the exact training time $N$ is a hyperparameter tuned on validation data. Finally, while BERT is optimized for sentence encoding, it is able to process documents up to 512 words long. I truncate a small number of essays longer than this maximum, mostly in ASAP dataset #2, where essays were much longer than in other datasets.

Feature Extraction from BERT

Fine-tuning is computationally expensive and can only run on GPU-enabled devices. Many practitioners in low-resource settings may not have access to appropriate cloud computing environments for these techniques. Previous work has described a compromise approach for using Transformer models without fine-tuning. In Peters et al.\cite{peters2019tune}, the authors describe a new pipeline. Document texts are processed with an untuned BERT model; the final activations from network on the [CLS] token are then used directly as contextual word embeddings. This produces a 768-dimensional feature vector, representing...
the full document. The values of this representation are then used as inputs for a traditional linear classifier (in this case, a logistic regression). In the context of education technology, a similar approach was described in as a baseline for comparison in evaluating language-learner essays. This process allows us to use the world knowledge embedded in BERT without requiring fine-tuning of the model itself, and without need for GPUs at training or prediction time. For training, I use a logistic regression classifier as described in the section on GloVe.

**DistilBERT**

I am not the first researchers to question the value of full-scale Transformer models. Particularly in response to the carbon concerns of and the desire for Transformer-based prediction on-device without access to cloud compute, introduce DistilBERT, which they argue is equivalent to BERT in most practical aspects while reducing parameter size by 40% to 66 million, and decreasing model inference time by 60%. This is accomplished using a distillation method in which a new, smaller "student" network is trained to reproduce the behavior of a pretrained "teacher" network. Once the smaller model is pretrained, interacting with it for the purposes of fine-tuning is identical to interacting with BERT directly. In this work, I only present results for DistilBERT with the "1-cycle" learning rate policy.

**Experiments**

To test the overall impact of fine-tuning in the AES domain, I use five English-language datasets from the ASAP competition, jointly hosted by the Hewlett Foundation and Kaggle.com. This set of essay prompts was the subject of intense public attention and scrutiny in 2012 and its public release has shaped the discourse on AES ever since. I discard the three datasets - prompts 1, 7, and 8 - with a scale of 10 or more possible points. This is not typical for most AES contexts. Prompts 2-6 are scored on smaller rubric scales with 4-6 points, a much more common scenario. I use the original, deanonymized data from; an anonymized version of these datasets is available through Kaggle.com for public reproduction of results. In all cases, human inter-rater reliability (IRR) is an approximate upper bound on performance. Reliability above human IRR is possible, as all models are trained on resolved scores that represent two scores plus a resolution process for disagreements between annotators.
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Metrics and Baselines

For measuring reliability of automated assessments, I use a variant of Cohen’s \( \kappa \), with quadratic weights for “near-miss” predictions on an ordinal scale (QWK). This metric is standard in the AES community. High-stakes testing organizations differ on exact cutoffs for acceptable performance, but threshold values between 0.6 and 0.8 QWK are typically used as a floor for testing purposes; human reliability below this threshold is generally not fit for summative student assessment.

In addition to measuring reliability, I also measure training and prediction time, in seconds. As this work seeks to evaluate the practical tradeoffs of the move to deep neural methods, this is an important secondary metric. For all experiments, training was performed on Google Colab Pro cloud servers with 32 GB of RAM and an NVidia Tesla P100 GPGPU.

I compare the results of BERT against several previously published benchmarks and results.

- Human IRR as initially reported in the Hewlett Foundation study.
- Industry best performance, as reported by eight commercial vendors and one open-source research team, also from that initial release of the Hewlett Foundation study.
- An early deep learning approach using a combination CNN+LSTM architecture that outperformed most reported results at that time.
- Two recent results using traditional non-neural models: our own from my time at Turnitin, which uses \( n \)-gram features in an ordinal logistic regression, and Cozma et al., which uses a mix of string kernels and word2vec embeddings in a support vector regression.
- Rodriguez et al., the one previously-published work that uses BERT as an AES classifier, along with comparisons to the similar XLNet architecture.

Experimental Setup

Following past publications, I evaluate all datasets using 5-fold cross-validation. Each of the five datasets contains approximately 1,800 essays, resulting in folds of 360 essays each. Additionally, for measuring loss when fine-tuning BERT, I hold out an additional 20% of...
each training fold as a validation set, meaning that each fold has approximately 1,150 essays used for training and 300 essays used for validation. I report mean QWK across the five folds. For measurement of training and prediction time, I report the sum of training time across all five folds and all datasets. For slow-running feature extraction, like n-gram part-of-speech features and word embedding-based features, I tag each sentence in the dataset only once and cache the results, rather than re-tagging each sentence on each fold. Finally, for models where distinguishing extraction from training time is meaningful, I present those times separately.

Results

Accuracy Evaluation

My primary results are presented in Table 10. I find, broadly, that all approaches to machine learning replicate human-level IRR as measured by QWK. Nearly eight years after the publication of the original study, no published results have exceeded vendor performance on three of the five prompt datasets; in all cases, a naive n-gram approach underperforms the state-of-the-art in industry and academia by 0.03-0.06 QWK. Fine-tuning with BERT also reaches approximately this performance, slightly underperforming previous results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human IRR</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewlett</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taghipour</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woods</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cozma</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodriguez</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-grams</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embeddings</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT-CLR</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT-1CYC</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT Features</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DistilBERT</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-gram Gap</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Performance on each of ASAP datasets 2-6, in QWK, and execution time, in seconds. The final row shows the gap in QWK between the best-performing neural model and the n-gram baseline.

Of particular note is the low performance of GloVe embeddings relative to either neural or n-gram representations. This is surprising: while word embeddings are less popular now than deep neural methods, they still perform well on a wide range of tasks. Few publications have noted this negative result for GloVe in the AES 2014. pp. 238–247
domain; only Dong\textsuperscript{346} uses GloVe as the primary representation of ASAP texts in an LSTM model, reporting lower QWK results than any baseline I presented here. One simple explanation for this may be that individual keywords matter a great deal for model performance. It is well established that vocabulary-based approaches are effective in AES tasks\textsuperscript{347} and the lack of access to specific word-based features may hinder semantic vector representation. Indeed, only one competitive recent paper on AES uses non-contextual word vectors: Cozma et al.\textsuperscript{348}. In this implementation, they do use word2vec, but rather than use word embeddings directly they first cluster words into a set of 500 “embedding clusters.” Words that appear in texts are then counted in the feature vector as the centroid of that cluster - in effect, creating a 500-dimensional bag-of-words model.

Rodriguez et al.\textsuperscript{349} demonstrate that it is possible to improve the performance of BERT slightly through hyperparameter optimization and a full grid search of possible settings. Sophisticated approaches like gradual unfreezing, discriminative fine-tuning, or increased counts of parameters through newer deep learning models consistently produces slight upticks in performance. I do not claim these results are the best that could be achieved with BERT fine-tuning, but instead argue that the ceiling of results at inter-rater reliability makes the optimization questionable.

\textit{Runtime Evaluation}

My secondary evaluation of models is based on training time and resource usage; those results are reported in Table 11. Here, deep learning approaches on GPU-enabled cloud compute produce an approximately 30-100 fold increase in end-to-end training time compared to a naive approach. In fact, this understates the gap, as approximately 75\% of feature extraction and model training time in the naive approach is due to part-of-speech tagging rather than learning. Using BERT features as inputs to a linear classifier is an interesting compromise option, producing slightly lower performance on these datasets but with only a 2x slowdown at training time, all in feature extraction, and potentially retaining some of the semantic knowledge of the full BERT model. Further investigation should test whether additional features for intermediate layers, as explored in Peters et al.\textsuperscript{350}, is merited for AES.

Figure 24 explores this gap in training runtime more closely. Essays in the prompt 2 dataset are longer persuasive essays and are on average 378 words long, while datasets 3-6 correspond to shorter, source-based content knowledge prompts and are on average 98-152 words long. The need for truncation in dataset #2 for BERT, but

\textsuperscript{346} Fei Dong, Yue Zhang, and Jie Yang. “Attention-based recurrent convolutional neural network for automatic essay scoring”. In: \textit{Proceedings of CONLL}. 2017, pp. 153-162

\textsuperscript{347} Derrick Higgins et al. “Is getting the right answer just about choosing the right words? The role of syntactically-informed features in short answer scoring”. In: \textit{arXiv preprint arXiv:1403.0801} (2014)

\textsuperscript{348} Madalina Cozma, Andrei Butnaru, and Radu Tudor Ionescu. “Automated essay scoring with string kernels and word embeddings”. In: \textit{Proceedings of ACL}. 2018


\textsuperscript{350} Matthew E Peters, Sebastian Ruder, and Noah A Smith. “To Tune or Not to Tune? Adapting Pretrained Representations to Diverse Tasks”. In: \textit{Proceedings of the Workshop on Representation Learning for NLP (RepL@NLP-2019)}. 2019, pp. 7-14
not for other approaches, may explain the underperformance of the model in that dataset. Additionally, differences across datasets highlight two key differences for fine-tuning a BERT model:

- Training time increases linearly with number of epochs and with average document length. As seen in Figure 24, this leads to a longer training for the longer essays of dataset #2, nearly as long as the other datasets combined.

- Performance converges on human inter-rater reliability more quickly for short content-based prompts, and performance begins to decrease due to overfitting in as few as 4 epochs. By comparison, in the longer, persuasive arguments of dataset 2, very small performance gains on held-out data continued even at the end of these experiments.

Figure 24 also presents results for DistilBERT. This work verifies prior published claims of speed improvements both in fine-tuning and at prediction time, relative to the baseline BERT model: training time was reduced by 33% and prediction time was reduced by 44%. This still represents at least a 20x increase in runtime relative to n-gram baselines both for training and prediction.
Discussion on Neural Methods

The results in this chapter suggest that for scoring prompt-specific AES with reliable training sets, all approaches described – with the exception of non-contextual word embeddings – produce similar reliability, at approximately identical levels to human inter-rater reliability. There is a substantial increase in technical overhead required to implement Transformers and fine-tune them to reach this performance, with questionable practical gain compared to simpler baselines. The policy lesson for NLP researchers is that using deep learning for scoring alone is unlikely to be justifiable, given the slowdowns at both training and inference time, and the additional hardware requirements. In AES, at least, Transformer architectures are a hammer in search of a nail.

As I move to work on DAACS data specifically, BERT does come up and is used for feature extraction. But it is used in conjunction with traditional methods, as my data here shows that they cannot be ruled out as effective and simple methods for good performance. With DAACS data in particular, the small total training set sizes and relatively low reliability compared to industry datasets results will be a good fit for those methods. So let’s get started.
Training and Auditing DAACS

I now focus in on a partnership for studying these problems with real-world data. My study investigates an open source tool, DAACS, that has been used at two private, non-profit online universities since 2017 to provide automated online support for incoming students. Up until 2019, these were the only sites where the tool had been used; these universities focus on non-traditional students, mid-career professionals, and military veterans. This system is currently in use by thousands of students annually. Later, in 2019, the tool was extended to use at a traditional brick-and-mortar school, as I’ll investigate near the end of this chapter.

There are several tasks to investigate in this first section on DAACS, but much like in the Wikipedia analysis from earlier, the fundamental goal is to demonstrate that the machine learning system I am building is accurate enough to reliably make predictions that are worth explaining. Is the system making predictions that are reliable and informative enough to be worth the time to build a good explanation?

Alongside evaluation of overall human inter-rater reliability and automation reliability, I also conduct a fairness audit of the DAACS classifier. This approach to evaluating bias is now standard in the NLP literature: we’ll measure disparate outcomes for different user groups based on demographics. Since the ProPublica investigative journalism on COMPAS in 2016, this has now become a standard way to measure models for equitable use. That analysis, plus the explanatory work that follows, sets up a conversation about how an automated writing assessment system can be defensible and fair.

Setting Description

DAACS was developed in partnership between the University at Albany and Excelsior College as part of a FIPSE “First in the World” grant. Students use DAACS in a multi-stage process. Students take a series of four assessments, including assessments for mathematics, reading, and self-regulated learning (SRL), and writing. The assessments provide feedback and guidance for students directly, and provide online dashboards to academic advisors, with summaries of students’ individualized needs and available resources.

When used by students and integrated into existing advising structures at participating universities, initial results show that...
DAACS is associated with students finishing more credits and staying in school in their first year. These results are, at minimum, a predictive tool to recognize risk in first-time students, and are potentially causally linked to student long-term persistence, directly improving support for students.

Figure 25: Screenshot from DAACS including the writing prompt students responded to for this dataset.

Within this context, the writing prompt seen in Figure 25 is available immediately after students complete their self-regulated learning assessment. It asks students to compose a brief essay of at least 350 words, in which they reflect on their SRL survey results and select and commit to using the strategies recommended for managing and improving their learning strategies, metacognition, and academic motivation. The dataset consists of 6,243 English-language essays submitted to this prompt from within the DAACS platform in a live implementation, collected between April 2017 and February 2018. In addition to essay text, I also have access to demographic information for students, including age, race, and gender, which will come into play later. Using those scored essays, I train AES on that rubric, and establish the baseline ability of machine learning to reproduce human judgment. I show which technical approaches work most effectively at reproducing different rubric traits, like high-level content traits, paragraph-level organization traits, and low-level sentence complexity and conventions traits.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Subtrait</th>
<th>Developing (1)</th>
<th>Emerging (2)</th>
<th>Mastering (3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>The discussion of the survey and feedback is vague, poorly grounded in the survey results and feedback, and/or simplistic.</td>
<td>The essay uses evidence from survey results and feedback to summarize student’s strengths and weaknesses in terms of self-regulated learning. The summary lacks sufficient detail; might be under-developed in places, e.g., strengths or weaknesses might get short shrift.</td>
<td>The essay uses relevant survey results and feedback to provide a detailed summary of both the student’s strengths and weaknesses in terms of self-regulated learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Suggestions</td>
<td>Choices of suggestions to which to commit are vague, if present at all, and/or only loosely connected to the survey results and feedback, if at all. The essay might refer to the continued use of current strategies but not to anything new related to the SRL feedback.</td>
<td>Choices of suggestions to which to commit are discussed. The connections to the survey and feedback are present but might not always be explicit.</td>
<td>The discussion of suggestions for improvement in SRL are logically and explicitly related to the survey results and feedback, and developed in sufficient depth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>The structure and order of the essay is weak, unclear, and/or illogical.</td>
<td>The essay has a general structure and order but may not have a clear overall organization that enables a reader to follow the progression of one idea to another. Although the structure is logical, it might seem haphazard at times. Note: One-sentence paragraphs do not necessarily reflect a problem with organization, but numerous such paragraphs might signal a weak or haphazard structure.</td>
<td>The essay is well-organized, with an order and structure that present the discussion in a clear, logical manner.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12: Rubric used for scoring the 2017 DAACS data (part 1).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Subtrait</th>
<th>Developing (1)</th>
<th>Emerging (2)</th>
<th>Mastering (3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Transitions</td>
<td>Transitions between paragraphs are missing or ineffective; paragraphs tend to abruptly shift from one idea to the next. Note: One-paragraph essays receive a 1 for this criterion.</td>
<td>Paragraphs are usually linked with transitions, as needed. The transitions might be implied or strained, but the reader can follow along.</td>
<td>Transitions between paragraphs are appropriate and effective, and strengthen the progression of the essay (e.g., “The second aspect . . .” “The last aspect . . .” and/or the repetition of important ideas and terms to connect paragraphs).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragraphs</td>
<td>Focus</td>
<td>Most or all paragraphs lack one clear, main point; might have several topics. Note: Numerous brief paragraphs of one or two sentences each might indicate a problem with paragraph focus and warrant a score of 1.</td>
<td>Paragraphs are generally but not consistently focused on a main idea or point. Some paragraphs might lack a clear focus in an essay in which the majority of paragraphs maintain a clear focus on a main idea.</td>
<td>Paragraphs are consistently and clearly focused on a main idea or point.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragraphs</td>
<td>Cohesion</td>
<td>The connections between ideas in sentences within paragraphs are unclear. Little effective use of linking words and phrases.</td>
<td>The ideas or information in each sentence within a paragraph are generally but not consistently linked together, if only loosely. Additional or better choices of linking words and phrases would clarify the connections b/w ideas within paragraphs.</td>
<td>Within paragraphs, the individual sentences are seamlessly linked together; the reader can see the relationship between the ideas or information in one sentence and those in another sentence. The writing explicitly links sentences and ideas using adverbs (e.g., similarly, also, therefore), relative pronouns (e.g., who, that, which), conjunctions (e.g., and, or, while, whereas), and/or the repetition of key words, as appropriate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13: Rubric used for scoring the 2017 DAACS data (part 2).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Subtrait</th>
<th>Developing (1)</th>
<th>Emerging (2)</th>
<th>Mastering (3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sentences Correct</td>
<td>Significant syntax problems, such as fragments, run-on sentences, missing/extra words, awkward constructions, dangling modifiers, and/or transposed words, are present and numerous enough to distract readers and impede meaning.</td>
<td>Grammatically incorrect sentences, when present, are minor and do not interfere with meaning.</td>
<td>There are very few or no significant syntax problems. The writer is capable of managing even complex syntactic structures correctly.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentences Complex</td>
<td>The sentences lack syntactic complexity and vary little, if at all, in structure. The sentences tend to be relatively simple in structure, following a basic subject-verb-object pattern perhaps with a few additional elements, such as brief introductory phrases, prepositional phrases, or modifiers.</td>
<td>Complex syntactic structures are present but may not always be managed effectively; sentence structures may be varied but are not often sophisticated.</td>
<td>Consistent and appropriate use of a variety of sentence structures, including sophisticated sentence structures, such as complex, compound, or compound-complex sentences, and other complex syntactic forms, such as extended participial phrases and relative clauses.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventions</td>
<td>A pattern of errors in spelling, punctuation, usage (such as incorrect word forms or subject-verb agreement), and/or capitalization suggest that the writer struggles with the rules for conventions.</td>
<td>Spelling, punctuation, usage, and capitalization are generally correct. There may be errors but there is no pattern that suggests that the writer struggles with the basic rules.</td>
<td>Spelling, punctuation, and capitalization are correct to the extent that almost no editing is needed. There are very few, if any, very minor errors of usage.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 14: Rubric used for scoring the 2017 DAACS data (part 3).
Hand-Scoring

Rubric

The DAACS rubric has five broad categories. First, two content dimensions measure the quality of the ideas present in a text: the clarity of the student’s SUMMARY [1] of their self-regulated learning assessment results, which are presented to them in terms of metacognition, learning strategies, and motivation sections; and SUGGESTIONS [2], measuring how well they describe a forward-looking plan based on those results. Next, four traits assess larger-scale document-level measures of writing quality: the STRUCTURE [3] of the text’s organization, the TRANSITIONS [4] of the document from one paragraph to another, the COHESION [5] of the sentence within paragraphs, and then the FOCUS ON A MAIN IDEA [6] with a clear focus within each paragraph. Finally, three traits measure students’ sentence-level composition. Sentences are evaluated for their COMPLEXITY [7] and their grammatical CORRECTNESS [8]. The final trait measures student ability to use the CONVENTIONS [9] of written English spelling, capitalization, and punctuation.

This instrument was developed with a number of validity goals, and the criteria for each score point were written in collaboration with the Director of an undergraduate writing program, who is also the director of a local site of the National Writing Project. The full rubric as used in scoring the 2017 data is available in Table 12-14.

Inter-Rater Reliability

Scoring for a training dataset was completed on a subset of 540 essays. This data was double-scored following industry norms and achieved acceptable levels of inter-rater reliability, and the scoring was completed prior to my involvement in the project. Statistics are shown in Table 15. Four metrics are given: exact accuracy, adjacent accuracy (which only counts disagreements as errors if they are off by more than 1 point), as well as Cohen’s Kappa with both linear and quadratic weights. The last of these is the preferred metric in the automated essay scoring literature, accounting for chance agreement and giving “partial credit” for close disagreements.

Raters perform with moderate reliability on most high-level content and structural features. For lower-level scoring of sentence-level traits, usage, and conventions, raters achieve only fair inter-rater reliability. The observed level of reliability would not be suitable for high-stakes testing, where industry vendors recommend QWK of at least 0.70. However, as a low-stakes diagnostic tool, the reliability was deemed sufficient for preliminary use with student data.

---

Table 15 also presents the correlation between word count and score on each trait. Perelman\(^{354}\) found that the correlation on timed writing samples from the well-known Hewlett Foundation study ranged from 0.434 to 0.785; on average, almost half of all variance in scores was explained by word count alone. In our data, this pattern is not observed. Instead, the highest correlation between word count and sentence complexity, at 0.199, ranging all the way down to a very small inverse correlation between word count and adherence to grammatical conventions, at -0.037. Across all traits there is low correlation between word count and score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Exact</th>
<th>Exact+Adjacent</th>
<th>$\kappa$</th>
<th>QWK</th>
<th>Length Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content Summary</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>0.325</td>
<td>0.485</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggestions</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>94.8</td>
<td>0.341</td>
<td>0.547</td>
<td>0.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization Structure</td>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>0.164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitions</td>
<td>57.8</td>
<td>96.9</td>
<td>0.343</td>
<td>0.526</td>
<td>0.197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragraph Focus</td>
<td>61.9</td>
<td>96.3</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>0.522</td>
<td>0.136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesion</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>98.0</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>0.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence Correctness</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>96.6</td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td>0.403</td>
<td>0.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>0.199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventions</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>0.403</td>
<td>-0.037</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 15: Inter-rater reliability based on human judgment.
Automated Scoring Methods

Machine learning for automated essay scoring relies on a meaningful representation of text as quantifiable, low-level features. These features are then aggregated to identify statistical patterns that are most common at each score point on a rubric. The previous chapter showed that blindly making use of the state-of-the-art is not an ideal option, and that simpler approaches can often perform similarly or even better; so for DAACS in particular I leaned on those results to craft several more straightforward options to optimize within.

Based on what we now know about what machine learning methods work in this domain, to complete this work I implemented three different machine learning paradigms, each of which is commonly known in the machine learning literature. First I use a basic set of features relying on superficial text characteristics, which require only minimal automated processing of texts without any content extraction. Second, I extract features using classical “bag-of-words” natural language processing. Finally, I implement a feature extraction technique using deep neural networks, which are the current state-of-the-art in the broader field of natural language processing.

Surface Methods: In the most simplistic approach to automated essay scoring, content is ignored completely. Instead, straightforward, easily calculated metrics like word count and average sentence length are made directly available to a logistic regression classifier. While composition scholars have historically chafed at the use of methods like these, they serve as a useful minimum baseline precisely because many writing rubrics, past and present, correlate closely with these surface-level features.

For this method, I make four count features available to all machine learning models:

- The number of total characters in the text.
- The number of total words, separated by whitespace.
- The number of total paragraphs, separated by line breaks.
- A binary feature with a value of 1 when an essay contains at least one paragraph break.

Note that I allow both the classical and neural models below to have access to these surface features, in addition to their much more sophisticated content-based representation. This is based on copious evidence that word count is a factor in essay scoring, and prior published research, including my own and the results earlier in this thesis, showing that explicitly modeling length as a feature actually
isolates and reduces machine learning’s dependency on length as a feature for scoring.

**Classical Methods:** The most common historical representation, called “bag-of-words,” was the standard representation of text data for decades and is still in widespread use today. As my previous chapter showed, this approach is still more than viable in the context of AES. This approach, used by most commercial vendors, lists hundreds or thousands of very simplistic binary features are extracted, each representing a single vocabulary word or phrase of length 1, 2, or 3 (unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams; collectively, *n*-grams). The value of each feature is set to 1 only if the word or phrase appears in the text. These representations are “sparse” - they consist of an enormous number of relatively rare features, and most features have a value of 0 for most essays. A Naïve Bayes classifier is most commonly used to then make a prediction about an essay’s score based on how many of those features were observed in a given text.

In this classical implementation, I use a categorical Naïve Bayes classifier with surface *n*-grams of length 1 and 2, as well as *n*-grams based on part-of-speech tags of length 2 and 3. Part-of-speech tags are well-known in the automated assessment literature as a useful set of proxies for syntactic structure in student writing, allowing models to abstract away from the specific vocabulary used by students. This implementation closely follows these best practices.

**Neural Methods:** Over the last decade in the state-of-the-art in natural language processing, best practices have shifted to contextual word embeddings, based on deep neural networks. Rather than encoding an essay as a collection of observed vocabulary words, these models generate large-scale numeric vectors that represent text in context. Additionally, rather than learning solely on the basis of a single training set, they make use of enormous amounts of background data scraped off of websites, novels, and other sources of language. As a result, they are able to “embed” pre-existing world knowledge of the meaning of words and phrases, quantifying how similar or different those words and phrases are. This makes the models more resilient to identifying patterns based on synonyms, implicit relationships between words, and stylistic tendencies, while making the models less reliant on matching exact keywords for automated classification.

The most popular architecture, the Transformer, is based on a network with hundreds of millions of total parameters in a series of a dozen or more interconnected layers; state-of-the-art models are hundreds of megabytes in size, pre-trained by large tech companies like Google and Facebook, and released for open source use. While the models are still opaque to interpretability, these models are

---

currently the most accurate machine learning models on a very wide range of tasks\textsuperscript{356,357} and are used in all major technology fields.

Nevertheless, adoption of deep neural models in automated essay scoring is nascent. Early approaches to dense representations using latent semantic analysis have been a major part of the literature on AES\textsuperscript{358,359}, but these were dataset-specific representations without pre-training. Zhang & Litman, for instance, demonstrated the feasibility of neural methods for evidence extraction\textsuperscript{360}, but determined the models were too difficult to interpret at this time for practical use in their followup study working directly with students\textsuperscript{361}.

Part of the reason for the relative weakness of neural methods here, as I showed in the previous chapter, may be the relative simplicity of the task; as shown in past studies, classical machine learning techniques are sufficient for reaching human levels of reliability on rubric scoring of content traits; automation typically cannot produce more reliable scoring than the innate subjectivity of underlying human judgment. Additionally, the use of pre-training adds even more concerns around the “black box” nature of automated scoring, as the neural models have been shown to learn and even amplify the stereotypes and biases that are found in the data used for pre-training\textsuperscript{362,363}. Finally, using these neural methods requires substantially more sophisticated hardware including cloud servers and GPU processing, while taking an order of magnitude more processing power and time to train and make predictions.

For the implementation of deep learning in this work, I extract dense contextual representations from the most popular Transformer neural model, BERT\textsuperscript{364}. The representation of each essay is extracted from the final output layer for each sentence in each essay. A sentence’s encoding from the pretrained BERT model is a vector with 768 real-valued dimensions, representing the contextual meaning of that sentence as a point in a high-dimensional space. I average these sentence-level encodings, weighted by the natural logarithm of the number of tokens in each sentence, resulting in one shared vector representation of the entire essay. This parallels recommendations from the natural language processing literature for feature extraction from neural networks on relatively straightforward tasks with small datasets\textsuperscript{365}. Evidence from the previous chapter has already shown that this stripped-down version of BERT may have some value but that the full-scale BERT implementation is likely not worth the extensive extra technical effort and maintenance cost.
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Automated Scoring Reliability

Automated essay scoring cannot be measured for inter-rater reliability in quite the same way as reliability between two human raters. Machine learning that includes an essay in training data has overfit to that essay – the quality of the model cannot be evaluated on that essay, because it has already "seen" the correct answers. Instead, the standard methodology is to use cross-validation.

As seen in Table 16, tuned scoring with machine learning performs close to human reliability but with significant variability in the representations that are most effective. For content-based scoring, the classical methods used in traditional NLP systems outperform newer neural models, and comes very close to human inter-rater reliability. For all other traits with one exception, newer neural methods that have the pre-training advantage of real-world language use outperform those older techniques. This matches the observation from prior work that, while classical methods struggle on grammatical features of writing, newer deep learning approaches are “unreasonably” effective.

There are a few traits where performance does not fit this overall pattern. On the document-level organization traits, while neural models still outperform older methods, they significantly underperform human inter-rater reliability. The most concerning statistic comes on the “Focus” trait, simple surface features not only outperform other automated methods, they also outperform the inter-rater reliability between two trained humans. Neural methods, which do take content into account, are also able to match human inter-rater reliability.

One consistent pattern of note is that automation across most traits has a specific tendency to under-report the minority class, whichever label appears least frequently in the data. Across the DAACS dataset,
this is always the lowest score (1) on each trait. As a result, when moving to automation, the population mean is inflated slightly on all but one trait, as shown in Figure 26.

Williamson et al. recommends that automated scoring degrade inter-rater reliability by no more than 0.10 QWK relative to human inter-rater reliability\(^{367}\). My results show that the best-performing model in all cases other than document-level organizational traits approximately match human performance; automated performance on organizational traits with these models would not be ready for replacing human judgment, even for summative-only scoring.

**Demographic Fairness**

In the years leading up to the Hewlett Foundation study, researchers at ETS suggest that bias is worth checking\(^{368}\). But in that work, they fail to actually provide a methodology for the evaluation, and they certainly never provide data. Years later, some of those same researchers did build and release an open source tool for evaluating fairness in automated scoring\(^{369,370}\). Yet again, though, they decline to actually provide any hard numbers on how their systems perform in their own audits, instead providing simulations. And while I single out ETS here, other vendors have also made no effort to publish fairness audits of their systems, and don’t even mention that such a problem might exist. By that standard, in fact, ETS is doing the best among their peers by acknowledging such a problem may exist at all.

This is hard to find in the automated essay scoring community. In industry, product developers are averse to studying these problems directly. In many cases it is more prudent to not check for a problem too closely, to stay ignorant and uncertain of the effects of algorithmic decision-making on your students; for the alternative might be to dig in, find the inequity that you fear might be present, and then fail to gather the development resources and budget to fix the problem in a timely fashion. In that hypothetical snare, your company has moved from ignorance to willful harm, using algorithmic systems you know to exaggerate unfair outcomes for users, without a roadmap for correction. This is a truly unacceptable position to put a company

---


\(^{369}\) Nitin Madnani et al. “Building better open-source tools to support fairness in automated scoring”. In: *Proceedings of the Workshop on Ethics in Natural Language Processing at ACL*. 2017, pp. 41–52

\(^{370}\) Anastassia Loukina, Nitin Madnani, and Klaus Zechner. “The many dimensions of algorithmic fairness in educational applications”. In: *Proceedings of BEA*. 2019, pp. 1–10
in, and so the questions remain largely unstudied. Over the years, I have tried to find an avenue for investigating questions of bias and equity in the context of automated essay scoring. But I have consistently struggled to get projects started in earnest; and when I did see things get underway, have had projects closed suddenly and prior to confirmation and publication of results. Outside of my own earlier work, which hints at these questions but never addresses it head-on, very few of the developers building automated scoring systems have been willing to ask questions about fairness in the tools they build.

In addition to essay text, I also have access to demographic information for students, including age, race, and gender. Among those essays, the population is 77% White and 58% women, with a median age of 32; a demographic breakdown by race and gender is presented in Table 17. In the 2017 DAACS data, the median student is mid-career, coming back to college in their 30s after a decade or more in the workforce. The courses that they are about to enroll in are fully online.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race</th>
<th>All #</th>
<th>All %</th>
<th>Scored #</th>
<th>Scored %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>4803</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>78.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>725</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Races</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>All #</th>
<th>All %</th>
<th>Scored #</th>
<th>Scored %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>3672</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>55.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>2711</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>44.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to essay text, I also have access to demographic information for students, including age, race, and gender. Among those essays, the population is 77% White and 58% women, with a median age of 32; a demographic breakdown by race and gender is presented in Table 17. In the 2017 DAACS data, the median student is mid-career, coming back to college in their 30s after a decade or more in the workforce. The courses that they are about to enroll in are fully online.

<table>
<thead>
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<th>Race</th>
<th>All #</th>
<th>All %</th>
<th>Scored #</th>
<th>Scored %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>4803</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>78.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>725</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Races</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>All #</th>
<th>All %</th>
<th>Scored #</th>
<th>Scored %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>3672</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>55.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>2711</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>44.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Methods**

For the fairness audit here, I discard most demographic data and subdivide the student population into four groups, intersecting two variables: race and gender. For race, I group together self-identified White students and compare to all other students, collectively referred to as persons of color, or “POC.” In this data, this includes all people identifying as Black, Native American, Hawaiian Native, Alaska Native, Asian, and Hispanic, who collectively make up 23% of the data. For gender, I compare self-identified men to women. As is common in technological settings, limitations in the underlying data result in erasure of transgender identities, which therefore cannot be evaluated. Additional variables like age, military status, and first language status are also available for future secondary analyses.

---

For all statistical significance tests, unless specified otherwise I perform \( \chi^2 \) tests on frequency tables of the joint occurrence of score points and factor of interest. When calculating statistical significance per trait on the rubric, I apply Bonferroni correction, dividing \( p \)-values by 9 to account for multiple comparisons. For this and all following analyses of demographic fairness, when referring to automated scoring, I use the automated predictions of the best-performing of the three models above on each trait.

**Results**

As shown in Table 18, only small differences in population performance are observed in this dataset; those differences are not significant after correcting for multiple comparisons (prior to correction, significant differences are found in Organization-Transitions and Paragraph-Focus).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>White - Women</th>
<th>POC - Men</th>
<th>White - Men</th>
<th>POC - Women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content Summary</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggestions</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>2.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitions*</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragraph Focus</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesion</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence Correctness</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>2.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventions</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>2.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 18: Breakdown of mean rubric scores, by race and gender intersection.

When I investigate whether automation is more or less accurate for different subgroups of students, there are no significant differences in accuracy for seven of nine traits. For two traits, however, there is a difference: In both Organization-Transitions and Paragraph-Focus, there is a statistically significant difference in accuracy for the best automated model; these results are presented in Figure 27. Specifically, I observe more accurate (and consistently lower) scores for people of color on the Organization-Transitions trait, and more accurate (and consistently higher) scores for White students on the Paragraphs-Focus trait. This difference sets up some of our explanatory questions in the chapters to come.
New Data Collection

The basic results of this set of analyses were available to the DAACS team in summer 2019. They were about to embark on a new project: brick-and-mortar schools, filled with traditional-age college students. In the 2019-2020 school year, for the first time the DAACS system moved from use in online-only universities with mid-career, nontraditional students, to a brick-and-mortar state school with a younger population of students, most of whom are coming directly out of high school. To improve the system for this use case, the team requires many changes in the system as they have developed it:

1. A change in training data, evaluating essays from traditional college-age students instead of mid-career adults.
2. A change in professional development as the system is used more proactively by academic advisors.
3. A change in expectations for retention, motivation, and on-time progress for their student population.

All of these changes have been happening in parallel, as part of a series of pilots and rollouts as the DAACS system matures. As part of this dissertation work I was able to assist a little. My work in auditing the original round of labeled data, and my experience in industry, revealed several areas for further refinement and improvement of the automated essay scoring system and the training data as it would be used in the new context. In particular, changes were made to the rubrics and the way that the development team interacted with the raters as they assembled the training set. A key portion of the DAACS work is describing whether changes in best practices can change the resulting model behavior. Our goal is not only to update the system to account for the shift in student populations, but also to intentionally correct for any warning signs that
are uncovered in the existing training set. The primary warning signs were the score distribution and the demographic shift.

First, on several traits in the original dataset, the full three-point scale was not used. On the Organization-Structure, Paragraphs-Cohesion, and Sentence-Complex traits, 5% or fewer of the training instances received a score of 1. In this newer round of data labeling, annotators were explicitly encouraged to use the full range of score points, avoiding any urge to “clump” in the middle of the score range for the sake of inter-rater reliability.

Next, content in the original corpus of essays came from primarily online students in their mid-30s. The topics they chose to write about was likely to differ from new texts from traditional brick-and-mortar institutions. Students in these life circumstances have different narratives and are likely to respond differently to the DAACS prompt. Domain transfer is not at all a solved problem in natural language processing\(^\text{372}\), and so a new dataset is necessary in order to provide reliable scores for this new student population. Differences in age and context may also help our goal of explainable NLP, illuminating differences in student populations and what they choose to write about. Immediate research questions on this new data are:

- **RQ1:** Did human inter-rater reliability improve when conducting scoring in a more hands-on, local way?
- **RQ2:** Are the scores from the new human process equally predictable by machine learning methods?

**Methods**

We constructed a new set of 500 essays to use for building the updated dataset and training the updated model. This is composed of a subset of students directly from the University at Albany, who used DAACS as part of a pilot program on-campus, as well as a subset of students from the previous online domain. Those students who are explicitly in the “traditional” college age band of 18-22. Overall, because of this, the student population for this new dataset skews much younger than the original data. Race and gender representation was similar, as shown in Table 19.

The rubric was changed in several small ways:

- Additional detail was given on the Content:Suggestions trait. The new wording specifically clarifies the differences between tiers, to look for language of commitment in answers that receive a 3, while not expecting that commitment language at lower score points.

# part iii: automated essay scoring

A major change was the shift in who actually conducted the rating and how they were trained. The initial round of data was labeled by a set of 11 raters who were trained remotely, then received guidance from follow-up sessions. This newer dataset, however, was much more hands-on. While most work was still performed remotely due to COVID-19 restrictions, raters had more regular check-ins and extensive guidance on labeling. Data was still double-scored, and in this iteration, raters were encouraged to discuss with the DAACS research team and with each other after most (but not all) batches of labeled data. This produced a much more time-consuming process, with much greater fidelity to the types of processes valued by rhetoric and composition scholars.

As a result of this much more conversational process for establishing inter-rater reliability, the DAACS team did not stay as distant from the rater discussion process as in the 2017 data. Instead, scores were assigned in small batches, maintaining independence between raters during scoring but with check-ins and discussion after each batch. The raters themselves noted in these meetings that this led to alterations in how to interpret rubric traits from batch to batch. The goal of this process was to improve overall quality of the rating at the cost of time and confidence from the raters. This differs from the process enacted at high-stakes scoring vendors, where raters go

### Table 19: Race and gender demographics for essays in the 2020 dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Races</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

International students are not included in race statistics.

- In **Organization:Structure**, new language was added to make clearer when to give the lowest possible score.

- In **Paragraph:Focus**, additional language was added to encourage diversity in scores, especially around short essays with only one paragraph.

- In **Sentence:Correct**, explanation of the different score points was streamlined to make it clearer how to distinguish this category from conventions or usage errors for individual words, instead focusing on syntax errors like run-on sentences.

- The **Conventions** trait broken into two separate scores, as described in Table 20.
through a more standardized and hands-off calibration process that has remained largely stable for decades.\textsuperscript{373}

\textit{Human Scoring Results}

Human inter-annotator reliability differences between the two datasets are presented in Figure 28. In almost all traits, inter-rater reliability between humans has increased in the new domain with the new process, though the overall effect is small. The most important change between the two datasets was the change in distribution of scores. Whereas the 2017 data had multiple traits where scores of 1 were rare, appearing in 5\% or fewer of all datapoints, across all traits no individual score point in the 2020 data occurred in fewer than 7\% of essays (exact distributions are given in Table 21). The DAACS team attributed this to a mix of lower-quality essays overall, making scores of 1 more frequent, as well as encouragement to raters to use the full scale, rather than focus on making "safe" scores that would artificially

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|l|l|}
\hline
\textbf{Trait} & \textbf{Subtrait} & \textbf{Developing (1)} & \textbf{Emerging (2)} & \textbf{Mastering (3)} \\
\hline
Conventions & Usage & Usage errors (such as incorrect word forms, subject-verb agreement, unaccountable shifts in POV) are numerous enough to distract a reader and/or interfere with meaning. Patterns of usage errors may be evident, suggesting that the writer lacks an understanding of basic usage rules and conventions. & Usage is generally correct. There may be errors but they are neither numerous enough nor serious enough to indicate that the writer lacks a basic understanding of the rules for usage. & Usage is correct. Usage errors, if any, are common and very minor. \\
\hline
Conventions & Punctuation & Errors in punctuation are numerous enough to distract a reader and/or interfere with meaning. Patterns of punctuation errors may be evident, suggesting that the writer lacks an understanding of key rules for punctuation. & Punctuation is generally correct. There may be errors but they are neither numerous enough nor serious enough to indicate that the writer lacks a basic understanding of the rules for punctuation. & Punctuation is correct. Punctuation errors, if any, are common and very minor. \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Changes to the Conventions traits in the 2020 revised rubric.}
\end{table}

inflated inter-rater reliability.

**Automation Results**

The results of our machine learning pipeline are presented in Table 22. Here, the results are more mixed. While the model is able to effectively reproduce the high human inter-rater reliability on content traits, the effectiveness of the BERT-based neural model on sentence-level and conventions-level traits has all but vanished. Performance now drastically lags behind human inter-rater reliability. For comparison side-by-side with the 2017 results, Table 23 provides a detailed breakdown.

These results leave us with a mixed bag of conclusions about the shift in rater behaviors. The improvement in reliability for content traits is valuable, especially as the choice of content for these students will almost certainly be more impacted by domain transfer than changes in grammar or sentence-level traits. But the gap between automated and human scoring reliability on more low-level traits means that more work remains before these models can be used in a reliable way in the new domain. Future work might incorporate...
data from both the 2017 and 2020 datasets into a single training set, especially on traits where the rubric criteria did not change materially. By nearly doubling the available data for a single trained model while broadening the range of essays available in the data, a better result might be achieved than the models trained on either 2017 or 2020 data independently.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Human</th>
<th>Automation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exact</td>
<td>Exact+Adjacent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>55.51</td>
<td>96.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggestions</td>
<td>64.90</td>
<td>95.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>60.41</td>
<td>97.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitions</td>
<td>64.9</td>
<td>97.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus</td>
<td>57.55</td>
<td>96.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesion</td>
<td>58.37</td>
<td>98.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>63.47</td>
<td>95.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>58.16</td>
<td>97.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage</td>
<td>50.61</td>
<td>94.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punctuation</td>
<td>56.73</td>
<td>96.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 22: Results of tuned models with new 2020 data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>2017 Human</th>
<th>2020 Human</th>
<th>2017 Automated</th>
<th>2020 Automated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>0.485</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>0.562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggestions</td>
<td>0.547</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.505</td>
<td>0.442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>0.535</td>
<td>0.287</td>
<td>0.374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitions</td>
<td>0.526</td>
<td>0.692</td>
<td>0.247</td>
<td>0.435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus</td>
<td>0.522</td>
<td>0.511</td>
<td>0.559</td>
<td>0.452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesion</td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>0.437</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>0.403</td>
<td>0.486</td>
<td>0.377</td>
<td>0.143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td>0.292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage</td>
<td>0.403</td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td>0.336</td>
<td>0.187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punctuation</td>
<td>0.403</td>
<td>0.509</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 23: Comparison of automated reliability between 2017 and 2020 datasets.
Explaining Essay Structure

The previous chapter showed that levels of reliability approaching human-human agreement could be achieved through automated methods, using structural features, n-gram features, and neural methods. I used the optimized model from these experiments to build an automated essay scoring model that approached human inter-rater reliability on most traits.

I have argued the value of holistic explanation through quantitative but non-causal means; with Wikipedia deletion debates, I showed one approach for explaining model behavior with these goals in mind. But for DAACS, our explanation of model behavior in the standard NLP tradition has been narrowly on fairness, and group fairness, at that. So now, I will build on the preliminary findings from the group fairness audit and study a few specific research questions about student variation with an eye toward explaining where the model’s decision-making comes from.

In the next two chapters I’ll study the style of writing. Specifically I’ll look at how the AES system makes predictions on essays containing recognizable behaviors from students, predictable writing "moves" that scholars in the field would recognize. I measure how these moves alter the scores students receive and the accuracy of the automated models; I also look at how an author’s identity, as defined by their race and gender, shapes which of those choices they make.

Regardless of the literal instructions provided to raters or the calibration process for scoring, students may have textual characteristics in their writing that indicate the text was written by a person of a certain background, steeped in a certain set of cultural or academic traditions. These differences have the potential to influence rater scores, either human or algorithmic, and either subconsciously or intentionally. The presence or absence of such cues – especially those that indicate an academic, affluent background – may lead to differential outcomes for students even on a low-stakes assessment like the DAACS. This self-reinforcing tradition of measuring academic achievement is well-established in the critical theory literature, but discussion of their impact on AES is virtually absent even after decades of research.

In this first explanatory chapter, we’re going to study the structure of essays. Specifically, I’m zooming in on one genre form, the five-paragraph essay (hereafter, the 5PE), and the way it is scored by hu-

mans and by machines. This structural form is widely taught in high school for the purposes of basic writing competency and test prep, beginning in the late 19th century\textsuperscript{376}. It consists of an introduction paragraph with a thesis statement; three body paragraphs focusing on distinct topics, each providing exactly one support for the thesis; and a conclusion paragraph that summarizes the argument of the essay. This structure is consistently taught in United States high schools and subsequently un-taught in higher education\textsuperscript{377}. By focusing on five-paragraph essays, this paper opens up an initial exploration of a new question about what standard AES models actually evaluate. Do they give reliable scores to both the texts that follow a formula taught by well-intentioned English teachers and test prep tutors, as well as more nontraditional texts that eschew that structure? My specific questions are:

- **RQ1**: How prevalent is the five-paragraph form in incoming first-year college student writing?
- **RQ2**: How are 5PEs scored when following traditional, rubric-based essay assessment?
- **RQ3**: Are 5PEs more or less prone to error due to automation, compared to other essay forms?

In the DAACS data, I’ll construct a heuristic that identifies 5PEs automatically. With these essays identified, I measure pre-existing prevalence statistics. Then, I focus on a subset of essays in the dataset that were manually scored by trained educators on a rubric. I measure how these scores are associated with 5PE form.

An interaction between use of the five-paragraph essay form, race, and gender would not be surprising. Five-paragraph essays might show up in the essays of students from marginalized backgrounds. For schools struggling to maintain funding based on their results on standardized test scores, much of their focus on schooling comes in the form of intensive drill-based exercises, which “teaches to the test” by having students memorize specific structural elements of essay texts. This phenomenon disproportionally takes up instructional time for students attending low-income schools\textsuperscript{378}. But the opposite may also be true: adherence to school expectations on assignments (and awareness of what those expectations even are) is associated with students from highly educated, affluent families\textsuperscript{379}, and girls in particular tend to outperform boys in writing assessments, an effect that increases with age\textsuperscript{380}. This effect is driven at least partially by boys’ demotivation toward academic achievement. Research suggests that success in educational tasks, especially those that are low-stakes


\textsuperscript{377} John Warner. *Why They Can’t Write: Killing the Five-Paragraph Essay and Other Necessities*. JHU Press, 2018

\textsuperscript{378} Louie F Rodrıguez. “Moving beyond test-prep pedagogy: Dialoguing with multicultural preservice teachers for a quality education”. In: *Multicultural Perspectives* 15.3 (2013), pp. 133–140


\textsuperscript{380} Caroline Scheiber et al. “Gender differences in achievement in a large, nationally representative sample of children and adolescents”. In: *Psychology in the Schools* 52.4 (2015), pp. 335–348
and not tied to a specific prestige-based outcome, has socially constructed feminine connotations. Investigating the question of how this plays out quantitatively in student writing is a gap in the AES literature, but even more so, it is a gap in the higher ed composition literature more broadly. To my knowledge, no large-scale study has been conducted on the prevalence of five-paragraph essays among demographic subgroups in higher education.

I show for the first time the ways that use of this form differs at the intersection of race and gender, and that this shapes the demographic fairness results of the previous chapter. I’ll then conclude the investigation by using the explanation to mitigate this bias, encoding awareness of the use of that formula directly in the machine learning model’s features. The resulting representation, with more domain knowledge embedded, improves reliability of the models for all students. Furthermore, after the improvement, underlying racial and gender disparities in model reliability are no longer present.

**Methods**

This dataset comes from live usage of DAACS. After completing these surveys, students complete a writing task, asking them to reflect on the content of their results and make plans for their upcoming college experience. The corpus consists of the training set from the previous chapter, as well as 5,712 essays submitted to this writing prompt in the DAACS platform. All essays were collected between April 2017 and February 2018. For all analyses of performance on this dataset, because human labels were not available, Essays were scored with the best-performing models from the previous chapter.

**Finding Five-Paragraph Essays**

Any results will rely heavily on knowing what a five-paragraph essay actually is, and automatically finding those essays in a large-scale corpus. To help readers grasp this intuitively, I provide examples of the actual essays described in this work in Table 24. These essays are divided into structural essays that use function words like “First,” “second,” and finally to signal their five-paragraph structure, and topical essays that label each body paragraph with specific content topic words like “metacognition,” “motivation,” or “strategies.”

To identify 5PEs automatically in the dataset, I define a generic function for pattern matching based on heuristic keywords. This function takes as input a paragraph p and two sets of keywords, the first set labeled IN and the second labeled OUT. Each keyword searches for stemmed, case-insensitive matches in p, which means
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382 Andrew Wilkins. “Push and pull in the classroom: competition, gender and the neoliberal subject”. In: *Gender and Education* 24.7 (2012), pp. 765–781
| Topic (partial) | ¶1 The human brain is a unique thing. [...]  
| | ¶2 Metacognition is defined, as the understanding of one's own thoughts. [...]  
| | ¶3 I am the first of my family to seek out an education higher than a high school diploma. [...]  
| | ¶4 Working on busy ambulances and staying awake for 24 hours every fourth day of my life has a way of motivating myself to improve my life that is indescribable. [...]  
| | ¶5 Using the focus of improving my time management and decreasing my anxiety toward education, I will be off the ambulance. [...]|
that any conjugation or word ending is a match; for instance, a search for [metacognition] would also match on [metacognitive] or [Metacognition]. I say a particular pattern matches $p$ if both of the following conditions hold:

- $p$ contains at least one instance of any term from the first set \text{IN}.
- $p$ contains exactly zero of the terms from the second set \text{OUT}.

The exact set of keywords used for heuristic search are given in Table 25. For each essay in the dataset, I divide the text into paragraphs based on line breaks, and separate the text into the initial paragraph (the introduction), the final paragraph (the conclusion), and the middle “body” paragraphs. I use the pattern-matching function above to define two composite search heuristics over the body paragraphs: structural and topical.

- **Structural Matching:** For structural five-paragraph matching, I define an exact structural match as any essay where the \text{STRUCT}1, \text{STRUCT}2, and \text{STRUCT}3 matching functions are matched consecutively in the first three body paragraphs of the essay. I define a partial structural match as any essay where the three matching functions are matched, in order, in the body paragraphs, but with one or more additional paragraphs in between (allowing for essays that contain one or more interstitial or elaboration paragraphs for each topic).

- **Topical Matching:** I next look for topical five-paragraph essays, based on the three topics of the self-regulated learning survey that the students are asked to write about: metacognition, strategies, and motivation. I define an essay as an exact topical match if each of \text{TOPIC}1, \text{TOPIC}2, and \text{TOPIC}3 appears in exactly one body paragraph, and within that paragraph, the other two patterns do not appear. These topics match the three categories of results from the DAACS self-regulated learning results. I next say an essay is a partial topical match if the condition above is true for two of the three topic functions, and the third either never matches any paragraph in the text, or matches exactly two other paragraphs.
Demographics

I use the same demographic methods as in the first chapter on DAACS. I group together self-identified non-Hispanic White students and compare to all other students, collectively referred to as people of color, or “POC.” In gender, I compare self-identified men to women. As in the prior analysis, this approach results in erasure of various identities including transgender students.383

Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structural</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Partial</th>
<th>Exact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topical No</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exact</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prevalence and Impact of Five-Paragraph Essays

My first question asks how many students write five-paragraph essays unprompted when given an open-ended writing task in the online setting of DAACS. The results are displayed in Table 26. In total, 10.6% of essays are exact matches to one or both five-paragraph essay heuristics, and an additional 9.9% of essays are partial matches to one or both heuristics; collectively, five-paragraph essays make up one-fifth of all essays submitted to DAACS. This means that 79.5% of essays are not matched to either heuristic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Summary***</th>
<th>Partial</th>
<th>Exact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suggestions</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>2.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Structure***</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transitions***</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragraph</td>
<td>Focus***</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cohesion</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>2.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correctness</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>2.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventions</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>2.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 27: Mean score of essays in each category of five-paragraph form, marked with *** when there is a statistical significant relationship between form and score.

Table 26: Overall prevalence of five-paragraph essays in the total dataset.

we would expect to see a “stairstep” pattern: exact matches performing higher than partial matches, which then perform higher than non-matches. This exact pattern does appear across five traits (Content-Summary, both document-level organization traits, and both paragraph-level traits, though the pattern in Cohesion is not statistically significant after correcting for multiple comparisons). Adherence to the five-paragraph form has no significant relationship with Content-Suggestions scores, sentence-level traits, or grammatical conventions.

I next show the difference in exact accuracy of those automated scoring methods, divided between essays that are exact, partial, and non-matches to the five-paragraph form. My results match very closely to the results above: in Figure 30 a similar stairstep pattern appears in automation accuracy on the same traits. On Content-Summary, Organization-Structure, Paragraph-Focus, and Paragraph-Cohesion, automated accuracy is higher for 5PEs than for all other forms. In these cases, models are effective at recognizing the presence of indicators for five-paragraph essays, which are strongly associated with higher scores, and incorporating those signals into accurate reproduction of high scores. On Organization-Transitions and Sentences-Correctness, the opposite pattern is observed. Some other indicators of low scoring essays are more easily recognized, while essays following the five-paragraph form actually receive less accurate scoring from the machine learning classifier. No relationship between automation accuracy and the five-paragraph form is observed in the Content-Suggestions, Sentences:Complex, or Conventions traits.
Essay Scoring Trends by Demographic Group

The following series of results attempts to measure whether the automation results above have any unequal distribution between individuals based on demographics of race and gender. I find that use of the five-paragraph essay structure is not distributed evenly across those demographics. As seen in Figure 31, there is no effect for men, but there is a highly significant effect for women, mediated by race ($\chi^2 = 26.7, p < 0.001$). White women are significantly more likely to follow the exact five-paragraph form compared to any other group, including a relative increase of about 30% compared to women of color.

This difference in form does not correspond directly to a significant difference in overall performance by race and gender, as measured by rubric scoring. As shown in Table 10, only small differences in population performance are observed in the dataset; those differences are not significant after correcting for multiple comparisons.
Summary of Results

To summarize our results so far:

• Use of the five-paragraph essay form is significantly associated with rubric scoring on document-level organization traits as well as paragraph-level cohesion and focus traits.

• While automated models generally are able to match human inter-rater reliability, there is a gap in reliability for AES when scoring document-level organization traits.

• The five-paragraph form appears disproportionately often in the essays written by White women, and disproportionately rarely in essays written by women of color; however, this difference does not correspond to higher scores for demographic populations.

• Racial discrepancy exists in the accuracy of automated scoring, on those same organization and paragraph traits. No such racial discrepancy for automated scoring is observed on content-level traits, sentence-level traits, or scoring for conventions.

Modeling the Five-Paragraph Essay

The data shows that the presence of 5PE structure does have an impact on automated writing assessment reliability. Next, I test how reliability changes when directly encoding features representing whether an essay follows the 5PE structure. In this final result for the chapter, I show that this explicit labeling of essays improves the accuracy of automated essay scoring. Furthermore, this improvement is shared across demographic groups, rather than being concentrated in any one subpopulation of students. The improvement is greatest in the assessment of document-level organization traits that were previously least reliable, and the resulting models no longer differ significantly in accuracy across demographic subgroups.

This leads us to question whether or not the accuracy of the automated essay scoring models can be improved specifically based on the patterns above, and the disparate performance of the models across race and gender mitigated. I attempt to do so by explicit modeling of the 5PE form.

In this experiment, for each automated scoring model, I make eight new quantitative features available. First, six count features are added, each measuring the number of paragraphs matching one
of the six pattern-matching functions described in my initial five-paragraph essay extraction. Then, I add two categorical features indicating whether an essay is, overall, an exact, partial, or non-match for each of the structural and topical five-paragraph essay heuristic functions. My rationale for this inclusion is that explicitly informing the machine learning algorithm of whether an essay fits the five-paragraph form is beneficial; doing so allows the model to not only directly weight the appearance of those forms, but to stop giving weight to indirect proxy features that were stand-in evidence of those forms in the initial representation.

Table 28 and Figure 32 demonstrate the impact of encoding this information for the machine learning classifier. Performance improves for automation of scoring for three traits: Organization-Structure, Organization-Transitions, and Paragraphs-Focus. Not coincidentally, these overlap closely with the traits where essay scores were correlated with five-paragraph use in the original, human scoring data.

The demographic impact of this improvement in performance
is broken out, finally, in Table 29. Across the board, QWKs go up as the models are able to factor in the additional encoded information as part of their predictions; and after this modification is made, there is no longer any statistically significant difference in the accuracy of the automated models. For Organization-Structure, automated scoring is now within the threshold that Williamson et al. recommend for reliability matching human judgment; only the Organization-Transitions dimension, with a gap of 0.12, is still unreliable using industry reliability norms for automated assessment.

Table 29: Accuracy of automated scoring, broken out by race and gender; only traits where reliability was improved by adding 5PE features are shown. In modified models, there is no longer any significant difference in accuracy by demographic subgroup.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization Structure</th>
<th>White Women</th>
<th>POC Men</th>
<th>White Men</th>
<th>POC Women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base</td>
<td>64.6</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>55.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+5PE</td>
<td>66.8</td>
<td>55.1</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>63.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>63.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+5PE</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>64.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragraph</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus</td>
<td>69.5</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>50.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+5PE</td>
<td>71.2</td>
<td>65.3</td>
<td>72.3</td>
<td>56.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Explaining Essay Content**

Obviously, an enormous amount of research has gone into automated scoring of student essays. But let’s remember the context of most of that work: the essays are written to get high-stakes scores, measuring on rubrics for environments like the GRE, TOEFL, and in the United States, Common Core standardized testing. The current state of the research field is optimistic: when scoring student writing, composed in a timed environment, with a clearly defined and relatively objective rubric, automation is effective at reliably reproducing the decision-making that would occur at large-scale scoring vendors like ETS, ACT, Pearson, or the College Board.

Much of this research assumes student writing shares some basic, uniform characteristics. Students are assumed to be *school-savvy*\(^{385}\), with a shared understanding of disciplinary norms around what kind of text they’re supposed to write. They’re also assumed to be *adherent*, complying with the instructions of the assignment and doing their best to receive a high score. To the extent that there is non-adherence, it’s assumed that it’s in the direction of over-performance due to cheating. The primary outcome variable, writing ability as measured by the test construct, is privileged above other dimensions of student variation. Researchers have relied on the belief that the noise of a student’s technical literacy, motivation, or the circumstances of their home life will be drowned out by the signal of measurable writing skill, in the aggregate.

Perhaps this is an appropriate set of assumptions for high-stakes testing environments. But as AES and AWE systems move into environments like classroom instruction and academic advising, cracks begin to form. A large and growing body of research has shown that students are neither homogenous in content knowledge nor in goals and intentions when interacting day-to-day with education technology. Students and schools do not have aligned beliefs about technology use and, and the most significant aspect of school rules is not what they make you do but how they dictate norms of *how things should be done*\(^{386}\). Additionally, software developers and pedagogy scholars alike now acknowledge that students bring their whole self to school, belying attempts to measure students solely on academic skill\(^{387}\). Practically speaking, what this means is that NLP researchers have to recognize that non-adherent, even adversarial writing in education comes in many forms\(^{388}\).

\(^{385}\) Neil Selwyn. “Exploring the ‘digital disconnect’ between net-savvy students and their schools”. In: *Learning, Media and Technology* 31.1 (2006), pp. 5-17

\(^{386}\) Neil Selwyn and Scott Bulfin. “Exploring school regulation of students’ technology use—rules that are made to be broken?” In: *Educational Review* 68.3 (2016), pp. 274–290


In the financial sector, regulatory compliance prevents banking institutions from fully automating their relationship with customers, under a broad suite of "Know Your Customer" laws. These laws require banks to be able to answer straightforward questions about their clients, like their identity and general purpose for their banking accounts, and also require ongoing monitoring of transactions in and out of accounts. Banks must know some bare minimum facts about the actual use of their automated systems. Education technology has no such requirement; in many cases, essays are written but never read, and whole corpora of student writing can be collected and trained without inspection or review for their contents, the identity of their authors, or the student’s goals in interacting with our own fully automated systems. I believe this is a missed opportunity to recognize the "whole student" that interacts with automated systems in education.

Building on the last chapter’s approach to five-paragraph essay analysis, this chapter goes wider, building more understanding of the actual text of the 2017 DAACS dataset. This investigation shows a wide variation in student response strategies and topic choices; a range of presuppositions of disciplinary norms and conventions for academic writing; and differences in who follows system instructions at all. Instead of a population of students varying primarily by traits that can be scored on an assessment rubric, the dataset instead consists of a wide spectrum of personal narratives and priorities. As a result, AES systems are subject to much more divergent inputs than is assumed by most machine learning and natural language processing research, calling into question the applicability of essentially all AES research in the transfer from standardized testing to other domains. In particular this investigation is structured to explain automated scoring, and so this produces the following research questions:

• **RQ1**: What topics/themes do students write about, and do they align to design expectations?

• **RQ2**: How do topics/themes affect the scores students receive from automated assessment?

• **RQ3**: How do topics/themes differ by student demographics, specifically race and gender?

Once these topics are explored for definition and labels that make sense, I turn to explanation based on the findings. I include related student behaviors motivated from the research literature on student behavior, like use of personal narrative and non-adherent behavior that indicates student disengagement. I show that these behaviors are closely tied to the topics that were automatically identified and

---


can tell us more, quantitatively, about the scores and distributions that we see in the dataset. My goal, as in the Wikipedia data, is to show that algorithmic decision-making can serve as a source of new insight, coming at the intersection of statistical evidence and more social science-driven observations and hypotheses.

**Topic Modeling Methods**

In the previous chapter, I found wide prevalence of the five-paragraph form; 20.5% of essays met a simple heuristic-based matching algorithm for identifying five-paragraph essays. These essays received significantly higher scores on four of the nine traits on the rubric, concentrated in content, organization, and paragraph-level scores, while no relationship between the form and scores was observed in sentence-level traits or grammatical conventions. Furthermore, I found that these essays were concentrated in significantly larger numbers among essays by White women students. But up to this point, I haven’t spent any real time describing what the students wrote about, beyond the structural constraints of the five-paragraph essay form. To fix this and make sense of the large set of student writing available to me, I turn to topic modeling.

**Technical Approach**

To perform topic modeling in a rigorous yet unsupervised way, avoiding manual annotation of each paragraph across thousands of student documents, I perform Latent Dirichlet Allocation topic modeling\(^{391}\). This approach is standard in the NLP community, and has been extended to many adjacent fields when performing large-scale text analysis\(^{392,393}\). LDA takes as input a set of texts and a predefined number of latent topics to discover, which is a hyperparameter that must be tuned for the specific purpose and domain. The model then infers a distribution of vocabulary terms for each topic, supposing that each input text should be composed of only a small number of topics. Topic modeling using LDA has no direct access to student variables like demographics or essay scores; student text is the only input. The model I describe in depth here has 20 topics; later in my analysis I describe the robustness of the explanation to changes in the number of topics.

In this analysis, I treat each paragraph as a separate input document, rather than each full essay. Using paragraphs as the base unit of analysis for student writing is consistent both practically for analysis, and qualitatively based on the structure of student writing. By calculating topic distributions on a per-paragraph rather than per-
essay level, I am able to assign more specific labels to subsections of student text in the analysis. At even smaller granularities like sentences, however, vocabulary sparsity makes topic labeling imprecise and difficult to evaluate or interpret.

Naming Topics

Topic modeling is an inherently mixed-methods process, as each output topic is a probability distribution over vocabularies, and topics do not come with labels but must be interpreted based on subject matter expertise.

To determine the appropriate label for topics, I calculate standard saliency metrics from Chuang et al.\textsuperscript{394} to find key terms that appear primarily in only one topic, and additionally performed qualitative review of the text of paragraphs that were labeled with a given topic.

Future work may improve on this method by working with expert raters to assign names to topics; we did this, for instance, in my previous work with Diyi Yang on cancer support communities\textsuperscript{395}. In Part IV of this dissertation, I discuss what this approach might look like as a means of further strengthening the explanatory strength of an analysis. For the purposes of this chapter, though, no external annotators were involved.

Topic Results

Structural Paragraphs

Three topics emerged that were typically used as structural paragraphs in five-paragraph essays. Of these, one represented paradigmatic Structure: Introduction paragraphs, and two represented paradigmatic "conclusions".

The two topics that were extracted as conclusions show very different stylistic approaches to closing off an essay. The first, which I label Structure: Conclusion: Excitement, emphasizes the following terms: excited, new, journey, and forward. Concluding statements like the following were typical of this style:

\begin{quote}
Being able to clearly see the way I learn, and the ways I can improve my learning is a great way to get off on the right foot. I feel more confident then ever to get started on my WGU journey, thanks to the results and feedback I received from the SRL.
\end{quote}

The alternative topic I label Structure: Conclusion: Commitment. These essays focused not on enthusiasm but on specific goal-based reasons to complete their degree; keywords included degree, bachelor, earning, goal, and and dream. while this is a motivating factor for


\textsuperscript{395} Diyi Yang et al. “Seekers, Providers, Welcomers, and Storytellers: Modeling Social Roles in Online Health Communities”. In: Proceedings of CHI. ACM. 2019, p. 344
college enrollment in general, diploma completion was not an explicit topic of the essay writing prompt itself, making the salience of this theme in conclusion paragraphs noteworthy.

*I am really looking forward to completing my classes and gaining a degree. This would be a major accomplishment in both my personal life and professional career. This could take me a lot further in life as well as be supporting my family.*

**Body Paragraphs**

The DAACS SRL survey results are the primary topic of essays written in this dataset; these results are structured into three broad topic areas, each of which is broken down into 3-4 subsections for students to browse. The previous chapter’s results showed a high prevalence of five-paragraph essays that used this structure from the user interface as a proxy for how they should structure their work, with one body paragraph for each section. One question that I anticipated going into this analysis was whether those sections and subsections would be identified as latent topics by LDA. The menu, as displayed to students, is shown in Figure 33.

I rapidly identified three topics that each corresponded to a general overview of one of the three main sections of the SRL survey – the kind of one-paragraph summaries typical of five-paragraph essays in the previous chapter. I labeled these topics as Strategies:5PE, Motivation:5PE, and Metacognition:5PE. Representative paragraphs labeled with these topics, for instance, look like this:

> The last category was Motivation which I also scored in the high-range for. The category was broken down into four sections which were; self-efficacy, mastery orientation, anxiety, and mindset. My results indicated that I am confident in my learning abilities, that I find learning enjoyable, keep my anxiety levels low, and exhibit a growth mindset. These skills all contribute to my motivational level and overall capabilities to be a successful student.

> The next skill set is strategies which I have a good handle on. Managing environment and seeking help were two categories that I know that I have a good grasp on. I was worried about time management and understanding. The survey shows that I have good skills in those areas. Even though I have strong skills in those area it still shows you what you can do to improve or stay strong in those areas.

Beyond the three generic topics, eight additional topics matched closely to subtopics within the SRL survey structure. Three of the four subcategories for strategies – Strategies:Help-Seeking, Strategies:Time, and Strategies:Environment – were easily identifiable. Topics identified three of the four subsections in Motivation – Motivation:Goals, Motivation:Mindset, and Motivation:Anxiety – but no separate
topic emerged for self-efficacy. Two topics identified sub-areas for metacognition, one specific to Metacognition:Planning and one that grouped together the other two topics, Metacognition:Monitoring. An example paragraph, labeled with the help-seeking topic, looks as follows:

*Finally, asking for help. After speaking with my mentor today, he strongly suggested I utilize “course mentors” for any and all subjects. These mentors can help save time with my studies, and provide very good feedback. Having subject experts at my disposal is a very powerful strategy, and one which I plan on taking advantage of.*

Between overview topics and subsection-specific topics, these identifiable, section-based topics make up 11 of the 20 topics that were surfaced by LDA; after accounting for the three structural topics, this leaves six topics that do not adhere closely to a structural part of the five-paragraph essay or the subject matter of the prompt.

**Non-Adherent Topics**

The three smallest topics by volume all related to various types of personal backstory and narrative for students. Less cohesive than the other topics related to specific five-paragraph essay themes, I group these three topics together as a single unit of analysis, Narrative:Past. One additional topic, labeled Narrative:Future, was also narrative-driven, but rather than focusing backward, looked forward to specific actionable plans for enacting strategies from the DAACS suggestions. Here, students described their intent for their upcoming college experience. While they do not necessarily adhere to a topic-focused essay form, itself they are clearly good-faith attempts to respond to the prompt. An example is:

*I am currently working on my initial orientation for Western Governors University. I’m proud of the fact I have the opportunity to further my education as well as my role at work. The last time I attended college was about ten years ago. I attended a local private junior college, I felt I didn’t have the confidence I needed. I attended everyday and completed all the course work that was assigned to me. I graduated with higher grades than I ever dreamed of. My goal is to become a dedicated student for the next two years while attending WGU.*

The model finally discovered two behavioral categories that did not correspond to topics from the survey, structural paragraphs from the five-paragraph form, or personal narratives. These represent a break from the “school-ratified” norm of the previous two subsections. Instead they represent transgressive or non-adherent behavior. The first category, which I refer to as Non-adherent:Pasting, identified paragraphs that were copied from elsewhere in the DAACS interface but were not the writing prompt itself. Pasting in prompt
text as part of a student essay is not expected behavior in any AES system’s training data; its relatively high prevalence in real-world writing is noteworthy as a structuring strategy for student writers.

The final topic is perhaps the most confrontational and least adherent to "school rules." In this topic, the system identified a pattern of students directly confronting the system itself, describing the DAACS assessment in metaleague, either for privacy, academic preparedness, or a variety of other reasons. One typical example of this Non-adherent:Skeptic topic is given below:

I find that no matter what the results of the test report, they cannot factor in all the required information that is to say that the questions are lacking in substance. The test has flaws in that the person taking the test is answering questions based on feeling; there is no real guarantee that questions answered, are honest. If the person taking the test is factoring in other information that makes the exception to a rule then answers will skew the results.

To conduct further analyses by paragraph, for each topic, I assigned a value to each paragraph between 0 and 100, representing the integer percentage of tokens that were drawn from that topic by the LDA model. This produces a distribution over topics for each paragraph. I assigned category labels to paragraphs based on the topic that the plurality highest score, where the three smallest topics were combined into a single label. A full breakdown at the paragraph level for these eighteen topics of analysis, after grouping the three smallest topics, is visualized in Figure 34.
Next I study the intersection of topic appearance in essays with scores that those essays receive from automated essay scoring. These scores are the output of the trained model as described at the end of the previous chapter, including five-paragraph essay features. For this analysis, I am only interested in automated scoring, not human judgment, so I include only the data that was automatically scored, not data points or labels from the training set. I include one row for each of the eighteen topics for analysis. Because of the very large number of possible comparisons (18 topics rows and 9 trait sub-scores), I apply Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.

**Results**

The significant relationships between topics and automated trait scores are presented in Table 30.

The single most consistent significant relationship is the presence of an identifiable introduction paragraph. Essays where at least one paragraph is labeled with the Structure:Introduction topic receive significantly higher scores on all nine traits – the only topic for which this is true. A few of the topics focused on specific body paragraphs predict stronger scores on high-level scoring traits. In particular, es-
says that include paragraphs labeled as part of five-paragraph essays in both motivation and metacognition receive higher scores. In strategies, those overview paragraphs are not the significant predictor of higher scores; instead, essays containing paragraphs labeled as focused on environment management are the subtopic associated with significantly higher scores. Outside of body paragraph topics, paragraphs labeled as Narrative:Future, typically reflecting commitment to future plans, receive significantly higher scores on five out of nine traits.

Meanwhile, the single largest effect is for essays containing paragraphs that are labeled as Non-adherent:Skeptic. These essays receive lower scores specifically on the trait measuring how well students expressed plans for following suggestions from DAACS.

**Topics and Demographics**

We can now move on to study how these behaviors differed by the demographic groups of the students in the dataset. I will divide these findings by topic subsets, using the same groupings as before (structural, body, narrative, and non-adherent topics).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Hispanic</th>
<th>Asian</th>
<th>Native</th>
<th>Multiple</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W M</td>
<td>W M</td>
<td>W M</td>
<td>W M</td>
<td>W M</td>
<td>W M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>2535</td>
<td>1854</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 31: Race and gender counts for essays in the DAACS dataset, specifically among unscored essays.

I use the same demographic groups as in previous chapters on DAACS; on the larger unsupervised dataset, distribution of demographic labels are given in Table 31. I group together self-identified non-Hispanic White students and compare to all other students, collectively referred to as people of color, or “POC.” In gender, I compare self-identified men to women. As in the prior analysis, this approach results in erasure of various identities including transgender students. For each of the eighteen topics, I perform a $\chi^2$ test of observed use of the topic in essays for the binary split by race and by gender, then for each of the four intersecting subpopulations. Bonferroni correction was applied to correct for multiple comparisons.

Each results section will begin with a visualization of the relative difference in occurrences of documents where each topic appears, compared to the overall population mean. Statistically significant differences ($p < 0.05$ after correction), will be indicated with asterisks.

---

Race and Structure

Results for the three topics related to five-paragraph essay structure are visualized in Figure 35. The largest gap is present for introduction paragraphs, which students of color were significantly less likely to use – and again, significantly less likely for women of color specifically compared to men. These results align with my prior findings that White women were most likely to follow standard five-paragraph essay forms. Small racial effects were seen for both types of conclusion topic, but the differences were not significant.

These results align with the hypothesis of a specifically racialized gap in use of a standard introduction paragraph, which is then, from the previous section, associated with lower scores. The educational system favors pupils who have academically educated parents, students that are socially and culturally close to school culture.

In writing, genre norms are a dynamic and locally mediated idea, not an “unmoving, absolutely knowable rule”398; here I find a place where scores are defensible on a rubric and fairly applied by those guidelines, yet lead to disparate racial outcomes based not on bias but on normative definition of what makes a good essay.

Gender, Race, and Topics

Results for body paragraph topics related to the SRL survey subsections are presented in a large graph in Figure 36. Several topics, including all three five-paragraph essay body paragraph topics, show no significant effects, and are not discussed in this section.

One of the most striking and highly significant variations focused on strategies for time and environment management. Men, and white men in particular, were significantly more likely to include time management paragraphs in their essays. By contrast, White women in particular were significantly more likely to discuss environment management. When I investigate this difference, the contents of the essay reflect a much more frequent focus on family life, childcare,
Another subject the survey brought up that I struggled in was managing my environment. As I talked about before, my husband and I already discussed having uninterrupted study time every day. During this time, my husband will be responsible for the kids for me to utilize that time I have set aside every day. This will be a learning process for us all, especially my daughter who is 7, but we will manage. I especially respect the suggestion of turning off or silencing my cell phone and other technology. It is too easy to get distracted and distraction is just wasted time.

There was no such pattern of men talking about childcare or coordination with their wives to make space for degree completion.

In the Motivation category, a significant difference by gender was observed for discussion of anxiety. White women were significantly more likely than any other subgroup to talk about their anxiety in taking tests or returning to school, and men are significantly less likely. When students wrote about the topic of anxiety, they did so in good faith based on survey feedback:

There is nothing that I want more than to pass all my classes and keep moving to graduate. I will always stay motivated to do my best by staying positive and using the relaxing techniques like the survey suggested.
If I plan things out more, or do my work at a steady pace, I may have less anxiety for a test. It also talks about practicing relaxation techniques. They talk about breathing exercises that may help to calm before a test. I have done these breathing exercises before and I do feel they are very relaxing. I also listen to some music before a test to reduce my anxiety and so I have a clearer head.

Finally among topics related to body paragraphs, writing about Monitoring is significantly less common among women of color, but significantly more common among White women.

![Figure 37: Subgroup differences for non-adherent paragraph topics.](image)

**Gender and Non-Adherence**

The final set of results are displayed in Figure 37. Narrative writing that does not follow a topic-based five-paragraph form is significantly less common among White women, both for the past-oriented and future-oriented narratives. Backstory paragraphs were significantly more common among men, and White men in particular. Finally, non-adherent topics were significantly more likely to occur in essays written by White men, both for non-adherent pasting of prompt text, and especially for metalanguage expressing skepticism of the task itself.

This finding is complex, and cannot be boiled down to labeling White men as cheaters; Hogberg\(^{399}\) argues that writing behavior is more about students’ intertextual practices than their morality (especially based on differences in moral frame of reference and conceptions). Transgressive writing behaviors are again social, defined according to social expectations; a single judgment of whether non-adherent behavior is appropriate or inappropriate masks the agency that students feel in their use of educational interventions\(^{400}\). Given this, we must look to additional work in sex-role socialization theory to describe and explain this finding. That work argues that women are socialized to obey conventional norms\(^{401}\). In education, male stu-

---


\(^{400}\) Erik Borg. “Local plagiarisms”. In: *Assessment & Evaluation in Higher Education* 34.4 (2009), pp. 415–426

\(^{401}\) Carol Gilligan and Ina Different Voice. “Psychological theory and womens development”. In: *Cambridge, MA* (1993)
students plagiarize more than female students; more broadly, men are more okay with small, seemingly inconsequential academic offenses. In short, “male role norms are characterized by greater tolerance of minor transgressions.” Mac an Ghaill was an early proponent of the now more-developed evidence that boys reject schoolwork as feminine busywork, demotivating academic adherence as in conflict with performative masculinity in educational settings. Being willing to “go along with” educational technology systems correlates with student learning outcomes, which ties to the broader findings from DAACS earlier in my work. This effect is also gendered, varying not only by student gender but by the perceived gender of the automated system as well; female-presenting agents are more abused than male agents, with threats and even violent or sexual content.

My results are also backed up by a broader set of findings outside of schools. Non-adherence is also predicted based on results outside of education: when users interact with an algorithmic system. Drivers for Uber and Lyft, for instance, believe that the system is efficient, but low levels of transparency drives users to work together to learn to resist and abuse it. Drivers engage in a variety of behaviors to resist and game the system. It would not be surprising to see similar behavior emerge in the educational setting.

Further Explanations from Essay Topics

The descriptions above corresponding to each topic were based on qualitative methods: a thematic analysis of reading the text of paragraphs as well as an inspection of salient words. But several of the claims that I make about the topics are testable quantitatively as well. So this section proceeds with a followup analysis on several specific claims that I make about the topics.

Position in Text

In my description of structural paragraph topics, I claimed that the primary purposes of paragraphs with these topics was to start or end five-paragraph essays.

By labeling the distance from the beginning and end of each essay, I confirm this interpretation in Table 32. For paragraphs I labeled as introductions based on the output of topic modeling, 64.1% appeared as the first paragraph in the document they were drawn from. Only one other topic, non-adherent pasting, appeared as the first paragraph more than 30% of the time; and in the cases where pasting occurred in the essay-initial position, students often used a restatement of the prompt as a structuring tool for writing their essay. For

---

403 Jean Underwood and Attila Szabo. “Academic offences and e-learning: individual propensities in cheating”. In: British Journal of Educational Technology 34.4 (2003), pp. 467–477
404 Máirtín Mac an Ghaill. “What about the boys?: schooling, class and crisis masculinity”. In: The Sociological Review 44.3 (1996), pp. 381–397
the two topics I labeled as conclusions, 65.6% and 57.8% appeared as the final paragraph, while no other topic appeared in the final paragraph more than 30% of the time. The median distance from the beginning was 0 for introduction-labeled paragraphs, and the median distance from the end was 0 for conclusion-labeled paragraphs; this was not the case for any of the other topics measured.

**Body Paragraphs in 5PEs**

I next test whether the paragraphs that I label "five-paragraph" based on their contents actually appear disproportionately in five-paragraph essays, relative to the other topics. As seen in Table 33 and Figure 38, this is the case. The topic for introduction paragraphs and the three summary or overview topics are each the four topics most likely to appear in five-paragraph essays as labeled in the previous chapter, while the Skeptic topic representing non-adherent writing is least likely to appear in essays matching the five-paragraph form.

**Recognizable Non-adherent Behaviors**

One key outcome of this topic-based investigation was insight into the variety of non-adherent responses, texts that did not follow the standard essay genre that is a mainstay of student writing, especially at the high school and early college level. Students did not always
part iii: automated essay scoring

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Subtopic</th>
<th>Exact</th>
<th>Exact+Partial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>29.09</td>
<td>56.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Excitement</td>
<td>21.41</td>
<td>44.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Commitment</td>
<td>19.06</td>
<td>44.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategies</td>
<td>5PE</td>
<td>31.69</td>
<td>57.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategies</td>
<td>Help-Seeking</td>
<td>19.95</td>
<td>45.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategies</td>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>25.90</td>
<td>51.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategies</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>16.71</td>
<td>44.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>5PE</td>
<td>42.44</td>
<td>71.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>19.05</td>
<td>46.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>Mindset</td>
<td>22.33</td>
<td>55.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>Goals</td>
<td>24.13</td>
<td>52.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacognition</td>
<td>5PE</td>
<td>38.34</td>
<td>68.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacognition</td>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>21.25</td>
<td>46.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacognition</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>21.09</td>
<td>46.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative</td>
<td>Past</td>
<td>19.10</td>
<td>41.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative</td>
<td>Future</td>
<td>25.45</td>
<td>53.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-adherent</td>
<td>Pasting</td>
<td>28.57</td>
<td>48.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-adherent</td>
<td>Skeptic</td>
<td>16.27</td>
<td>39.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 33: Percentage of paragraphs labeled with each topic that appear in exact- and partial-match five-paragraph essays.

hew closely to the instructions or expectations of the educational technology system, and this variance expressed itself in multiple ways. Based on this, I used a few simple methods to test whether the topic model was identifying these essays in a systematic way.

To recognize essays responding to the prompt question by pasting it into the text box, as a structuring technique, I searched for exact phrases from the writing prompt and tagged essays if those lines appeared in the text. Essays were tagged as using the duplication tactic if any of these strings matched exactly in the paragraph.

Next, the Skeptic category is intrinsically oppositional to the system, but uses well-formed text to write in response to the system itself. I use a heuristic to identify essays in this mode by searching for reference to the 350-word minimum, which is a useful proxy for
metalanguage about the DAACS task itself:

“How much longer must I type? It seems as though this has to be at least 350 words at this point, but I will copy and paste this into word to check. Can you believe I have only typed 267 words as of the last sentence? We are getting close but I must draw this out in order to pass the assessment, foolish right? I am wondering if anyone actually reads these or if it is graded by a computer. My guess would be it is computerized as it would be as time consuming to grade these as it would be to type them. I am a huge advocate of efficiency so tasks such as this drive me crazy. Oh look! 350 words!”

Finally, many students wrote authentic text but fell short of the 350 word minimum required by the DAACS system to proceed. This behavior was identified by vocabulary extraction into types (number of unique words) and tokens (number of total words). Essay type/token ratio was calculated to determine how much unique text actually appeared in a student essay; a lower ratio implies fewer unique words given the length of the essay, and below a threshold of 3:1, a corpus inspection indicated 100% precision at identifying essays with duplicated text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Subtopic</th>
<th>Pasting</th>
<th>Minimum Reference</th>
<th>Type-Token</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Excitement</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Commitment</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategies</td>
<td>5PE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategies</td>
<td>Help-Seeking</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>2.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategies</td>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategies</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>5PE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>Mindset</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>Goals</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacognition</td>
<td>5PE</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacognition</td>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacognition</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative</td>
<td>Past</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative</td>
<td>Future</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-adherent</td>
<td>Pasting</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>2.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-adherent</td>
<td>Skeptic</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

My results are shown in Table 34. The table shows that both heuristic behaviors from the text occur disproportionately in non-adherent topics, and that documents labeled with the Pasting topic in particular have the highest type-token ratio of all topics. Notably, the introduction topic is the next most likely topic to be assigned to...
paragraphs with exact excerpts from DAACS, as many students use those lines as part of their essay in otherwise good-faith paragraphs.

**Sensitivity to Number of Topics**

All of the results above are presented on a learned model with 20 unsupervised topics. But LDA is sensitive to the number of topics learned - the results may not generalize when the specific number changes. To test this, I conducted a reanalysis on different model sizes, with a step size of 4, creating new LDA models with 4, 8, 12, and 16 topics to compare to the model above. I then generate a hierarchy of topics using two different methods, one that produces a tree and one that produces a directed graph.

In the first approach, the *hierarchical* method, I take the following steps:

1. For each learned model starting at $k=4$ topics, I generate the paragraph-level distribution of topics and assign paragraphs a value for each topic based on those distributions.
2. For each topic in a learned model, I calculate the correlation coefficient between that model’s values for each paragraph and each topic in the prior, coarser learned LDA model.
3. Beginning with $k=8$ topics, I assign a topic’s ”parent” in the prior model as the topic with the highest correlation coefficient across paragraphs.

Following this method I generate a hierarchy with 60 total topics in five layers; each layer represents a splitting into 4 additional topics. This method is similar in concept to hierarchical clustering, but allows each layer to be generated independently and only post-hoc aligned to topics in the previous layer. However, one downside of this approach is that it makes the assumption that topics group together over time, like constituents in a tree. This is not borne out in practice - in some cases, topics appear and reappear in subsequent runs on the same data, especially at different granularities.

So my second approach, the *percent overlap* method applies the following alternate method: For each learned model starting at $k=4$ topics, I assign paragraphs a label for each topic as before. Then, for each topic from the original 20-topic model, I measure the percent overlap of paragraphs that were also assigned each topic in the less granular models. This approach allows me to ”anchor” at the original model and then study the stability of those topics as the granularity decreases. The advantage of this is that it acknowledges the non-hierarchical nature of topic modeling. One downside is that it is
harder to visualize; another is that the analysis is only suitable for evaluating all other topics against a reference topic model, in this case the original 20-topic model, and is no longer agnostic to the “correct” granularity.

My goal in the analysis that follows will be to evaluate the stability of topic hierarchies that appear in both of the methods described, to attempt to define a coherent and convergent story that is stable as topic count changes.

Results

The results of the hierarchical method are visualized in Figure 39; the agglomeration means that a tree is formed and can be drawn in a straightforward fashion. The non-constituency of the overlap method results in the topic assignments in Table 35. In both cases, the specific names that are used for topics in less-granular tiers are not as important as the grouping of topics from the $k = 20$ model and the consistency from one model to the next.

From this data, several patterns are immediately identifiable for their consistency.

- Time management and environment management are grouped together for simpler models but consistently separated from all other topics all the way back to $k = 8$ in both models; they are only separated at $k = 20$.

- Motivation topics are grouped together very early and only diverge into separate topics over time. Topics related to Anxiety diverge early from this group and maintain a stable topic separate from other Motivation topics beginning at $k = 12$.

- Help-seeking topics, though it references material from the Strategies section of DAACS, is more closely aligned with metacognition topics like planning and evaluation.

- Introduction paragraphs are identifiable very early as a unique topic, but use such formulaic language that they overlap with the non-adherent pasting of DAACS interface text all the way through the model at $k = 16$.

- Non-adherent skeptic language is grouped in with metacognition and help-seeking behavior in both analyses.

- Narrative language, whether past- or future-oriented, is separated out from the topics related to body paragraph subsections. Past-oriented backstory narratives are more closely associated with topics related to conclusion paragraphs, in particular, in both analyses of the topic hierarchies.
Figure 39: Relationship between topics as number of topics increases from 4 to 20. Values in the cells indicate correlation coefficients between topics. Topics with stable relationships over time are highlighted.
• The overview "5PE" topics are grouped together at the $k = 4$ level in the overlap analysis only; I label this topic the "Form Language" topic in this analysis. Because of the tree shape constraints in the hierarchical analysis, this grouping is not discoverable there.

I conclude that the most consistent topics, those which are least susceptible to variation based on topic granularity, are those related to anxiety, time and environment management, introduction paragraphs. These strongest signals also tend to be those that had significant relationships with scores and demographics in the prior analyses, suggesting that the cleanly identifiable topics are, in general, those that have significant external relationships with other factors as well.
**Future Directions**

My work on Wikipedia was, for the most part, hypothetical. No automated system for deletion decisions is in place; the automation is largely explanatory for understanding a domain. The ideas for decision support tools are prospective and aspirational. Using these explanations is somewhat thornier for automated essay scoring, though, because the system is *live* as a learning analytics tool today, and directly interacting with students in real-world environments; the stakes are raised.

**Improvements in Understanding Students**

Researchers in natural language processing always claim to be interested in greater insight into the datasets they work on. Better identification of errors based on genuine understanding should lead to performance gains in reliability, rather than blind improvement by an algorithm on the dataset as a whole. But finding out what those categories *are* is a technically difficult challenge. Clustering methods, either using LDA as I did here, or using more modern neural methods in embedding spaces\(^ {411} \) (which accomplish similar things), nevertheless requires a great deal of human insight and judgment to make sense. So I might ask next what it would take to discover these differences between subsets of the corpus _automatically_. While my work here looked at a few, specific things that students might do, like follow a five-paragraph essay structure, there is room for much more expansion. An expansion into more sophisticated automated topic discovery might also lead to discovery of personas that students take on in their writing\(^ {412} \); this work might also extend to insight into how students express their own biography\(^ {413} \), a crucial step for understanding the student responses that do *not* follow the five-paragraph essay form.

This is important for the prospect of genuine personalized feedback that does not simply shunt students to a preordained writing form. Formative AES tools make claims of supporting student agency and growth; here, adapting to writer individuality is a major current gap. But recent commentary by Dixon-Román raises a host of questions about these topics specifically in the context of AES, asking how algorithmic intervention can produce strong writers rather than merely good essays. The critique, specifically, argues that:

---


\(^ {413} \) David Bamman, Jacob Eisenstein, and Tyler Schnoebelen. “Gender identity and lexical variation in social media”. In: *Journal of Sociolinguistics* 18.2 (2014), pp. 135–160

“revision, as adjudicated by the platform, is [...] a re-direction toward the predetermined shape of the ideal written form [...] a puzzle-doer recursively consulting the image on the puzzle-box, not that of author returning to their words to make them more lucid, descriptive, or forceful.”

This critique is valid: research on machine translation, for instance, has shown that writer style is not preserved across languages when an algorithmic system intervenes. So for AES to adapt to individual writer styles and give feedback based on individual writing rather than exemplars of a particular form is uncharted territory. Natural language understanding researchers now argue that “…style is formed by a complex combination of different stylistic factors”; Style-specific natural language generation has shown promise in other domains and has been extended not just to individual preferences but also to overlapping identities based on attitudes like sentiment and personal attributes like gender. For assessment, “authorial voice” has measurable outcomes on writing outcomes, while individual expression is central to decades of pedagogy. Moving the field toward individual expression and away from those preordained forms may be a path to lending legitimacy to AES.

I might also suggest that the field move on to build specific tools that would make use of all of these findings on genre norms, demographic skews of topics, and non-adherence; but this would receive pushback in practice. In composition studies, concerns over the implementation of AES have largely been pedagogical rather than driven by any empirical insight about the underlying models or what they learn. This is not the approach that is taken in most other digital learning tools. Writing program administrators have written detailed, thoughtful practical guides on tools like e-Portfolios and digital instruction. A burgeoning field of writing analytics is beginning to develop. Even similarity checkers and anti-plagiarism software has been engaged with thoughtfully by composition scholars. Yet a “discourse of rejection” has prevented similar engagement with AES development from many composition scholars.

417 Sandeep Subramanian et al. “Multiple-attribute text style transfer”. In: Age 18.24 (2017), p. 65
Despite this, there is a growing evidence base that AES has a narrow role as a useful pedagogical tool\(^{425,426}\). Even critical pedagogy scholars, long the most skeptical of technological change, have recommended an integrated approach that acknowledges the value of new technologies when used alongside an empowering curriculum centered on student voices and needs\(^{427}\). The opportunity is open, but an understanding of the policy landscape is crucial for technology developers, lest they miss the broader cultural space that they are attempting to intervene in.

**Education Policy**

In that bigger picture, my data is a jumping-off point for the decision-making of writing centers, first-year writing instructors, and teachers broadly. My results are especially striking for the differences they showcase between White women and other students as part of their introduction into college writing. Across a variety of analyses, my work showed that those women are culturally prepared for performing the compositional acts that receive high scores from both human raters and the automated systems that learn from them; college preparedness here may simply mean signaling membership in the genre norms that are taught at privileged high schools.

Yet this is not necessarily a sign of intrinsic skill. "The genders are more alike than they are different," in writing assessment more broadly\(^{428}\), and student skill measurement through grading is subjective and negotiated between students, instructors, and the school environment that they are in. The current consensus of the research community is that while cognitive factors play some part in gender differences in writing, the stronger effect is often tied to attitude and motivation, rather than any strict biological or developmental difference\(^{429}\). Assessment is a "a social technique which has social consequences."\(^{430}\); environmental factors, like parental education level and personal preferences of instructors, have a stronger effect on students’ measured writing ability compared to the effect of innate characteristics like biological sex. Modern scholarship now recognizes the performative elements of racial language variation, including code-switching between dialects, as a discursive and performative practice for signaling prestige, group membership, and other social factors\(^{431}\).

My focus on adherence, meanwhile, is not just about knowledge of genre norms, but also about permission to abuse a system or refuse it entirely. The issue is not one of cheating, *per se*, but of license and permission to refuse compliance with an automated system – permission that is potentially linked to identity. In automated, interactive systems elsewhere, abuse or non-compliance can make up from 10%...
to almost half of interactions\textsuperscript{432}. In schools, there exist informal or implicit "negotiated understandings" about how students should conduct themselves and what rules they are allowed to break\textsuperscript{433}. In this context of studying non-adherence, one thread to unravel in my work is the evidence that this skeptical behavior appears among men, and White men specifically.

This challenges or at least gives texture to a broader, older consensus that acting in defiance to school settings is a characteristic of marginalized groups, specifically Black students\textsuperscript{434}. Yes, these understandings can often be implicit and coded, they can create barriers to community participation; for instance, on Stack Overflow, fear of hostile feedback for improperly meeting expectations of information seekers can prevent new users from asking questions or joining the community in the first place\textsuperscript{435}. But it is hard to take my data and align it to the thesis of older work, that non-adherent student behavior is a feature of marginalized cultures. Instead, all of the data I found on commitment narratives and personal backstory suggests a highly motivated school culture among the POC students in my data. This supports the more contemporary research hypothesizing a more important role for self-determination than oppositional defiance\textsuperscript{436}.

Given all this, we should take seriously the findings in my work on the differences in what students write about and how they focus their essays. I’ve found that students vary both structurally and in what choices they make on what to write about. This should frame the future of research on AES in real-world, deployed contexts, where students are not simply supplying us their text for the sake of measurement of a skill; they are expressing themselves in their writing, and that writing hints at the broader systems those students are writing within.

For educators, this investigation boils down to a study of how students engage with academic culture, both in and out of the classroom. I don’t take a specific stance in this dissertation on whether AES systems are an appropriate fit for any particular college campus or student population; in the absence of a complete failure or overwhelming evidence of fairness issues in a particular dataset and trained model, contextual factors for each school remain the most important deciding factor. In western countries, affluent families from well-resourced suburbs teach a rubric-friendly way of writing\textsuperscript{437}. While the five-paragraph form is limited, it establishes a baseline structural style that scores well on DAACS, and this scoring trend is reproduced and even extended with automation. This is an important finding, and having this quantitative set of evidence should inform decision-making in writing program administration. While self-disclosure in writing is not necessarily a better or worse sign

\textsuperscript{432} Hyojin Chin, Lebogang Wame Molefi, and Mun Yong Yi. "Empathy Is All You Need: How a Conversational Agent Should Respond to Verbal Abuse". In: \textit{Proceedings of CHI}. 2020, pp. 1–13
\textsuperscript{434} Signithia Fordham and John U Ogbu. “Black students’ school success: Coping with the “burden of ‘acting white’””. In: \textit{The urban review} 18.3 (1986), pp. 176–206
\textsuperscript{436} Kevin Cokley. "What do we know about the motivation of African American students? Challenging the "anti-intellectual" myth". In: \textit{Harvard educational review} 73.4 (2003), pp. 524–578
\textsuperscript{437} Martin Carnoy and Emma Garcia. “Five Key Trends in US Student Performance: Progress by Blacks and Hispanics, the Takeoff of Asians, the Stall of Non-English Speakers, the Persistence of Socioeconomic Gaps, and the Damaging Effect of Highly Segregated Schools.” In: \textit{Economic Policy Institute} (2017)
of strong writing, the students who choose to write about it receive
different scores than their peers. Personal narratives and backstories
appear in text differently than five-paragraph, topic-focused
paragraphs. All of this is important to know about and will only get
clearer as more advanced technical methods are developed.

My hope in all of this is that better, socially aware explanations
will give composition scholars a handhold, some way to grapple with
automated essay scoring systems in an open dialogue with technical
researchers. In so doing, they may have a chance to use those tools to
shape their own work, in a positive way. But they may also find that
the explanations are a component of a better dialogue on-campus,
and produce a more informed, more accessible advocacy around how
to teach and measure writing.
Part IV: Takeaways

I’ve now shown that a rich, domain-specific and non-causal approach to explaining model behavior is effective for illuminating two domains: group decision-making debates and writing assessment. My goal now is to generalize, to describe a conceptual model for how technical researchers should give domain experts plenty to chew on and understand. The goal is to produce trust and confidence, rather than leaving users feeling vulnerable in the hands of a black box machine learning algorithm.

I next build up an abstraction for how we should think about model explanations. Leaning on a non-causal account of scientific explanation, I argue that the work I’ve done in this thesis shows how we can build justified stories about our models. Based on my work with Diyi Yang\textsuperscript{438}, I show one way to manage the needs of these explanations using a framework built around actions, intentions, goals, and circumstances. I tie this together with practical recommendations not just for machine learning researchers but the non-technical partners that help build algorithmic decision-making.

In so doing, I find that the context in which an algorithmic system is built matters. Part of this context is the purpose of the system itself, and our ultimate goal is to build systems that make the right decisions. Many of the applications that we develop in natural language processing and machine learning fill fundamentally problematic roles in the education ecosystem. For better or worse, in building explanations based on social and cultural context, the explanation ends up highlighting power hierarchies and relationships that the algorithmic system is designed to reinforce. And so I end this dissertation by confronting this tension. Based on my work with Michael Madaio and colleagues early this year\textsuperscript{439}, I leave with suggestions on how to build systems where their actions are not only explainable but just.

\textsuperscript{438} Diyi Yang et al. “Seekers, Providers, Welcomers, and Storytellers: Modeling Social Roles in Online Health Communities”. In: Proceedings of CHI. ACM. 2019, p. 344

\textsuperscript{439} Michael Madaio et al. “Confronting Inherent Inequities in AI for Education”. In: International Journal of Artificial Intelligence in Education (Under review)
Defensible Explanations

We have now learned a lot about our two domains. In both, the explanations for the human behaviors in the data came from a sufficiently reliable model; in neither case did I need to dive deep into model internals or specific weights in order to make discoveries about the population under study. Instead I looked at the outward behavior of the predictions, and investigated specific topics based on ties into the domain literature. But what commonalities are there between these two parts of the research? Perhaps a better question is: what was unique about these approaches to understanding my domains? Which of our insights could not come from a narrow, model-introspective, causal explanation strategy? And can we generalize this to best practices and a theoretical foundation for researchers working in new domains?

To answer these questions, let’s go back to the philosophy of science. We have shown already that causal explanations fail for machine learning, but this new approach, acknowledging the social nature of people, their interaction with computational agents, and algorithmic decision-making, is something new altogether.

Return to Philosophy of Explanation

In their work on non-causal explanations, Robert Batterman and Collin Rice ask:

“How can a model that really looks nothing like any system it is supposed to “represent” play a role in allowing us to understand and explain the behavior of that system?”

This question is important and relevant for our approach to explaining phenomena and learning about both of our target domains. Editors on Wikipedia argue the importance of their debate discourse and the reasoning and problem solving that it produces. Are they wrong to push back against automated tools that could replicate that judgment? Even more fiercely, educators will push back against automated scoring of essays. What does it mean to receive a score for an essay that was never read? These feel alien to us - and so any explanatory value that we can gain from them must be strictly scrutinized, especially if it does not come from the standard scientific playbook of intervention, causal relationships, and controlled trials.
**Minimal Models**

Batterman and Rice, who were quoted above, have a suggestion for us. Their goal is to give an account of models that are explanatory, giving new insight and scientific knowledge, without causal mechanisms or interventions. They argue that as scientists we do this by isolating recurring, co-occurring features of a phenomenon, and connecting them using analogies. Many accounts of explanation only allow us to do this if we have a specific and accurate understanding of the exact relational links between entities. Their minimal model account, on the other hand, describes the scientific process in cases where we cannot isolate the exact relations, and have no way to tease them apart. In these cases, the specifics of causal mechanisms are not always important and the stories that result are not always perfectly representative or factual. But non-causal accounts argues that a model meeting "extremely minimal" accuracy conditions, conditions that causal explanations would find "not terribly important", can still give a successful explanation.

Consider two examples from hard sciences: population biology and fluid dynamics. In naturally occurring settings, we cannot give full causal stories, only caricatures. We can list off the features that are relevant in those populations – fitness functions, optimizations, tendencies of variables to correlate and phenomena to co-occur, but we can’t draw causal links, again because things are so entwined. If we relied on pure causal models in these settings, we couldn’t make sense of the world. The evidence we have is simply "insufficient for deriving the target explanandum." Yet in both settings, scientists know a set of factors that must be in place in order for phenomena that we see happening in real life to occur, like an equal ratio of male to female individuals in a species population. But the specific factors are all tangled up – it "stretches the imagination" to think of any one observed phenomenon as a causal factor. Instead, there are merely common features, co-occurring.

Despite natural scientists’ models being "minimally accurate" they are robust and explanatory! Natural scientists, in their non-causal research, learn something important about how the world might actually work. The work involved in justifying these models involves iteratively discovering certain features of a population, determining whether those features are relevant, or whether they can be ignored.

Scientific models in these circumstances take the first step toward being explanatory by idealizing away the factors that are not relevant to the final outcome, labeling them irrelevant. In the minimal model account, scientists tell a story of why large classes of other features are irrelevant to the explanation. Philosophers argue that non-causal
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explanations answer those questions by constructing a space of possible systems, defining the boundaries of a class of systems that our factors do explain. The power of the explanation comes from being able to clearly delimit the scope of the types of systems that fit our explanations.

But we need to then answer further questions. Can we determine the class of systems that will follow these behaviors? How stable are the behaviors under certain changes in the system? To answer these questions, science needs to tell a story of which populations will exhibit the tendencies described – populations where the set of phenomena, together, are subject to the same constraints. This involves defining what entities are being modeled, what interactions between those entities are being described, and the context in which those interactions occurred. The resulting model is as minimal as we can define it, producing a certain "universality class," common circumstances in which our explanation and features apply. From there, we can use the knowledge we gained: If we make a claim about a class of entangled circumstances, and define how to test whether a new set of data comes from that class, then claims made about the class as a whole can tell a story about any constituent member of the class. We then argue that other details – including details we get wrong! – are less relevant, because they aren’t needed to define the boundaries, and do not prevent the defining characteristics of the class from generating new insight.

These models, and the lessons learned from them, explain how heterogenous systems end up adopting similar strategies or following similar patterns. The hard task left before us is to justify what the constraints of our universality class are. How do we get that justification?

Structural Models

The work of Alisa Bokulich is useful for understanding the justification process behind a non-causal model. Working in parallel to the account above, she also argues that the strict, Woodward-style interventionist research makes unsustainable claims.

[causal-only explanation] "...would suggest that scientists rarely - if ever - succeed in offering explanations – even when there is a consensus in the scientific community that an adequate explanation has been given." 442

This account of explanation presents a similar non-causal, model-based account of explanation to the proposal by Batterman and Rice, above. But it goes a little further: in this alternate view of non-causal explanation, it is not just the "true parts" that do the explaining, but

442 Alisa Bokulich. “Distinguishing explanatory from nonexplanatory fictions”. In: Philosophy of Science 79.5 (2012), pp. 725-737
the fictions as well. Models meeting these criteria are not "merely phenomenological models, useful tools for making predictions." Instead, they are capable of "generating real knowledge and genuine insight." But in order for a non-causal explanatory model to be successful, Bokulich argues it must meet three criteria:

- The explanans makes reference to a scientific model, which is to some degree idealized or fictitious.
- The model shows how the elements correctly capture patterns of counterfactual dependence - they “reproduce” the relevant features.
- A “justificatory step” specifies the domain of applicability of the model, and the extent to which the model can be trusted, for which purposes.

The first of these steps, in our case, refers to the trained classifier that attempts to accurately capture the decision-making of a particular domain. The second step here is captured by the features that I have been documenting throughout the last several chapters of this thesis - phenomena and insight about the domain that the model is meant to automate. But what remains is the third step. Bokulich’s account of this step aligns to Batterman and Rice’s idea of a universality class, but gives some additional instruction on how to actually make this argument. Bokulich specifically addresses the problem of being overly permissive of explanations. If anyone can tell a good story for why a set of variables occurring together are explanatory, and claim it extends to any related domain, then we are in danger.

Relevance relations are asymmetric, and causality is real, even if it is sometimes hopelessly entangled in variables that cannot be surgically intervened on.

To answer this, Bokulich suggests one needs to turn to the nitty-gritty details of the science in question. When evaluating whether an explanation applies to a domain and is successful, we must openly acknowledge the current state of the scientific field, as part of the explanation itself. Given the knowledge that we had at the time the explanation was made, would the scientific community give the arguments credence? This approach allows us to acknowledge that scientific practice is fundamentally discursive, collectively built just as the Wikipedia debates we study in the data itself. What counts as an adequate explanatory representation is something that has to be negotiated by people, working together in a domain and aided by the features captured in the model.

Bokulich calls the process of building this context, in defense of an explanation that does not make causal claims, the justificatory step.
This step is the process of building up the universality class of an explanation. It is this justification that must do the heavy lifting, and it is fundamentally a *negotiation*, rather than a causal chain. In this negotiation, we must, as scientists, account for the circumstances of the study, the details of the domain, and the purposes for which the scientists are building and deploying a model. An explanation detached from these contexts is insufficient; but an explanation using non-causal evidence and entangled variables, contextualized with this evidence, scientific discourse, and limits on applicability, can be successful.

*Negotiating a Justified Explanation*

So Bokulich, Batterman, and Rice have given us a set of tools to make non-causal arguments. We must work from exclusion, defining the bounds of the universality class, circumstances where our explanations hold water. We must clarify explicitly that our model is minimal, establishing a set of patterns that, collectively, explain behaviors while claiming that other factors that make different cases distinct are irrelevant to the mechanisms that we’ve described as part of our explanation. And we must justify why the set of factors we’ve identified are relevant and important to the explanation, leaning on something other than the internals of our dataset for this justification.

This aligns with prior work in explainable machine learning. While other authors in this space have never specifically aligned their findings to the accounts from philosophy, they have come to similar conclusions about the importance of a justification that fits in the contemporary discourse. Deciding on and subsequently defending the factors of an algorithm is a subjective, “editorial” process, designed by human operators to automate human judgment. For users, introducing an unknown technology here is a "leap of faith," as the internal processes can’t be observed or understood. And so a suitable explanation must not be technically correct as much as it must be trusted.

A social approach to explainable machine learning supports the case for “why” questions, downplaying the importance of specific technical implementation details. Intriguingly, corporations seem to know this in their own attempts at explanation. Most information from Facebook, for instance targets the motivating “why” questions behind their algorithms rather than technical “how” questions. But corporations attempt to tie trust in automated decision-making to the reputation of the firm itself, as well as emphasizing future usability and benefits, and it’s unclear to whom that approach is satisfying or successful.

---


A Framework for Establishing Boundaries

In my work with Diyi Yang, she used data-driven methods to separate user intent and explain observed phenomena around tenure in the context of online health communities. This framework conceptualizes roles using five facets, reproduced here, reordered for relevance.

1. **Person.** Attributes of individuals, like their age, race, or gender. In the context of any one interaction, these attributes are relatively static, particularly in how they are perceived by others in computer-mediated interactions.

2. **Goal.** Individuals participating in decision-making processes are not doing so irrationally or neutrally; they have some intention during the interaction. Identifying and describing these goals allows us to better understand how they interact with each other, in a group context, and what criteria they use when they make a decision.

3. **Interaction.** While personal aspects of identity above are sometimes "innate" and sometimes mapped to biological or physical characteristics, most are performative. This means that attributes of an individual’s identity and how they approach decision-making can change over time and based on who they are interacting with. A key aspect of explanation is recognizing how otherwise-static attributes of decision-makers change depending on the target of a decision and the audience for the decision’s outcome.

4. **Expectation.** Individuals do not arrive at a decision-making discussion teleported from a vacuum; they have experience throughout their lives in similar contexts, for "how decision-making happens." This includes the particular domain of the decision, if they are frequent participants or have a history of performing a choice to be automated.

5. **Context.** The specific topic under review, the venue and timing of a decision, and the recent history of past decisions all may alter how other aspects above are expressed in a particular decision.

I suggest that we can understand our models using this framework, and use it to situate our findings from an explanatory investigation. We can use each of these framing questions to define a wall or boundary, a limitation for where we think our findings can apply as successful explanations. When a new dataset or domain is brought in, we must ask whether it fits all of the criteria above before
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we can trust that our previous evidence holds. When it does not, in one or more dimensions, it will be our responsibility to test our assumptions. But instead of testing the causal factors and measuring from a strictly interventionist account, we must instead test whether the feature that differs is a member of the same class of decisions as those in which our original explanatory features were discovered. If it is not, we can excise it from our definition; if it is, then we cannot make forecasts or predictions of how that decision will be made – our explanations simply do not apply.


This thesis does not attempt to rigorously test the framework for use in explanation, but we can look at the areas of focus in the chapters so far and attempt to apply this model to them. Research using early versions of this framework in the context of Wikipedia editors has already shown promise, discovering the granular intentions of individual edits to more intelligently categorize editor actions. It has been useful for understanding editor roles over time, as well, describing for instance the way women are more likely to take part in emotional labor roles that are necessary to maintain basic community functioning despite lower associated prestige.

Explaining behavior by focusing on user goals, in the case of Wikipedia, might largely mean studying their stance on a debate. Certainly that has been the focus of most sentiment analysis or stance classification work in NLP. We can assume that a user’s goals for a particular page align with their vote, typically for Delete or Keep. But just like with our DAACS results, the goals of users may diverge from good-faith debate content. Early work on administrator promotion, for instance, showed that raw edit counts and basic forms of politeness were sufficient predictors of administrator promotion; as a result, users seeking promotion sometimes go out of their way to “pad their stats” with relatively minor edits and other easily measurable social moves. These self-centered goals from individuals may be distinct from having strong opinions on the outcome of any one debate, and may be separated from a user’s goals as defined by their stance, depending on the direction of the research. Just like in DAACS, these transgressive behaviors have rich opportunity for explaining how decisions are made in a real, rather than idealized, debate setting.

So these three attributes are relatively well-defined immediately — a user’s personal attributes, stance, and the nominated article as topic of discussion. Using the framework above tells us where we need to fill in gaps in future work. For this context, this means finding...
out more about the boundaries of interaction and expectation. My findings on policy tie into expectation – users are citing the policies from the past as part of their expectation of what ought to happen. The work I’ve done in those chapters serves not only to make predictions about outcomes but to indicate what contexts those predictions ought to hold in. Explanation through policy citation has immediate value — and is validated in its aligned to prior work. Pavalanathan et al. demonstrated, for instance, that citing policies on talk pages does influence editing behavior.

But work remains in the final category, interaction. A good explainable model would recognize that behaviors like quantity of posts, timeliness of posts, and reply patterns between users are all candidates for inclusion in an explanation. Narrowing down the set that has explanatory value is part of the work of justifying a minimal model of the AfD domain.

Using the Framework: AES

In my essay scoring explanation, we have fit our two categorical demographic variables into the person aspect of this framework. My results implicitly test disparate outcomes for White against non-white students, and men against women without accounting for transgender or non-binary identities. The data exists in DAACS to evaluate for other personal identities, like age and military status; however, I have not yet explored what insights we can learn from those explanations or how they can shape the bounds of our explanations.

Student goals and expectations are perhaps the most interesting aspect of my AES research. My study of content, in particular, highlighted that goals vary for students based on their willingness to adhere to the format and genre of the automated system. Intersecting with identity, I showed that these goals and expectations can be very different for men, and White men in particular. Their intention with DAACS was not necessarily to achieve the highest possible score but merely to meet the bare minimum; future attempts at explaining the behavior of AES systems must account for these differential goals from students as part of any system description.

Student expectations can be thought of in terms of genre norms, and whether students believe they understand the "right" way to answer an essay prompt. This expectation around genre norms was reified for the model, though, not by students or by the rubric but by the annotators themselves. Their scores, after all, served as labels for the model where these differences surfaced. My structure analysis, focused on the five-paragraph essay, showed that this is a substantial underpinning of the entire corpus, but is not explic-
itly encoded anywhere in the rubric; students are not told to write a "five-paragraph essay" but some do – predominantly White women – and are rewarded for it with higher scores. Explanations of scoring model behavior in the future must be able to give an account of how it interacts with those structural expectations and who is advantaged by the hidden expectation of the system.

My content analysis also showed that students are coming to DAACS from startlingly different contexts. Some students, predominantly White women again, are coming from home environments that are difficult to manage, and are willing to disclose substantial vulnerability about test anxiety. Other students have no such additional constraints on their education experience. Future exploration, especially in the younger population of the 2020 dataset, will have to explore whether this context actually changes the way students interact with and write for the automated system.

**Verification of the Framework**

There are many ways to verify that this framework is useful for building explanations that are defensible and trustworthy in a real-world context. This will be an important future direction.

First, of course, is the NLP standby - technical evaluation and quantitative measurement. In my work with Diyi Yang, for instance, we codified the aspects and associated features in this framework into a Gaussian mixture model and were able to automatically define whole roles for community members at the intersection of all of these features. This enabled a measurable level of coherence for the features themselves and how they co-occurred. But this focus on the technical, the first place that quantitative data scientists turn, may be too closely tailored to the needs of the data scientists themselves.

Also in that work, user studies were used as a tool to evaluate whether the roles that emerged in that technical model were interpretable and matched the intuitions of domain experts. This involved multi-stage interviews and mixed-methods interpretations that led to the labels for role types. This method generated subject matter expert buy-in, rather than focus on the narrow view of interpretability, and allowed domain knowledge from praxis to drive the presentation of results and explanation for the domain under study. Observation of real-world phenomena is another tool for evaluating whether the explanations arising from this framework are defensible. We might actually deploy the systems that we propose above, and see whether they interact in the ways that we expect.

And from a final, more theoretical perspective, further engagement with philosophy of science is also going to be valuable to allow us to
establish more formal bounds and expectations for what counts as a good explanation. This will clarify the role of a minimal model and a justificatory step, allowing the field to further advance a humanities-based understanding of whether our models are useful reflections of the domains they attempt to automate, and whether our explanations are succeeding at their goals.

**Algorithms as Social Actors**

But there’s something funny about the account we’re giving right now. In most accounts of explanation, the model we describe is simply that - a *model*. It is used for explanation and understanding, the progression of scientific knowledge; the model is a minimal form of the behavior we observe and it lets us learn more.

But in applied machine learning specifically, these models have a dual purpose. Not only are the models explanatory for the human processes we’re learning about; they are also directly active in the process being observed. This is uncharted territory - a simulacrum of the process, joining in as a *co-participant* is unlikely to be a problem that comes up in other fields. So let’s investigate what this means.

As in the philosophical account, the context, goals, and interaction style of an automated decision-making system also matter. Algorithmic decision support in groups produces better outcomes when they explicitly express vulnerability. And social, proactive robots are more likeable and viewed as more productive. But this does have the result of lowering the effect of automation: warning about uncertainty produces lower trust and more frequent manual interventions. Users working with algorithmic systems do not trust all behaviors to be automated equally. Studies have been shown, for instance, that people trust robotic ability in specific tasks like scheduling and workflow automation over others. This is certainly the case in education technology, as we’ve seen in the numerous debates in both of our target domains.

More than two decades ago, Reeves & Nass showed that people can "team up" with a computer when they believe their performance relies on the computer’s performance. They argued that computer systems are treated as *social actors* in how users interact with them. In this social setting, explainable machine learning has the opportunity to address either the "how" questions and "why" questions about an algorithm in use. But people are not focused on the formal details of explainability so much as a definition based on trust - to the point that robots making erroneous explanations are sometimes more likable than accurate ones.
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Let’s look at a few specific factors about trust in automated decision-making. The literature here tells us that increasing the trustworthiness of an algorithmic system is not always tied to accuracy or reliability. Instead, the most successful trustworthy systems rely on calibration between user expectations and performance. High initial trust in a system can decrease following interaction, especially after seeing algorithmic decision-making commit errors or behave in ways that do not match the norms of human decision-makers that are being emulated. In reality, people base their trust in systems on its actual behavior, their perception of the algorithm’s accuracy, and how that perceived accuracy aligns to the system’s self-stated accuracy. Facilitating trust comes from setting correct expectations about what an automated system is going to do.

Still, there is a lot of theory-building work to do. For practical reasons, it’s rare that we can actually be fully descriptive about the tradeoffs that went into the design of a system; we also can’t be fully clear to all users about the expectations about a system. Our primary pointer for future directions is that while transparency in functionality is important, it is not everything. Explanation that succeeds in building trust is largely based on calibrating user expectations to actual performance, rather than actually walking through the specifics of the decision-making process. That practical guidance will hopefully shape the work still to come in the field, providing a unified account of the machine learning classifier as explanatory scientific model, and that same classifier as social co-participant in the decision-making process itself.

Unifying these two views of the classifier, though, will take us one step further up from the data than we’ve been so far. By allowing ourselves to intervene in decision-making directly, we give license to our algorithmic systems – permission to alter the course of human judgment. Before we do that, we should take a long look at what team we are supporting, and ensure we’re advancing the causes that we believe in – and with that, we can move on.
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Confronting Inequity

Early in this thesis, I made the point that explanation is about epistemology, not ethics. The tools that I developed in the previous chapter for thinking about explanation stay in that mindset, focusing on justification of an explanation as successful. But the approach that I take to describing successful non-causal explanation requires an understanding of disciplinary discourses. An explanation is only successful if your justification, as a scientist, is constrained to the circumstances where it fits based on what your contemporary scientific discourse believes.

This is one point where the line between explanation and ethics blurs. It’s also a jumping-off point for a broader and more skeptical look at our scientific process of explanation. This is because the choice of who is a member of that "scientific discourse" is itself fraught with societal biases and preferences for some groups over others; this is true throughout natural language processing and is certainly true in education, meaning we should expect it in how we define contemporary thought in education technology, too.

Our field is now waking up to the impact of our work, but our notions of power structures as they relate to algorithmic systems are still maturing\textsuperscript{470}. Given the rapid scramble to technology-based learning platforms in the last academic year due to the coronavirus pandemic, it is now more urgent than ever for the fields of algorithmic decision-making, natural language processing, and education technology – as well as those who interact with that research – to catch up to the broader discourse about equity and justice in the application of automation to schools. So let’s lean on scholarship from critical pedagogy in this final chapter, to interrogate the question of who gets to decide what makes an explanation successful.

Disciplinary Norms and Power

Technology and Good Intentions

Recently, critical theorist Neil Selwyn engaged with the question of automation technology, especially under the banner of "learning analytics," and how it fits into the ongoing work to improve equity in education\textsuperscript{471}. He argued that this research puts the institution ahead of the individual, ignoring the broader social context of technology.

\textsuperscript{470} Su Lin Blodgett et al. “Language (technology) is power: The need to be explicit about NLP harms”. In: Proceedings of the Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL). 2020

\textsuperscript{471} Neil Selwyn. “What’s the Problem with Learning Analytics?” In: Journal of Learning Analytics 6.3 (2019), pp. 11–19
Work in predictive modeling and decision-making views algorithms as a means of surveillance rather than support, leading to limits on free choice and expression. This line of thinking follows a common critique against what theorists call *techno-solutionism*. Fundamentally, work in this style assumes that individuals and organizations can add well-intentioned technology to their existing processes and, in doing so, solve deep-seated, complex social issues.

Later, Selwyn extended his argument with one further step. Educational data mining is not apolitical, he argued, and cannot be; every system and artifact of that system, like a dataset or a trained model, has politics embedded. Even "social good" targets like learning analytics require you to make some normative decisions (like "staying enrolled in a university course is good"). Professional codes of conduct among scientists and engineers rarely make explicit these normative judgments about what projects should be doing, but his provocation was that the field must evolve learning analytics toward a *deliberate* politics of social justice. This might require a rebuilding of the whole field.

Crucial to this analysis is the "master’s tools" analysis borrowing from Audre Lorde, drawing a distinction about whether algorithmic technologies are "reformist" or not (do they work within an existing system?). He takes as an example a transgender student with a disjointed home life, meaning they have disrupted attendance, parental engagement, and medical records. Because those fields have gaps, omissions, or blanks, by definition this will lead to reduced fidelity in predictions. These gaps are built-in to the very *database schema* of algorithmic interventions; this makes it structurally impossible, at a technical level, to address inequalities head-on. Even in this thesis, we’ve seen this in the limited way I was able to engage with race and gender in my analysis of DAACS.

When I was in industry, I did not have the room in my schedule to ask those questions, nor did I have any incentives to make that room. After our product had been in the market for a few years, I started being exposed to more outside experts in education, like Selwyn and his peers. Rather than coming at problems like AES from a machine learning perspective, hoping to help educators from the outside, they were starting from the perspective of students, educators, and community members watching technology seep into their daily lives. Interrogating the culture of education has an extremely long history, of course, going back decades. Researcher-activists have built rich culturally sustaining pedagogies to accomplish goals of social justice for students. And yet in my original years of academic and industry work on AES I got only fleeting pointers to this work, and no formal training.
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What I have found now is that the question at this point is not whether inequities exist in educational technology. The unequal treatment of students in today’s educational settings is well-established. The broader field of algorithmic decision-making for education has been slow to respond to this, though. While I was working on automated essay scoring, we certainly felt the backlash to our work.\footnote{NCTE. NCTE Position Statement on Machine Scoring. https://bit.ly/3dQHaVY. Accessed 2020-06-30. 2013. URL: https://bit.ly/3dQHaVY} But as a developer, the reaction in the moment is to be immediately defensive of the system, arguing that machine learning only encodes preexisting biases, and does not create new ones or cause additional harm. It certainly did not feel right to be held accountable for the state of the world we found going in, embodied and crystallized in our data.\footnote{John Warner. “The Ed Tech Garbage Hype Machine: Behind the Scenes”. In: Inside Higher Ed (2014). Accessed 2019-09-24. URL: https://bit.ly/1w3NdwS} This is typical; with only a few exceptions, the fairness debate has not yet penetrated the mainstream discourse of learning analytics or predictive education technology.\footnote{Brent Daniel Mittelstadt et al. “The ethics of algorithms: Mapping the debate”. In: Big Data & Society 3.2 (2016) Kenneth Holstein et al. “Improving fairness in machine learning systems: What do industry practitioners need?” In: Proceedings of CHI 2018}

**Funding for Algorithms in Education**

Part of the reason is that confronting systemic inequities through action is difficult. Individual researchers may feel unable to make significant changes to their research agenda, much of which has been built up over years and is hard to pivot. Even if they were to change an individual project to prioritize equity, doing so may feel small in the grand scheme of the learning science landscape, unlikely to effect change at a larger scale while putting their research funding at risk. This challenge in making systemic change is precisely the issue. Identifying differential performance or group fairness metrics for individual systems or for particular subpopulations is insufficient if those systems are built on, and further reproduce, existing systems of oppression. Change requires collective impact rather than individual action, which in turn requires mapping the network of power and funding that produces that impact.\footnote{Brian D Christens and Paula Tran Inzeo. “Widening the view: situating collective impact among frameworks for community-led change”. In: Community Development 46.4 (2015), pp. 420–435} In this section, I look closer at the funding incentives and structures that have shaped the current state of the learning sciences.

Funding for education research follows much the same cycle as other academic research in general. Calls for proposals are put out annually, workshops are funded, conferences are held and shared tasks are developed for collaboration across institutions. Funding is allocated to individual PIs and teams at the scale of hundreds of thousands of dollars at a time. But by their very nature, these grants determine rigid boundaries as to which forms of learning science they can support, and which evidence counts as success, providing further examples of bell hooks’s argument that our “ways of knowing” – the types of research that drive the field forward – are circumscribed by historical relations of power.\footnote{bell hooks bell. Teaching community: A pedagogy of hope. Vol. 36. Psychology Press, 2003}
to grantwriters, a tenured professor and reviewer for IES makes clear which types of educational research are valued: "If you can’t provide a reasonable estimate of what your minimum sample size will be, and its power, then you are already dead in the water."484

A successful application for later-stage grants in the funding pipeline, meanwhile, requires demonstrated outcomes from a pre-existing intervention at an earlier stage; the new work must be made up of relatively small, incremental changes to that existing result485. Progressing to the next tier of funding requires evidence that the previous step worked. Radical changes at any later point of a research program are difficult to justify—and indeed, radical re-visioning of the fundamental aims and goals of one’s research line is made difficult by these processes.

The publication cycle for machine learning and learning sciences also reinforces this structure of iterative change to existing interventions. Performing small studies with clearly-defined alterations to prior work lends itself well to designing experimental conditions and results that fit within the bounds of conference submissions. This work produces discrete and clean findings that can answer narrow questions rigorously; such work can also be time in submission of the next cycle of grant proposals. This structure means that researchers are strongly incentivized to maintain and build upon existing systems and make isolated changes to a deployed platform for experimentation — as in widely-used platforms like ASSISTMents486, Betty’s Brain487, or Cognitive Tutor488. In this light, it is understandable why the bulk of work on fairness and ethics in educational technology and the machine learning field more broadly seems intent on thinking of, and operationalizing, fairness as a technical evaluation of models and datasets, rather than as systemic problems. Opportunities for a drastic rethinking of the goals of those research lines and educational platforms are rare and risky. Confronting inherent inequities requires a leap of faith for a PI – altering course and hoping that the funding is there to catch you when you jump.

**Conditions for Scientific Change**

The Structure of Scientific Practice

To understand this cycle from a theoretical foundation, I would draw on Thomas Kuhn’s paradigm for understanding scientific practice489. Scientific study, in his model, acts as a feedback loop. The norms and values of a particular scientific paradigm shape what is considered to be worthwhile science. Then, opportunities for funding, reflecting those paradigmatic values, inform the goals, contexts, and conditions
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in which scientists (here, learning scientists) do their work, which shapes the directions of the tools they build. These research findings, instantiated in particular models, theories, and tools, make their way into practice—including by researchers embedded in practice (i.e., the self-described “learning engineers”499). Eventually, successful learning science projects implement their technology at scale, which then shapes the behaviors of other participants in this ecosystem—schools, teachers, and peer researchers. Those success stories are then fed back into what becomes valued as legitimate science—and what becomes seen as necessary requirements for both government and philanthropic funding in the next cycle. The result is a feedback loop that is constantly informing, shaping, and reinforcing a set of values and methods among learning scientists.

One can see this resistance to systemic change play out in the field of machine learning and its responses to critiques of ethics and fairness. For nearly six decades, humanists and critical theorists have levied critiques against techno-solutionist approaches to artificial intelligence491.492. Along the way, the field of machine learning labored on much as it always had, with funding calls and conference reviews continuing to ignore the harmful impacts of algorithmic systems. Following a confluence of high-profile revelations around discriminatory outcomes of machine learning systems493.494.495.496 coinciding with these systems’ widespread adoption in consumer products—and perhaps, broader societal changes—the conversation around ethics finally began to shift in the mid-2010s. But it wasn’t until March 2019 that the National Science Foundation put out their first solicitation for grant proposals497. However, this call for grants falls squarely within the current techno-solutionist paradigm of thinking about fairness—making the assumption that such systems themselves may be fundamentally beneficial, and we must simply, as the NSF call puts it, “ensure benefits are broadly available across all segments of society.” In their call, they specifically call for grants that develop novel technical methods for “detecting bias in systems” and “ensuring fairness,” without calling for research into interrogating or resisting the broader societal inequities that are instantiated and reproduced by algorithmic systems.

Kuhn’s critique of scientific paradigms describes how hard it is for a scientific field to get out of this loop498. Disciplines are built on particular ways of knowing—think of bell hooks and how our ways of knowing are forged through inequitable relations of power. As a result, this normalizes what becomes defined as science at all. Conversely, these definitions also shape what becomes known as not science. As a result, researchers are expected to produce results within the normalized paradigm, doing the same work in the same
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structure of scientific practice. Unfortunately, anyone that tries to move outside of those boundaries, to produce radically different norms of knowledge, is immediately questioned, marginalized, and excluded from funding.

The self-reinforcing cycle is not produced by the people impacted by these systems, but by the powerful. Classroom teachers, for instance, even if they are given options about the types of educational technology to use in their classrooms, lack access to the levers of influence necessary to make fundamental, meaningful changes to the equity of learning science research. Indeed, teachers are often most subject to accountability for existing standards regardless of their much lower authority over institutional decision-making. As Amy Ogan reports, while so-called “classroom sensing” technologies may ostensibly be designed to support teachers’ self-reflective professional development, teachers have a “deep fear” that those tools will instead be co-opted by school administrators eager for awareness and control over teachers’ behaviors. For graduate student researchers, the same applies. While they may be interested in changing fundamental power structures of educational technology research, to do so would put them at substantial professional risk. Taking on such risk is, itself, a privilege of those with safety nets and systemic power roles to draw on.

Funding in Machine Learning for Education

Therefore, I focus my analysis on sources of funding that shape the nature of the research conducted, and highlight the choices that researchers may have in shaping these calls. In particular, I consider government agencies, corporations, and philanthropies.

Research funding is accessed primarily through the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the Department of Education, particularly the Institute for Education Sciences (IES). Smaller players in the learning sciences in particular include the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and DARPA, which is funded through the Department of Defense. While these organizations are much larger sources of grant funding for the sciences in general, they play a comparatively smaller role in shaping the landscape of education. The US Department of Education’s Institute of Education Sciences, for instance, separates its grants into a series of Goals with incremental increases in the size of funding available. Early, exploratory proposals receive an order of magnitude less funding, capped at $700,000, but ostensibly do not require a track record of success to receive awards. Full-scale efficacy studies, on the other hand, can receive grants of up to $5,000,000 at a time, collaborations across multiple institutions,
numerous researchers and stakeholders, and many years of work.

While the federal funding pipeline is slow and relies on measurable evidence of each incremental change, the corporate world of educational technology software has historically needed little evidence at all. This results in extremely high variance between products: some have strong findings from research; others, by the time they make it to schools, bear little resemblance to the original experiments. Many products don’t come from a research base to begin with, but are evaluated for success based on idiosyncratic measures, by district administration with informal, *ad hoc* training in data analytics.501

Another major source of funding for education research comes from the private sector. In capitalist economies, extremely high-net-worth captains of industry often use their wealth to fund philanthropic ventures. In the early twentieth century these projects included the funding of the arts by Rockefeller and the funding of public libraries by Carnegie. In modern times, this role is often played by organizations funded from the technology industry. Most visible among these organizations are the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and more recently, the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative.

While these organizations have sprawling operations that impact many different industries, because of all the factors listed above, they have a uniquely powerful role in defining the path of learning sciences research. In a generous reading, this role serves as a compromise between federal government funding and corporate investment in the education sector. Like government funders, philanthropies demand measurable results from their investments. Today there is an emphasis from essentially every philanthropic funder to combine a focus on measurable outcomes with an unusually tight timetable for experimentation, and in particular there is a need for grantees to demonstrate measurable efficacy results rapidly, often within a year or two of receiving funding. These “short-term wins” are often paired with longer-term strategic objectives of multi-year research agendas.

But unlike government research, these philanthropies fundamentally seek to turn research results into scalable, self-funded businesses that will turn into the corporate entities that sell their results to schools. This is a unique twist on the role of grant agencies in support of education. Corporate products as the primary driver of dissemination of research takes a fundamentally neoliberal view of how learning science and education reform can have an impact, focused on private sector investment.502, 503, 504 This worldview has been described as “philanthro-capitalism” and defined as:

> “the openness of personally profiting from charitable initiatives, an openness that deliberately collapses the distinction between public and private interests in order to justify increasingly concentrated levels of private gain.” 505
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This attitude is evident at every level of philanthropy in the learning sciences. The Chan Zuckerberg Initiative, for instance, is not a nonprofit organization but an LLC, inventing a new category of “for-profit philanthropy.” This has blurred lines between the charitable and corporate roles of funders in education. In journalism, research has identified the lines of influence that philanthropic funders have over the journalistic organizations they fund. In the learning sciences, often the same organizations that fund research into learning sciences (such as Chan Zuckerberg Initiative) also fund the conferences, journalism outlets (e.g., EdSurge), and publications that present the most optimistic and friendliest narrative around press releases and news of learning sciences innovations and product launches. This complex, deeply embedded role in the broader ecosystem gives philanthropies a remarkable influence over educational technology, having “unprecedented power to shape the direction of research and development in education, by selecting and investing in programs that fit their personal vision.”

In fact, this undue influence of philanthro-capitalists in funding learning science research can be read as part of a larger tradition of disinvestment in public education in favor of the privatization of education (following Klein, and returning to the very beginning of this dissertation). This trend further entrenches educational disparities along socioeconomic class lines.

The Limits of Representation

One common response to these concerns is to acknowledge their validity, then shift to argue for their resolution through more representation and community voices in the decision-making process. This push for representation as a solution is a common and important step toward addressing issues of access and opportunity to the knowledge, practices, and spaces that are shaping algorithmic decision-making. However, in order to address concerns of socio-technical systems of oppression and inequities, this is not enough. Politics of representation makes strong assumptions about the idea that identity or representation shifts the epistemology and logic of socio-technical systems. In fact, a focus on identity or resources is not enough to address the non-material processes of power and oppression. Unfortunately, these politics of representation do not address the normative disciplinary practices of producing knowledge and the hegemonic shaping of educational systems. Data science, and the training of it, is done within Western epistemological paradigms. Why should we expect that shifting representations will shift this hegemony?

Part of the limitations of this inclusive design philosophy lies in...
a critique of the focus on politics of representation. On one hand, there is a push to train more data scientists that are coming from underrepresented backgrounds; the theory of change here is that if those voices were part of the data science process, their perspectives would be included in the design of these algorithms and platforms. This also gets deployed in the way that communities and organizations are engaged: maybe research needs community members in the design process as a voice, as an attempt to shift representation, to make systems more equitable and less biased. One can see similar arguments in public policy and community-engaged health research, as well as in the tradition of participatory design and community-driven co-design in human-computer interaction.

Parisi and Dixon-Román argue that this approach is based on a politics of inclusion. Adding diversity to who is included at the table of decision making is an important initiative, but as Benjamin argues, “so much of what is routine, reasonable, intuitive, and codified reproduces unjust social arrangements, without ever burning a cross to shine light on the problem.” These politics of inclusion fundamentally do not transform the norms and logic of reason that make up the epistemology of the system. Thus, a politics of inclusion in fact maintains and reifies a logic inherited by science and technology from a deeper, colonialist past. In other words, the issue at hand is not just about representation in voice and designers of existing systems, it is about recognizing the heritage of where those systems came from. Thus, adding (e.g., diverse team members) does not shift or change the underlying ways of thinking and knowing.

After all, who qualifies as an expert or a qualified voice at the table? The necessity for short-term outcomes in a particular format of efficacy study limits the researchers that are credibly able to apply for such funding: in particular, qualified applicants must have pre-existing research programs, participants for studies, and software ready to put into classrooms in a matter of months. For substantial later-stage support, that software must have been tested for a fairly narrow definition of successful learning gain. This introduces a hidden list of requirements into the top tier of funding: pre-existing relationships with a complex web of scientists, philanthropists, and educational settings, and a pre-existing agreement that those learning gains, measured typically on summative assessments of testable knowledge, are the appropriate metric of success. In today’s philanthropic funding landscape for educational technology, a researcher cannot receive grants unless they are already enmeshed within the loop, having received grants before and built up social capital to receive further support while measuring what those with power have agreed to measure, using methods they have approved.

To make the point more explicit: the requirements for funding and, therefore, ability to execute on a vision are structured for exclusion. They reinforce existing hierarchies in learning science and technology. The researchers that are qualified for new grants—at all but the earliest exploratory stages—are the researchers that were previously funded, and the projects with evidence that fits the funding agencies’ targets are the projects they themselves have previously funded. Inclusion of a few select voices into this process is insufficient to change this feedback loop. Funding agencies pride themselves on their goals of funding innovation, and on finding research that is cutting-edge. But the template for innovation has been public and highly visible for years now. Funders do alter their criteria nominally from year to year, but the underlying premises have not changed. For at least two decades, there has been a focus on measurable outcomes and efficacy on standardized, summative assessments. Funders have made clear that the promising, scalable modalities for these approaches—those worthy of funding—are technological solutions, developed by companies that match the goals of philanthrocapitalists. If these solutions are where we place our optimism for deep-seated social issues, then we are asserting that those same organizations that led us to this point ought to choose the way to unwind their own historical impact on curriculum and learning.

Alternate Futures

So let’s end with positive possibilities. What choices are available for active, inclusive, equitable change to how we do our work? All of these scholars I’ve cited have given us tools for explanation even deeper and broader than the social framework I’ve advanced. Only through engaging with these frameworks am I able to acknowledge the influence of external goals on the broader direction of the communities, products, and technologies I study. Do they tell us anything about how might we re-imagine a better future, one where defensible explanations are made on behalf of algorithms and tools that do not buy into these inequitable structures?

Policies and practices present particular visions of the world. Technologies then instantiate these visions and values into algorithmic systems that further entrench them. Theorists and critics have called to remake the financial world of machine learning research in a more just and more equitable way. I will not suddenly, at the end of this dissertation, be offering solutions to the core challenges of systemic oppression. But I will offer two potential ways forward: one that would entail changes to existing systems, and another that calls for transformative change.
**New Research Priorities**

First, I propose a change in current funding models, to better prioritize research that investigates how to make systemic social change, rather than relying on techno-solutionist thinking or on narrow experimental studies reporting incremental results. This is a natural extension of my more narrow call for social, non-causal account of explanation over a technical, introspective, causal account. This can be done through funding to researchers from marginalized groups. But allocation of funding to those individuals cannot work in isolation; allocation of resources within the existing feedback loop cannot be the extent of funding agencies’ efforts towards addressing equity. It must be accompanied by changed expectations for the types of research that is publishable, towards research that is more participatory and more community-based.

This would mean requiring that research teams involve members of marginalized stakeholder groups as meaningful, co-equal members of the research team, or as advisors to the research projects, whose voices are given equal weight. That is, these stakeholders should be involved in framing the goals right from the start. When appropriate, they should be able to say that the research should not continue, if there is no way to make it equitable. This is in contrast to simply offering tokenized feedback to an already finished project, or a project on a fixed trajectory that can only be altered at the margins. Addressing inequity through participatory design will require reconsideration of what it means for stakeholders to participate in research. Such work will also need to avoid overburdening marginalized communities, by compensating them adequately for the full scope of their newly expanded participation.

The field of machine learning is grappling with the complex contradictions in this path forward. Despite over 90 values statements for ethical machine learning produced by large technology companies and government agencies, machine learning systems continue to be developed that discriminate and perpetuate injustice. While there may be legitimate organizational reasons why technology companies have been unable to put these principles into practice, others have been skeptical of intentions.
Some critics describe these ethical statements as "fairwashing" or "ethics-washing," developing principles and value statements for ethical machine learning while doing little to change the nature of such technology, or the organizational processes that led to their design. Mona Sloane has described this as a "smokescreen" for business as usual. Thus, while it may be worthwhile to begin with changing the priorities and funding calls from the usual suspects of funding agencies to prioritize marginalized community interests and other ways of knowing, it will not be enough to transform fundamentally unjust systems.

One direction to look is what Mariam Asad et al. have referred to as "academic accomplices", or scholars whose research is designed to support the already ongoing justice work on communities. Truly empowered participation by marginalized groups in these research agendas requires the ability to change ways of knowing what "evidence" looks like in learning science research. It will require a willingness to change the definition of efficacy and success in an intervention, based on what communities want and need. It will require looking at different disciplines, outside of the techno-solutionist mindset, and instead towards the voices of community organizers, social justice scholars, critical theorists and others. This will require a humility on the part of researchers and funders, a willingness to be part of a change that may leave them with less of a grip on power at the end of the funding process than they had at the start.

What we may learn from such engagement is that for some tasks, the current approach is inherently unjust and in these cases, the research should simply cease – "the implication is not to design". Os Keyes describes this situation in their critique of data science as rigid quantification that is intrinsically at odds with safety for those at the margins. In such cases, injustices are inextricably embedded in the proposed technical solutions. For these types of tasks or methods, no amount of good explanation will uproot the underlying inequity.

**Justice in Algorithmic Decision-Making Research**

My final argument would be for machine learning researchers to adopt a design justice approach to algorithmic decision-making research. As proposed by Sasha Costanza-Chock, design justice is a "framework for analysis of how design distributes benefits and burdens between various groups of people." This involves interrogating the values encoded into designed systems, meaningfully involving members of marginalized and impacted communities in the design of systems, and questioning the narratives, sites, and pedagogies around design.
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To do this well, though, will require the communities I am a part of, in NLP, machine learning, and education technology to do some work. It requires us to learn, adopt, and promote theories and methods that critique the very power structures that have enabled our own research. Thus, a turn towards design justice may need to start by researchers, not funders. Changing a research community means changing practices, but also their public engagement, their calls for participation, review criteria, and awards of the journals and conferences they support. One may look to the medical field as an example here, with recent calls for community-engaged research leveraging journal reviews, grant funding, and universities’ tenure and promotion as mechanisms for promoting a change in research values and methods.529

The most robust version of this would involve the field as a whole changing our incentives. These incentives include the kinds of grants and funding that learning scientists pursue and accept, the collaborators they choose, the role of stakeholders in their research, and their engagement with the impact and legacy of their research. This engagement would continue after its dissemination and deployment in school systems, and necessarily prioritize a longer-term view over the current, more incremental status quo.

As a field, our vision for the kinds of technologies that can be built are shaped by what Sang-Hyun Kim and Sheila Jasanoff have called "socio-technical imaginaries:"

> collectively held, institutionally stabilized, and publicly performed visions of desirable futures, animated by shared understandings of forms of social life and social order attainable through, and supportive of, advances in science and technology.530

The socio-technical imaginaries of our current field are shaped and circumscribed by the history of technology as it is today – but they can be remade. To do this, we are inspired by Keyes et al.’s call for counterpower, or what they call emancipatory autonomy in human-computer interaction, or, more simply, anarchist HCI.531 This involves fostering community-appropriate and community-determined research and design, both between researchers and stakeholders as well as within the technical research community itself. This move for counterpower would involve giving everyone, not simply a privileged few, the means to shape the forms of socio-technical educational systems. There are echoes of this in the calls to “democratize” machine learning from corporations532 and researchers533, which mostly seems to mean providing open-source tools for developing machine learning models (e.g., TensorFlow). However, in practice, while platforms like TensorFlow may be freely available, simply giving more people access to them will do little to change the fun-
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damentally inequitable paradigms in which they are used. Instead, a more radical version of the democratization of learning technologies might reflect Paolo Freire’s vision of a liberatory pedagogy that allows learners to pose the problems that are essential for their lives, and learn in ways that are meaningful and effective for them. There is a rich lineage of this resistance to centralized educational hierarchy in education, including the critical theorist Ivan Illich, who famously called for "de-schooling society"536, or Eli Meyerhoff’s call for new "modes of study" beyond education537.

In artificial intelligence more broadly, acts of resistance or refusal are becoming ever more common. For instance, communities have organized against computer vision used in public housing projects538, and the Stop LAPD Spying Coalition539 has successfully organized to ban predictive policing algorithms in Los Angeles. One can also look to individual acts of resistance to harmful algorithmic systems, such as masks designed to resist facial recognition540 and tools to obfuscate advertising algorithms541. However, these are acts of resistance and refusal to systems that are already designed and deployed, and likely already causing harm in the world.

Research methods that fit cleanly into the existing body of literature have resulted in reproductions of existing, inequitable brick-and-mortar education systems. We have built algorithms that reflect back the inequities that are already in place. This is not sufficient for creating new socio-technical imaginaries, or more liberatory forms of algorithmic decision-makers. As a field, we might look to methods from feminist speculative design542,543 and critical design544,545, which endeavor to provoke and problematize futures, both positive and negative, and to have bold visions for bringing these futures about. This might involve using critical design methods to provoke and problematize foundational assumptions in machine learning, including what should be learned and what it means to have learned it – to challenge these legacy views of what makes up a "good" model and a good decision.

Conclusion

All of this may require rethinking the standard machine learning research and design lifecycle to prioritize equity and justice547 and to involve (and empower) stakeholders from marginalized communities throughout this lifecycle. This may entail a radical transformation of the "institutionally stabilized"548 structures and incentives of the current system. It may require teaching students about the history and legacies of educational injustice, critical theory, and broader societal systems of oppression. And, it may require machine learning
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researchers to become accomplices with members of marginalized communities, to avoid reproducing existing power dynamics in their participatory design methods and move towards fostering counter-power in machine learning systems deployed in and for schools. All of this would require a radical re-envisioning of a more just, equitable, and liberatory system for learning science.

These problems are complex and interwoven and resist straightforward analyses and answers. Thinking about how your work is situated within a socio-technical system of self-reinforcing feedback loops is exhausting. Acknowledging that system and getting back to work is harder still. There’s just no time to question the epistemologies of existing work and grants, much less find the space to actively support an activist, radical transformation.

But research on the underlying technologies and decision-making processes in education technology is a hint at the future of education policy itself. As I have shown throughout this dissertation, natural language processing is at the heart of many of these technologies. Language technologies research shapes real schools. Right now, as the very notion of public education is in flux in America, we are on the precipice of rapid and fundamental change and reform that will place technology in a front and center role. We should expect a rapid acceleration of the speed that our research is dropped into the classroom (or in today’s remote world, the Zoom room).

Teachers, principals, and parents will have needs. Education companies looking to scale rapidly will have goals. The students themselves will have questions! We have so much opportunity to do the right kind of work as we introduce our technology, its benefits, its drawbacks, and its requirements. And the crisis of the COVID-19 pandemic, if nothing else, brings out a potential to break norms.

Maybe this crisis can be a reset point. Coming from positions of affluence and prestige in the tech industry, we are the ones with the privilege to break the cycle of technologies that do not really communicate what they do, or whose power they reinforce. As a community of researchers, there’s so much we can collectively do to transform the trajectory of the field. The barriers to participation in the field of natural language processing and education technology are created by and reinforced by us, the researchers. The definition of what it means to build a “good” algorithm is made up by us. This year our society have been undergoing an enormous rethinking of what it means to be technology-centric and enabled in the classroom, how quickly we should adopt tools, and who we should look to for help. Those shifts have all put us in an even greater position of responsibility than we had before. I believe it’s necessary that we look up from our models and look around at the social environment where our tools are being

deployed. It’s necessary that we take that opportunity to reconnect with the real-world context of our work, and intentionally choose the priorities of our research. This choice includes picking the conflicts and discourses where algorithmic decision-making will step in, re-shaping the path of the human decision-making it seeks to model. When the model does step in, we’ll have made our choice: whose data we’ve included, whose decision-making we’re emulating, what kind of intervention we’re letting our automated tools make, and how much we know about that intervention and the ripple effects it is likely to have. Other disciplines have grappled with the responsibility they shoulder with their technological advances; I hope we do the same.
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Most of my work on automated essay scoring was completed in spring and summer of 2020 and has not yet been published in peer reviewed venues, with one exception. Evaluating Neural Models was originally published at the ACL Workshop on Innovative Uses of NLP for Building Educational Applications, as "Should You Fine-Tune BERT for Automated Essay Scoring?" The contents of the next two chapters, Training and Auditing DAACS and Explaining Essay Structure, have been prepared for submission to the journal Assessing Writing, as "Five-Paragraph Essays and Fair Automated Scoring in Online Higher Education". I expect this review process to be conducted in fall 2020. The topic modeling analysis of Explaining Essay Content is suitable for publication in a computer science venue focused on human-computer interaction, such as CSCW, and will likely be prepared for submission in the 2020-2021 academic year. Each of these publications is coauthored with Heidi Andrade, Jason Bryer, and Angela Lui, the leaders of the DAACS project, and with Alan Black.

The final section, Takeaways, draws on multiple prior publica-
Defensible Explanations draws on my work with Diyi Yang, first published as “Seekers, Providers, Welcomers, and Storytellers: Modeling Social Roles in Online Health Communities.” in the ACM CHI conference, coauthored with Robert Kraut, Tenbroeck Smith, and Dan Jurafsky. It also proposes future work in philosophy of science that will likely be part of Christopher Grimsley’s doctoral dissertation, and which will result in future publications on which I hope to collaborate. Confronting Inequity draws on collaborations with multiple collaborators. First, in the 2019 BEA workshop at ACL, I published “Equity Beyond Bias in Language Technologies for Education”, a nascent form of the chapter, in collaboration with Michael Madaio, Shrimai Prabhumoye, David Gerritsen, Brittany McLaughlin, and Ezekiel Dixon-Román. A subset of us then continued discussing the implications of that workshop paper, and in early 2020, Michael Madaio, Ezekiel Dixon-Román, and I partnered with new contributor Su Lin Blodgett to submit “Confronting Inherent Inequities in AI for Education” to the International Journal on AI for Education. That article is currently under revision for a second round of peer review in fall 2020, and I expect it to be published after revisions in 2021.
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